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Executive Summary 


President Clinton established the Presidential Advisory Committee on Gulf 
War Veterans’ Illnesses to ensure an independent, open, and comprehen-
sive examination of health concerns related to Gulf War service. This 12-
member panel, made up of veterans, scientists, health care professionals, 
and policy experts, will review the fulI range of relevant activities, includ-
ing: research, coordinating efforts, medical treatment, outreach, reviews 
conducted by other governmental and nongovernmental bodies, risk fac- 
tors, and chemical and biological weapons. 

As mandated by Executive Order 12961, we are delivering our interim 
report to the President, through the Secretaries of Defense, Health and Hu- 
man Services, and Veterans Affairs, six months after our initial meeting 
(held on August 14-15,1995). Our final report wilI be delivered no later than 
December 31,1996. 

This interim report includes four chapters addressing specific elements 
of the Committee’s charter: outreach, medical and clinical issues, research, 
and chemical and biological weapons. The final chapter describes the Com- 
mittee’s work plan for the next 10 months. Within each chapter, the Com- 
mittee presents its analytical approach; describes background material un-
covered through testimony, document review, and interviews; and makes 
findings based on investigations to date. Recommendations we believe can 
improve the government’s response to the broad array of issues encompass- 
ing Gulf War veterans’ illnesses follow. 

OUTREACH 
The Committee found the Department of Defense (DOD) and the Depart- 
ment of Veterans Affairs (VA) have used a number of progressive tech-
niques - from establishing telephone hotlines for the health care programs 
that serve veterans to posting declassified documents on the Internet-to 
educate veterans and other citizens concerned about Gulf War veterans’ ill-
nesses. Neither department, however, has adopted performance measures 
sophisticated enough to evaluate the success of these programs. Our inves- 
tigation revealed some relatively simple ways for the departments to re- 
ceive feedback on the utility of various outreach programs and a critical 
need to present information to veterans more clearly. 
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� Operators at the DOD Medical Registry Hotline, DOD Incident Report- 
ing Line, and VA Helpline should be instructed to ask “How did you find 
out about this number?” as a method of qualitatively measuring the suc- 
cess of the diprent methods for publicizing the numbers. 

� In the next Comprehensive Clinical Evaluation Program end-of-evaluation 
questionnaire, which participants answer when the initial evaluation is 
completed, DOD should include a question about satisfaction with the re- 
ferral provided by the Persian GulfMedical Registry Hotline. 

DOD and VA should utilize more refined performance measures to deter- 
mine how well outreach services are reaching concerned part&. Caller uol- 
ume data are not adequate. 

To assist the general public in interpreting the declassified intelligence d&u- 
ments on GulJlJNK [a DOD site on the World Wide Web], DOD should 
prepare a user’s guide. This guide should explain in general terms the various 
sources of intelligence in@mation, how they may difir in quality and reltiil- 
ity, and how intelligence analysts compile and evaluate reports from a variety 
of sources in the field to obtain corroboration befire preparing a final assess- 
ment. This guide should befeatured prominently on the GulfLINK home page. 

In its outreach campaign, VA should forego use of the term “priority care.” 
VA should state clearly that Gulf War veterans are entitled to receive the 
Persian Gulf Health Registry examination free of charge, including any 
diagnostic testing found to be medically necessary and counseling regard- 
ing findings. 

VA should make its broadcast public service announcements (PSAs) about 
the toll-free Helpline more explicit. The PSAs should include brief explana- 
tions of the purpose of the Helpline and the referral process for the Persian 
GulfHealth Registry. 

Future conflicts are likely to generate controversial and unexplained health 
concerns, and DOD and VA should anticipate the need and plan for out-
reach services and implement them expeditiously. 

MEDICAL AND CLINICAL ISSUES 
For this interim report, the Committee focused on medical treatment issues 
that surfaced during the deployment and demobilization of troops. We 
found DOD’s policies and procedures were not adequate in all cases to pre- 
vent service members with preexisting conditions from being deployed or 
to identify health problems extant at the time of demobilization; these con- 
ditions could have contributed to some current health concerns. 

The Committee believes DOD and the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) deliberated carefully before enabling, through rulemaking, DOD to 
require troops to take pyrrdostigimine bromide (PB) and botulinum toxoid 
(BT) vaccine as antidotes to possible chemical and biological warfare (CBW) 
agents without FDA approval of the products for that purpose. Yet we find 
FDA has failed, in the five years since the Gulf War, to devise better long- 
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term methods governing military use of drugs and vaccines for CBW de-
fense. We also find DOD’s inability to produce the records of who re-
ceived PB or BT indicative of much need for wholesale improvement in 
the government’s performance on medical recordkeeping during military 
engagements. 

� DOD should regularly review and update the policies and procedures 
that govern the pre-, during, and postdeployment medical assessment of 
the Ready Reserve to ensure they are current and adequate. 

� DOD should establish a quality assurance program to ensure compli-
ance with pre-, during, and postdeployment medical assessment poli-
cies. 

� Prior to any deployment, DOD should undertake a thorough health as-
sessment of a large sample of troops to enable better postdeployment 
medical epidemiology. Medical surveillance should be standardized for 
a core set of tests across all services, including timely postdeployment 
followup. 

� Given that FDA’s interim rule [permitting waiver of informed con-
sent for use of unapproved products in a military exigency] is still 
in efict, DOD should develop enhanced orkn tation and training proce-
dures to alert service personnel they may be required to take drugs or 
vaccines not filly approved by FDA if a con.ict presents a serious 
threat of chemical and biological warfare. 

� If FDA decides to reissue the interim final rule as final, it should first 
issue a Notice of Proposed Rule Making. Among the areas that specifi-
cally should be revisited are: adequacy of disclosure to service personnel; 
adequacy of recordkeeping; long term followup of individuals who re-
ceive investigational products; review by an institutional review board 
(IRB) outside of DOD; and additional procedures to enhance under-
standing, oversight, and accountability. The Committee, at this time, 
withholds judgment on the adequacy of the current interim final rule. 

� DOD should assign a high t;n’ority to dealing with the problem of lost 
or missing medical records. A computerized central database is impor-
tant. Specialized databases must be compatible with the central 
database. Attention should be directed toward developing a mechanism 
fbr computerizing medical data (including classified information, if and 
when it is needed) in thej2ld. DOD and VA should adopt standardized 
recordkeeping to ensure continuity. 

The Committee found most of the studies sponsored by DOD, VA, and 
the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) are well designed 
and appropriate to determine if Gulf War veterans have mortality, symp-
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toms, or diseases that might be attributable to service in the Gulf War. 
However, we believe inadequate response to scientific peer review, disre-
gard for the importance of allocating scarce research dollars to the best de- 
signed studies, and inattention to the need to communicate effectively with 
veteran participants are undermining the effectiveness of the govern-
ment’s research efforts. The lack of data about exposure to various risk fac- 
tors (e.g., oil fire smoke or infectious diseases) also hampers research. 
Though DOD is attempting to recreate certain exposure scenarios with the 
Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations, we recommend heightened efforts 
to collect exposure data in future conflicts. 

All epidemiologic studies aimed at Gulf War veterans’ health issues 
should incorporate external scientific review and ongoing interaction 
with appropriate outside experts throughout the study process, from 
study design through analysis of results. 

The Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board should play an active role 
in allocating the limited resources available for research on Gulf War 
veterans’ illnesses. The Research Working Group of the Coordinating 
Board should monitor the findings and recommendations of scientific 
peer review committees. If scientific reviews draw into question the use- 
fulness of particular studies to the overall research strategy, the Research 
Working Group should, via the Coordinating Board, recommend appro- 
priate actions to the Secretaries of the three departments involved. 

DOD, DHHS, and VA should recommend their principal investigators 
use public advisory committees in &signing and executing epidemiologic 
studies of Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. 

For those questions that are common to difirent [epidemiologic] sur-
veys, coordination between principal investigators and survey design ex- 
perts should take place to arrive at common wording. The Persian Gulf 
Veterans Coordinating Board’s Research Working Group should take re- 
sponsibility for this coordination. 

The Persian GulfRegistry of Unit Locations should be made available to 
qualified government and private researchers as quickly as possible, 
within the constraints of conji&ntiality. 

DOD should make reasonable and practical efirts to collect and record 
better troop exposure data during future conflicts and to make those data 
available as quickly as possible to health care researchers. 

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS 
The work of the United Nations Special Commission on Iraq (UNSCOM) 
provides a more definitive picture of Iraq’s advanced CBW capabilities 
than was available at the time of the Gulf War and underscores the consid- 
erable uncertainty regarding Iraq’s intentions to use CBW agents against 
American and coalition troops. The Committee believes the decisions of 
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DOD and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to reopen their investi- 
gations of CBW in the Gulf War are positive steps and urges DOD and 
CIA to draw fully on their resources to answer some of the war’s most 
controversial questions; we will monitor their progress carefully. In ad- 
dition, we find improved technology to detect the presence of CBW 
agents would improve the health care surveillance of troops involved in 
future conflicts. 

� CIA and DOD should coordinate their analyses to ensure a compre- 

hensive review of the complete record of the Gulf War. Each agency 

should make full and prompt disclosure of all findings. 


� DOD should devote more attention to monitoring low-level 

(subacute) exposures to chemical warfare (CW) agents. One possible 

basis for such a system is the automated air-sampling system devel- 

oped by the U.S. Army Edgewood Research, Development and Engi- 

neering Center for UNSCOM, which is using it to monitor emissions 

from Iraqi chemical plants. Another approach might be to modify the 

detection system the U.S. Army uses to monitor for leaks at chemical 

weapons storage depots. 


� DOD should continue to invest in the development of a biological 

point detector/alarm system that can detect and identify biological 

warfare (SW) agent aerosols rapidly enough to enable troops to take 

protective measures before being exposed. 


CONCLUSION 
The Committee adopted the strategy of investigating and analyzing for 
the interim report those key questions raised by the charter we believed 
could be answered in the near-term. Toward this end, the Committee 
received testimony from the public and government officials and re- 
viewed scores of reports related to Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. This 
document reports the Committee’s evaluations to date and makes find- 
ings and recommendations in each of the major areas of our mandate, 
but our work is by no means complete. 

Securing a healthy future for Gulf War veterans is of paramount impor- 
tance to President Clinton. We promise our full dedication to his charge. 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This independent Advisory Committee will help ensure that we are doing 
eve ything possible to determine the causes of the illnesses being reported 
by Gulf War veterans and to provide efictive medical care to those who 
are ill. 

-	 President Clinton 
May 26,199s 

On August 2,1990, Iraqi forces invaded Kuwait. Five days later, U.S. troops 
began deployment to the Persian Gulf region as part of Operation Desert 
Shield, which became Operation Desert Storm when Coalition air forces be- 
gan the attack on Iraqi targets on January 17,1991. On February 24,1991, the 
ground war began when the U.S. military and other coalition partners at- 
tacked Iraqi troops in southern Iraq and Kuwait. One hundred hours 

1 later - on February 28,1991- the fighting ceased. 
In all, approximately 697,000 men and women of the U.S. military 

(including members of the National Guard and Reserves) served in South- 
west Asia during Operations Desert Storm/Desert Shield. Casualties were 
unexpectedly low. During the conflict, 145 service members died in combat; 
nonhostile actions claimed 225 lives. 

By June 13,1991, the last U.S. service members who participated in the 
ground war returned to the United States. Victory brought no peace for 
some Gulf War veterans, however, as they began to report debilitating, 
chronic illnesses with a variety of symptoms, including fatigue, joint pain, 
headache, rash/dermatitis, and memory loss. In some cases, physicians 
have been unable to pinpoint a clear diagnosis. 

Realizing the debt owed to individuals who served in the Gulf War and 
determined to learn from our country’s experience with veterans’ health is- 
sues, the Administration and Congress undertook several initiatives to ad- 
dress the health of U.S. troops that had served in the Gulf War. President 
Clinton took the additional step on May 26,1995, of issuing Executive Order 
12961 to establish the Presidential Advisory Committee on Gulf War Veter- 
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The Committee has a 
long-term mission to 
analyze and review, in 
an interdisciplinary, 
cross-agency fashion, 
the broad array of 
topics associated with 
Gulf War veterans’ 
illnesses. 

ans’ Illnesses (Appendix A) to ensure an independent, open, and compre- 
hensive examination of health concerns related to Gulf War service. 

THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
The Committee has a long-term mission to analyze and review, in an inter- 
disciplinary, cross-agency fashion, the broad array of topics associated with 
Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. The Committee is concerned that some veter-
am suffer from real, debilitating illnesses linked to service in the Gulf War. 
A U-member panel made up of veterans, scientists, health care profession- 
als, and policy experts, we have been charged (Appendix B) to review the 
full range of government activities relating to Gulf War veterans’ illnesses, 
including: 

research, 
coordinating efforts, 
medical treatment, 
outreach, 
reviews by other governmental and nongovernmental bodies, 
risk factors, and 
chemical and biological weapons. 

The Committee has been directed to issue its findings and recommenda- 
tions to the President through the Secretaries of Defense, Health and Hu- 
man Services, and Veterans Affairs in a final report to be delivered no later 
than December 31,1996. As mandated by the Executive Order, this docu- 
ment, the Committee’s interim report, is being delivered six months follow- 
ing the first meeting, which was held in Washington, DC on August 14-15, 
1995. 

Relationship to Other Efforts to Address Gulf War Veterans’ Illnesses 

All of us share President Clinton’s pledge to “leave no stone unturned” in 
the effort to ensure the government’s response to Gulf War veterans is com- 
passionate and fair. While this Committee is the first group broadly charged 
to analyze Gulf War veterans’ illnesses, ours is not the first, or only, effort 
by the Administration to address health concerns stemming from service in 
the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations (Figure 1). As required by the charter, the 
Committee has reviewed the work of groups that have issued reports.* We 
have assessed (or will assess in the final report) whether those groups’ rec- 
ommendations have been implemented or whether findings and/or recom- 
mendations merit updating in light of newly available information. 

With respect to other reviews that are ongoing (e.g., those of the IOM 
and the Persian Gulf Expert Scientific Committee of the Department of Vet- 

1
\ii J 

I i 

‘For example, the Office of Technology Assessment, le2 the Defense Science bard (DSB) Task Force on Persian Gulf War Effects,’ the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) Technology Assessment Workshop on the Persian Gulf Experience and Health,’ the Institute of 
Medicine (IOM) Committee on the Department of Defense Persian Gulf Syndrome Compre$ensive Clinical Evaluation Program,5 
IOM’s Committee to Review the Health Consequences of Service During the Persian Gulf War, and the General Accounting Office.“* 
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erans Affairs (VA)), the Committee has availed itself of the expertise and 
experiences of these bodies to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort. We 
intend to continue this consultation as we develop the final report. 

The Committee’s Process 

The President has made clear his belief that only an open government is a 
responsive government. The Committee operates under the Federal Advi- 
sory Committee Act, conducting its business in open public meetings and 
providing the opportunity for comment from any interested member of the 
public at each meeting. Individuals who wish to submit written material for 
the Committee’s consideration may do so at any time. 

The Committee’s deliberations are supported by the work of a full-time 
staff and several consultants (Appendix C). To date, the Committee has held 
four full Committee meetings and three focused panel meetings -clinical 
care, epidemiologic research, and ethical considerations of the use of unap- 
proved drugs and vaccines- around the country (Appendix D). Currently, 
we plan to convene full Committee meetings approximately bimonthly 
through fall 1996, as well as to hold additional panel meetings. All meetings 
are announced in the Federal Register, and each meeting will provide an op- 
portunity for public comment. The Committee has 

received testimony 

FOCUS OF THIS INTERIM REPORT 
from the public and 
government official8 

The Committee adopted the strategy of investigating and analyzing for the 
interim report those key questions raised by the charter we believed could be 

and reviewed scores 
of reports related to 
Gulf War veterans’ 

answered in the near-term. Toward this end, the Committee has received illnesses. 

testimony from the public and government officials and reviewed scores of 
reports related to Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. This document reports the 
Committee’s evaluations to date, We make findings and recommendations in 
each of the major areas of our mandate, but our work is by no means com- 
plete. 

For the interim report, the Committee organized the seven elements of the 
charter into four broad chapters: outreach, medical and clinical issues, re- 
search, and chemical and biological weapons. The mandate to review the 
government’s coordinating efforts and to assess the implementation of rec- 
ommendations from past reports is addressed within the context of the sub- 
ject matter of the chapters, as applicable. We discuss health risks in the con- 
text of either research or clinical issues, as appropriate. Within each chapter, 
the Committee presents its analytical approach; describes background mate- 
rial it has uncovered through testimony, document review, and interviews; 
makes findings based on its investigations; and offers recommendations we 
believe can improve the government’s response to the broad array of issues 
encompassing Gulf War veterans‘ illnesses. 

In parallel with obtaining information related to the interim report, the 
Committee and staff have been gathering data to address issues not ad- 
dressed in this document. The Committee’s work plan for the next 10 months 
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appears in Chapter 6. Many important questions remain for us to address 
and, hopefully, help to resolve. 

Securing a healthy future for Gulf War veterans is of paramount impor- 
tance to President Clinton. We promise our full dedication to his charge. 

i 

i 
I 

1 

, 

c 
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Figure l--Key Committees on Gulf War Veterans’ Health Issues 

February 1991 
End of Persian Gulf hostilities 
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December 1993-June 1994 

Defense Science Board 
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Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board 

Fetmq 1994 

Persian Gutf Expert Scientific Panel 
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April 1994 

National Institutes of Health 
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Independent Counsel 
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Institute of Medicine 
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Sponsor: DOD 

March 1995’ 

SeniorLevel Oversight Panel, 


Presidential Advisory Committee on Gulf War Veterans’ Illnesses’ 

May 26,199s 


� Current Committee/Group 
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Chapter 2 

Outreach 

The U.S. government responded to Gulf War veterans’ illnesses with exten- 
sive clinical care and research programs. For those programs to be success- 
ful, however, veterans, their families, and their communities must know 
about and use them. DOD and VA have incorporated several communica- 
tions media in their outreach programs, including telephone, on-line, print, 
and broadcast services. 

The Committee initiated its review of the government’s outreach pro- 
grams- all efforts to educate veterans and the public about Gulf War veter- 
ans’ illnesses and the health care and disability benefits available to veter- 
ans - with four kev auestions: , A 

Do the outreach programs use sensible methods to educate the inter- 
ested public and Gulf War veterans? 
Is there sufficient coordination within each department and between 
DOD and VA in the implementation of the outreach program com- 
ponents? 
Do the departments use any performance measures and self assessment 
techniques to determine which outreach program components work 
best? 

� Are lessons learned in the development and implementation of Gulf 
War veterans outreach programs applicable to future situations? 

For this interim report, wehvaluated how DOD and VA use several com- 
munications tools and the clarity of their message. The IOM also has re- 
viewed outreach to Gulf War veterans6 In 1995, IOM recommended “VA 
improve publicity regarding the existence of the Persian Gulf Health Reg- 
istry, and encourage all concerned PGW veterans to be registered.” Subse-
quently, VA expanded its outreach campaign to include a toll-free number, 
which was established in February 1995. We make additional findings and 
recommendations about VA’s and DOD’s outreach in this chapter. 

BACKGROUND 
For active duty forces- including sailors deployed at sea and soldiers sta- 
tioned in foreign countries- even common news and information can be 
difficult to access. For veterans, like all Americans, the communication diffi- 
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culties lie in cutting through the information filters of a diverse and dis- 
persed populace. The challenge to DOD and VA is to formulate methods of 
communication that will effectively reach their unique audiences. The Com- 
mittee has assessed their adherence to basic public health outreach princi- 
ples, i.e., educating and referring the target population through efficient 
methods of communication. 

DOD and VA also face bureaucratic challenges. With large organiza- 
tions, effective communication with clients requires careful coordination 
among bureaus or divisions with disparate responsibilities. Intra- and inter- 
departmental coordination is critical to clarity of message and to mar- 
shalling resources and expertise. The Committee has assessed the effective- 
ness of existing coordination efforts and considered possibilities for en- 
hancement. 

Telephone Services 

To date, the federal government has used three toll-free numbers to reach 
Gulf War veterans, one operated by VA and two by DOD. 

DOD Persian Gulf Medical Registry Hotline (Hotline) (l-800-796-9699). The Office 
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) established DOD’s 

The DOD Hotline operators toll-free Hotline on June 23,1994. The Hotline’s primary function is refer- 
use a rpedaltydedgned ring eligible persons to medical treatment facilities to participate in DOD’sdafabaseblocstetie 
medkaltNtmentfadliiy Comprehensive Clinical Evaluation Program (CCEP). Operators do not an- 
neaM a caller. swer clinical questions; they inform callers (approximately 30,000 to date) 

that questions will be answered during the CCEP evaluation process. 
Operators work with a script to register eligible callers and family mem- 

bers. Once registered, callers may receive a referral to a medical treatment 
facility if desired. The operators use a specially designed database to locate 
the medical treatment facility nearest a caller, who is notified to expect con- 
tact from the facility within two weeks. The computer system transmits 
caller data to the treatment facility along with verification of eligibility for 
evaluation.* Callers eligible for medical coverage from VA, but not DOD, 
are referred to VA’s Helpline. Callers receive a letter confirming the regis- 
tration and/or referral. 

Callers can request placement in DOD’s database without seeking medi- 
cal evaluation. These requests can occur when an individual who is not sick 
nevertheless wants his or her name in the registry in the event of future 
illness. Some callers are not eligible or have family members who are not 
eligible for access to DOD medical facilities, but ask to register in the event 
that access rules change. 

lhose eligible for medical evaluation from a DOD facility are: active duty and active National Guard personnel; members of the 
selected, individual ready, and standby Reserves; regular or reserve retirees eligible to receive military retired pay; reserve retirees not 
yet eligible to receive military retired pay; nonmilitary members who served in the Gulf as civilian government employees; and eligible 
family members. 
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DOD has collected data on the number of callers requesting referral 
who have not been contacted in the two-week period and have called the 
hotline for referral. Overall, 17 percent of CCEP participants had to be 
referred a second time, but in the past few months the rate has declined to 
less than 10 percent. This improvement reflects some decentralization in 
the referral process and could indicate personnel in the medical treatment 
facilities are becoming more familiar with the Hotline referral process. 

DOD intramural coordination among Health Affairs, Public Affairs, 
and the American Forces Information Service (AFIS) played an important 
role in the promotion of the Medical Registry Hotline. The Hotline was 
conceived by Health Affairs, publicized to the press and media through 
Public Affairs, and communicated to the service members through AFIS. 

VA Persian Gulf Helpline (Helpline) (l-800-PGW-VETS). VA established its 
toll-free Helpline on February 2,1995. VA’s Helpline serves as a point of 
information dissemination, not as a point of entry into the Persian Gulf 
Health Registry.%perators are supposed to refer callers requesting an ex- 
amination to a point of contact at the VA medical treatment facility nearest 
them As of November 1995, the Helpline had received over 115,000 calls. Call 
volume data suggest the Helpline number has been effectively communi- 
cated to the public. 

The initial contact on the Helpline is the automated voice mail service. 
The auto-attendant offers a range of information about benefits and ser- 
vices, medical benefits, and disability compensation. Recorded instruc- 
tions prompt callers to access different parts of the voice mail script. Live 
operators can be accessed at various points, most notably when the caller 
requests forms or other information not in the recorded script. Direct ac- 
cess to an operator also is available if the caller does not have a touch tone 
telephone. The auto-attendant records messages after normal business 
hours, and the operators process the appropriate responses on the next 
working day. Callers who request information about any particular sub- 
ject from the auto-attendant receive an information package containing 
the following items: Persian Gulf Review newsletter; question and answer 
pamphlet on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses; ongoing research pamphlets; 
available medical care program pamphlet; disability compensation form; 
and Persian Gulf Illness fact sheets. 

Intramural coordination between VA’s Veterans Health Administra- 
tion (VHA) and Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA) played an inte- 
gral part in establishing the Helpline. The Veterans Assistance Service, a 
component of VBA with expertise in operating phone systems and hot- 
lines, worked with VI-IA clinicians to create the auto-attendant script for 
the Helpline and to train the operators, who are contractors. The Helpline 
operates on a joint VBA-VI-IA budget. Ongoing consultation between the 
administrations assures the script is current Ad accurate. 
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DOD Incident Reporting Line (I-800-472-6719). DOD’s Incident Reporting 
Line, a toll-free line, began operating May 30,1995. Operators record de- 
tails of incidents in the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations that callers believe 
could have led to illnesses suffered by any Gulf War veteran. DOD also 
encourages physicians to call when they believe they have medical infor- 
mation about the causes of health problems suffered by Gulf War veterans. 
The line is staffed by the same operators who staff the Persian Gulf Medi- 
cal Registry Hotline, but they use a different database that allows them to 
categorize an incident as well as write a brief descriptive narrative (1,000 
characters or less). Each caller receives a letter confirming the incident re- 
port. All recorded information is sent to the Persian Gulf Investigation 
Team (PGIT) in Washington, DC, which follows these leads for DOD (see 
Chapter 5). Over 1,000 incidents have been reported to date. 

The Incident Reporting Line has been publicized through the same me- 
dia as the Hotline. DOD also placed the telephone number of the Incident 
Reporting Line on the leave and earnings statements received by active 
duty, National Guard, and Reserve members for a three-month period be- 
ginning in September 1995. 

On-line Services 

Increasingly, the government, corporations, and individuals take advan- 
tage of the Internet and World Wide Web (Web) as a method of informa- 
tion outreach. DOD and VA utilize on-line services to disseminate infor- 
mation to Gulf War veterans. Several privately-developed Web sites de- 
voted to Gulf War veterans can be found by browsing the Web. Though 
many service members and veterans do not have access to a computer to 
retrieve this type of information, Internet resources do serve the public at 
large and undoubtedly reach some service members and veterans. 

DOD GulfLINK (http:/Iwww.dtic.dla.mil/gulflinW). DOD has a broad-based Web 
site, DefenseLINK, and in August 1995 opened the Web site GulfLINK, 
which is devoted to Gulf War issues. GulfLINK provides users access to a 
variety of topics, including reports on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses, re-
cently declassified Gulf War documents, fact sheets, press releases, bibli- 
ographies, speeches, and other special features. There is also a home page 
for the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs), which includes a 
section devoted to Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. The Internet site address 
recently was listed on September through November 1995 military leave 
and earnings statements. 

GulfLINK provides education and information services in a user 
friendly medium and has been publicized through press releases and news 
conferences. As of January 1996, there have been more than 98,000 accesses 
to GulfLINK. 

Also as of January 1996, GulfLINK contained more than 10,000 pages of 
recently declassified intelligence documents. DOD provides no criteria for 
assessing the reliability of many declassified documents posted on GulfLINK, 

http:/Iwww.dtic.dla.mil/gulflinW
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particularly Intelligence Information Reports (IIRs) containing raw 
human-intelligence information from the field. The GulfLINK home 
page merely notes that “IIRs are not finally evaluated intelligence. Re- 
ports are from all types of sources which have not been assessed for 
reliability or veracity.” In briefings for Committee staff, the Defense In- 
telligence Agency (DIA) questioned the accuracy of many of its own 
field intelligence reports posted on GulfLINK, particularly more than a 
dozen IIRs reporting the deployment of Iraqi chemical munitions to the 
Gulf War theater. DIA explained the reports in question lacked suffi- 
cient corroboration or were otherwise implausible.. 

VA On-line (I-8004JSl-VETS) and VA Web Page 
(http$www.va.govlhealWenvironlpersguIf.htm). VA On-line, a computer bulletin 
board for personal computer users, provides the same information offered 
by the voice mail of the Helpline in a text format. Users can download infor- 
mation from the bulletin board. The service appears to be utilized heavily, 
with close to 123,000 accesses and nearly 66,000 downloads of information 
since its inception in February 1995. 

Like DOD, VA also has a Web home page. Usage has increased steadily 
during the last year, to nearly 30,000 accesses per week. In December 1995, 
VA added a “Persian Gulf Veterans’ Illnesses” page to its main home page. 
This site offers information on the Persian Gulf Veteran’s Health Registry, 
National Health Survey, research initiatives, and telephone numbers to 
VA’s Helpline and DOD’s Hotline. 

Print Media 

Print media-via targeted efforts or mass mailings - also offer DOD and 
VA opportunities for outreach to Gulf War veterans. 

Leave and Earnings Statements, DOD publicizes programs for service 
members through biweekly or monthly leave and earnings statements. 
As mentioned earlier for example, DOD placed the Incident Reporting 
Line toll-free number on the leave and earnings statements issued in 
September 1995. A spike in call volume in the third week of Septem- 
ber - a 138 percent increase over the previous week-suggests this is an 
effective outreach tool. The CCEP Management Team is in the process 
of placing the Hotline number on leave and earnings statements. 

Newsletters and Memos. VA policy calls for sending all members of its 
Health Registry a quarterly newsletter entitled Persian Gulf Review. This 

. publication contains information about current research efforts, treat- 
ment protocol updates, report releases, and any other items about which 
VA feels Gulf War veterans should know. VA also highlights its toll-free 
number on pamphlets at VA medical centers. 

In the past, Secretary of Defense Perry and Secretary of Veterans Affairs 
Brown have sent out signed memoranda detailing changes and updates in 
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policies concerning Gulf War veterans. Confusion exists, however, about who 
received the May 1994 memorandum from Secretary Perry (and Chairman 
Shalikashvili) informing Gulf War veterans of the availability of DOD and 
VA medical evaluations for Gulf War veterans experiencing health prob- 
lems. Some Gulf War veterans (including those on Committee staff) have 
informed the Committee that they never received the memorandum DOD 
states it was sent to approximately 110,000 separated veterans who would 
not receive that information through active duty channels. Slightly more 
than 18,000 were undeliverable. A second mailing in October 1994 was sent 
to nearly 24,000 separated veterans and about 7,500 were undeliverable. 
DOD reports that since active duty personnel “have access to chain of com- 
mand message traffic and other forms of ongoing communication” the in- 
tent was to reach only separated veterans. 

Public Service Announcements (PSAs). During 1995, VA distributed a PSA 
publicizing the Helpline, VA medical and compensation benefits, and 
symptoms experience by some Gulf War veterans. The cumulative circula- 
tion of the newspapers carrying the article was over 3 million, but there is 
no method of determinin g how many Gulf War veterans saw this PSA. VA 
has no means of tracking every newspaper publication of the PSA, thus no 
correlation can be made to Helpline usage or entry into its Health Registry. 

On August 27,1995, Parade magazine prepared and published a ISA ex-
plaining the predo minant symptoms experienced by Gulf War veterans and 
printing DOD’s Hotline and Incident Reporting Line and VA’s Helpline tele- 
phone numbers. The call volume data from the following week show no sig- 
nificant increase in calls to either number. 

Broadcast Media 

Both DOD and VA have used radio and television in their outreach to Gulf 
War veterans. 

DOD-AFISIAFRTS. AFIS, DOD’s internal information service, offers 
news, sports, and entertainment programming to service members world- 
wide. The Armed Forces Radio and Television Service (AFRTS), the broad- 
cast service of AFIS, delivers radio and television programs-including 
many of the same programs seen on commercial television in the United 
States-to one million service members overseas and aboard ships at sea. 
AFRTS distributes progra mming to these sites by satellite and mail- 
delivered video and audio tape. Through its Print Media Directorate, AFIS 
oversees the European and Pacific editions of the Stars and Stripes newspa-
pers and exercises editorial control over the 1,100 military funded DOD 
newspapers in the U.S. and around the world. DOD has consolidated all 
public affairs, broadcasting, photo sciences, equipment maintenance, and 
audiovisual training under AFIS. AFIS appears to have substantial lever- 
age in providing outreach to service members worldwide. 

VA Public Service Announcements (PSAs). VA broadcasts PSAs over public 
and private stations to publicize the Helpline, which is the department’s 
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primary outreach effort to Gulf War veterans. VA’s target audience is 
quite broad, and PSAs can reach millions of people. Data on how many 
Gulf War veterans actually see or hear them are unavailable. Viewer- 
ship estimates exist, but radio and TV stations do not always report 
when and if they have aired or published the spots. 

The Committee reviewed several VA PSAs. None mentions illness or 
any specific reason to call the Helpline. The PSAs fail to use any of the 
terms most familiar to the public or to veterans to convey their message. 

Clarity of Message 

Communication through outreach programs plays an essential role in 
health promotion. It is challenging to convey health information about 
illnesses for which causes are uncertain, controversial, and subject to 
change with new findings. Certainly some of the health problems affect- 
ing some Gulf War veterans fall into this category. With so many clinical 
and administrative issues involved in treating these veterans, outreach 
to them and their families must be clear and accurate. 

As the Committee received public comment from Gulf War veterans 
and other interested parties over the past months, we heard several 
times that the term “priority care” associated with the VA health care 
system is misleading to some Gulf War veterans. Many believe they 
have “head of the line” privileges over others when receiving medical 
care. VA, which uses the term because it was included in statutory lan- 
guage, states “priority care” in this context actually means VA is re- 
quired to treat the veteran’s illness, despite a lack of any indication that 
it was the result of Gulf War service, unless the examining physician 
determines that it is from a cause that is not related to service in the 
Gulf. 

FINDINGS 
DOD’s Persian Gulf Medical Registry Hotline and VA’s Persian 
Gulf Helpline effectively educate callers about the availability 
of the CCEP and the Persian Gulf Health Registry, respectively. 
Both telephone systems adequately refer callers to points of 
contact at medical treatment facilities. 
DOD’s GulfLINK offers a user friendly, accessible resource that 
deposits information pertinent to Gulf War veterans’ illness in 
a central location. 
Since GdfLINK contains contradictory intelligence reports, the 
net effect of posting these declassified documents on GuULINK 
could be to confuse rather than enlighten the interested public. 
Without a better system for organizing and presenting informa- 
tion, persons using the resource could gain false impressions or 
misunderstand documents. 
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Although mailings such as the memorandum from Secretary Perry 
and Chairman Shalikashvili can be expensive, they are a reason- 
able method of getting information to the concerned population. 

VA’s On-line service and World Wide Web home page provide 
computer users with a widely accessible Gulf War veterans’ illness 
education and referral resource. 

VA’s print PSA gives readers useful information on Gulf War vet- 
erans’ illnesses. VA’s broadcast PSAs, which publicize the 
Helpline number but do not mention illness or potential illness as 
a reason to call, need improvement. 

VA’s use of the term “priority care” in reference Gulf War veter-
ans’ eligibility for health care creates false expectations among a 
significant portion of its clientele. 

Public and congressional concern for the health of Gulf War veter- 
ans has been evident since the world witnessed the 1991 oil well 
fires on television. DOD did not set up hotlines or sites at medical 
treatment facilities to provide information and medical referral 
services to Gulf War veterans until 1994, a significant delay in re- 
sponse time. 

VA’s Helpline started late in comparison with its other efforts to 
address the issue of Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. It was estab-
lished two years after the initiation of the Persian Gulf Health Reg-
istry and one year following the passing of Public Law 103-210, 
which initiated “priority care” services. VA had conducted some 
outreach in tandem with the establishment of the Health Registry, 
but its Persian Gulf Review newsletter was sent only to those al-
ready participating in the Health Registry. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Operators at the DOD Medical Registry Hotline, DOD Incident Re-
porting Line, and VA Helpline should be instructed to ask “How 
did you find out about this number?” as a method of qualitatively 
measuring the success of the different methods for pubblicizing 
the numbers. 

In the next CCEP end-of-evaluation questionnaire, which partici-
pants answer when the initial evaluation is completed, DOD 
should include a question about satisfaction with the referral pro-
vided by the Persian Gulf Medical Registry Hotline. 

DOD and VA should utilize more refined performance measures 
to determine how well the services are reaching concerned parties. 
Caller volume data are not adequate. 

To assist the general public in interpreting the declassified intelligence 
documents on GulfLINK, DOD should prepare a user’s guide. This 
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guide should explain in general terms the various sources of in- 

telligence information, how they may differ in quality and relia- 

bility, and how intelligence analysts compile and evaluate reports 

from a variety of sources in the field to obtain corroboration be- 

fore preparing a final assessment. This guide should be featured 

prominently on the GulfLINK home page. 


� VA should make its broadcast PSAs regarding the Helpline 
more explicit. The PSAs should include brief explanations of 
the purpose of the Helpline and the referral process for the Per- 
sian Gulf Health Registry. 

� Future conflicts are likely to generate controversial and unex- 
plained health concerns, and DOD and VA should anticipate 
the need and plan for outreach services and implement them 
expeditiously. 

� In its outreach campaign, VA should forego use of the term 
“priority care.” It should state clearly that Gulf War veterans are 
entitled to receive the Persian Gulf Health Registry examination 
free of charge, including any diagnostic testing found to be medi- 
cally necessary and counseling regarding findings. 



Chapter 3 

Medical and Clinical Issues 

The United States prides itself on maintaining a strong, volunteer fighting 
force and on providing excellent benefits for its veterans. Increasingly, the 
military depends on a healthy, well-trained, and deployable reserve force. 
Of the 697,000 participants in Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm, 
17 percent came from the Ready Reserves (members of National Guard and 
Reserve units). 

BACKGROUND 
For this interim report, the Committee focused on three medical treatment 
issues that surfaced during the deployment and demobilization of troops: 
the adequacy of medical screening and evaluation; the use of unapproved 
drugs and vaccines; and the quality of medical recordkeeping in theater. In 
1994, the DSB Task Force concluded that DOD needs substantial improve- 
ments in pre- and postdeployment medical assessments and data handling.’ 
We agree, and make specific findings and recommendations in these areas 
in this chapter. 

The Senate Veterans‘ Affairs Committee examined the decision to use 
investigational products (i.e., drugs or vaccines not yet approved for the 
purpose used) as protective measures against chemical and biological war- 
fare in the Gulf War in a 1994 hearing that explored broad issues related to 
military research.’ The findings and recommendations for future govem- 
ment actions that we discuss in this chapter are more limited in scope. 

Predeployment and Postdeployment Medical Assessment 

DOD has established medical and fitness standards to ensure all forces can 
perform their military duties. Identical standards apply to active and re- 
serve personnel. 

Establishing Fitness for Deployment. Active duty forces undergo continual 
medical and fitness surveillance and have access to military health care. The 
Ready Reserve relies on other mechanisms, including periodic physical ex- 
aminations and regular self-reports on health status, to ensure readiness for 
activation. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) sets DOD 
medical fitness policy, and the services are responsible for implementation. 
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The policy identifies the diseases and medical conditions that may render 
active service members unfit for military duty and also applies to reserve 
personnel while in an active status. According to testimony before the Com- 
mittee, personnel were considered medically unfit for deployment due to 
one of the specified medical conditions, e.g., asthma, diabetes, pregnancy. 

At the time of Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm, DOD-wide poli- 
cies called for medical examinations at four-year intervals and annual cer- 
tificates of physical condition for Ready Reserve members of all services. 
Each military service could require more frequent examinations if consid- 
ered necessary for mission-specific reasons. These policies, however, were 
not uniformly enforced across the services, particularly with regard to an- 
nual certifications. For example, the Navy and Marine Corps Ready Re- 
serves required their members to submit annual statements indicating any 
changes in health status since their previous statements. The Army had no 
formal documented requirement, although some unit commanders re-
quired documentation of health status. The Air Force monitored physical 
condition through monthly unit procedures, but did not require members 
to submit an annual certification. 

Each service implemented its own predeployment screening program for 
reservists, but three components were common to all: 

a medical records review, including a review of immunizations, 
HN status, and validation of medical and dental status; 

self-certification.of health status; and 
appropriate referral to health care providers as necessary. 

Only Air Force regulations required a physical examination in addition 
to the record screening and health questionnaires of the other services. This 
requirement was waived for members whose periodic physical examina- 
tions had occurred within the past year. 

Despite readiness requirements, DOD found significant numbers of re- 
servists were nondeployable at the time of Operations Desert Shield/Desert 
Storm. DOD was unable to provide the Committee with comprehensive data 
about reservists found to be nondeployable, asserting that its emphasis was 
on expediting deployment rather than maintaining databases on the nonde- 
ployed. Some service-specific information, however, is available: 

A 1991 Army Inspector General Report concluded that perhaps as 
many as 8,000 Army reservists were nondeployable for medical 
reasons upon arrival at the mobilization sites. After further evalua- 
tion and/or treatment, all but 1,100 of these were eventually de- 
ployed, but dealing with the nondeployables disrupted the mobi- 
lization process. Unit commanders told the Inspector General that 
medical problems .kept approximately another 8,000 personnel 
from ever leaving their home units. 

http:self-certification.of
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The Inspector General, U.S. Sixth Army, also addressed the prob- 
lem of medically nondeployable personnel. While not specifying 
numbers, the report stated that many soldiers deployed to South- 
west Asia had to be sent back to the United States because of 
medical conditions not previously diagnosed. 

The Navy reported that approximately 400 reservists were mobi-
lized but not deployed after medical problems were identified. 

The Air Force documented almost no personnel unable to deploy. 

The Marines could provide no information on reservists found to 
be nondeployable. 

Health Screening of Demobilized Gulf War Veterans. At the time of demobi- 
lization, DOD policy required each member of the Ready Reserve released 
from active duty to receive a separation physical examination established 
in accordance with individual service directives. The Army extended this 
requirement to both regular duty and reserve members and published 
specific guidance detailing the components of the postdeployment physi-
cal examination. The Air Force authorized a separation physical examina-
tion at an individual’s request; if the member’s previous physical exami-
nation was less than five years old, the scope of the examination consisted 
of a detailed medical history with a physical examination focused only on 
problem(s) identified. The medical records of Navy and Marine Corps re-
servists being returned to a drill status were reviewed, and reservists were 
asked about changes in health status; members without changes to report 
signed statements to that effect and were released. The Committee has 
received testimony that these demobilization medical screenings did not 
uniformly occur in the rush to return reservists to their civilian lives. 

Policy Changes Post=Gulf War. The General Accounting Office (GAO) 
identified a number of problems in DOD’s policies and procedures and 
made recommendations to correct them.’ DOD concurred with most of 
GAO’s findings and agreed to take the necessary actions to correct the 
problems. 

The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) has mandated the 
use of a standard Report of Medical Assessment Form for all service mem-
bers separating or retiring. The memorandum, dated May 10,1995, also 
directs that any separating or retiring service member who desires a com- 
plete physical examination is entitled to receive such an examination. 

A draft DOD Instruction, called Joint Preventive Medicine Support of Mil- 
ifary Operations (now in review), states it is DOD policy: 

. . . that the military departments shall conduct joint preventive 
medicine support of military operations to include comprehensive 
medical surveillance. Surveillance shall be in effect continuously 
for each individual service member throughout their entire period 
of military service in a manner consistent across the military ser-
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vices. The surveillance process shall be specifically configured to as- 
sess the effects of deployment on the health of the service member. 

Finally, DOD has informed the Committee that it is completing a revi- 
sion of its accession and retention physical standards. New policies and 
separation review procedures for members who do not meet physical stan- 
dards are under review. Moreover, the frequency of routine physical exam- 
inations is now five (rather than four) years, with increased emphasis on 
the annual certificate of physical fitness. 

Use Of Investigational Products 

During Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm, DOD anticipated the 
threat of exposure of U.S. military personnel to chemical and biological 
warfare. DOD used two investigational products in the Gulf War as pro- 
phylactic measures against chemical and biological warfare agents: pyri- 
dostigmine bromide (PB), a drug that is classified as an anticholinesterase 
that binds reversibly with acetylcholinesterase, and botulinurn toxoid (BT) 
vaccine. Anthrax vaccine, an approved (licensed) product, also was used 
as a prophylactic measure during the Gulf War. 

Since PB and the BT vaccine were investigational product as used in the 
Gulf War, DOD could not have administered them under normal circum- 
stances without the informed consent of the military personnel who re- 
ceived them. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), however, issued 
a new regulation in December 1990 that permitted use of these products 
without informed consent under specific military circumstances. Contro- 
versy exists about whether creation of a waiver of informed consent mech- 
anism for these circumstances and use of these particular products with the 
waiver was appropriate from an ethical, regulatory, and military perspec- 
tive. 

Issuance of the New Rule. An October 30,1990, letter from the DOD Assis- 
tant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) to the Department of Health and 
Human Services (DHHS) Assistant Secretary for Health, requested an 
amendment to FDA’s informed consent regulations to include a combat 
exigency as a circumstance in which medical professionals could deem it 
“not feasible” to obtain the informed consent of a person receiving an in- 
vestigational drug or vaccine. In response FDA formed a task force of gov- 
ernment employees that concluded it would be possible to develop a rule 
that would meet DOD’s needs and be protective of the health and welfare 
of military personnel. FDA published an interim final rule on December 21, 
1990, that took effect immediately because of the urgency presented in the 
military situation:‘the rule was upheld by the courts. 

Under the interim rule, DOD initiates the process of obtaining the waiver of 
informed consent for a combat exigency by filing a written request with FDA 
along with an investigational new drug application (IND), a treatment proto- 
col, and evidence that an institutional review board (IRB) has reviewed and 



approved the use of the investigational drug or vaccine without in-
formed consent in the specific circumstances. Subsequently, the Com- 
missioner of Food and Drugs may find that informed consent is not fea- 
sible (and thus may be waived) only when withholding treatment 
would be contrary to the best interests of military personnel and there is 
no available satisfactory alternative therapy. The rule stipulates four ad- 
ditional, nonexclusive criteria the Commissioner must consider: 1) the 
strength of the evidence of the safety and efficacy of the drug (or vac- 
cine) for the intended use; 2) the context in which the drug will be ad- 
ministered (e.g., battlefield or hospital); 3) the nature of the disease or 
condition for which the preventive or therapeutic treatment is intended; 
and 4) the information to be provided to the recipients of the drug con-
cerning its potential risks and benefits. 

Implementation of the New Rule. One week after the interim final rule 
was issued, DOD requested waivers of informed consent for PB (30 mg 
tablets) and BT vaccine. The request followed months of delibera-
tions - encompassing political, diplomatic, resource, logistical, and ethi- 
cal considerations-within DOD. Ultimately, the decisionmaking in-
volved the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Central 
Command (CentCorn) in what has been characterized as an intense 
timeframe extending from August through December 1990. After exten-
sive consultation and scientific analysis, the Commissioner of Food and 
Drugs approved DOD’s waiver requests for BT vaccine and PB on De-
cember 31,1990, and January 81991, respectively. 

Decisions about who would actually receive BT vaccine or take PB 
were made by CentCom based on perceived threat and unit locations. 
Although FDA issued a waiver of informed consent for PB and BT vac- 
cine, CentCom determined that service personnel designated to receive 
the BT vaccine should be given a choice as to whether they received the 
vaccine. CentCorn’s decision was based on concerns about the ethics of 
giving investigational vaccines to service personnel and on the insuffi- 
ciency of vaccine supplies. The perception about PB appeared to dif- 
fer-i.e., even though this drug was investigational for use in theater, it 
had been widely used as an approved drug in other populations and, 
therefore, absence of informed consent was not a cause for concern. 

DOD estimates 150,000 service members received at least one dose of 
anthrax vaccine (an approved biologic) between January 23 and Febru- 
ary 28,1991. About 8,000 troops received BT vaccine in the same period. 
Approximately 250,000 military personnel took at least one dose of PB, 
according to DOD estimates. 

DOD currently is pursuing approval of BT vaccine and PB. DOD also 
has asked FDA to make the interim regulation permanent. 
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Medical Recordkeeping in Theater 

During the deployment period for the Gulf War, both active and reserve 
personnel who developed medical problems were evaluated, treated and 
returned to duty, hospitalized and returned to duty, or evacuated from the 
theater of operations. Interactions between deployed forces and medical 
care providers were recorded in a paper-based system, and much of this 
information was not incorporated in service members’ permanent health 
records. This breakdown was particularly common for the recording of im- 
munizations given in the theater of operations. 

DOD guidelines required field units to maintain rosters of personnel 
receiving vaccines that included name, Social Security number, rank, and 
unit. In addition, vaccinations could be recorded on PHS-731 (Yellow shot 
record) or on SF-601 (Immunization Record). 

The secrecy of the vaccination program complicated recordkeeping and 
created some confusion and fear among service members. Medical person- 
nel in the field received instructions that receiving the shots was classified 
“Secret” and that the shots were not to be discussed with anyone. DOD 
asserts the secrecy protected troops since it limited Iraq’s knowledge of 
U.S. defensive capabilities. 

When the vaccinations were recorded in medical records retained by 
individual service members, they were encoded to eliminate document 
classification problems. Some medical officers have suggested, however, 
that field personnel were unprepared to deal with what appeared to be 
classified entries in centrally-maintained medical records, presenting a se- 
rious obstacle to proper records management. 

According to testimony presented to the Committee, in the flurry of person- 
nel anxious to come home at the end of the Gulf War, much of the documenta- 
tion about vaccinations was lost or destroyed. DOD maintains rosters of a frac- 
tion of the service members who received anthrax and BT vaccines; most are 
missing. DOD also has reported to the Committee that it is not possible to de- 
termine with certainty who actualIy ingested PB, or in what doses, because 
service members were supplied PB for self-administration. 

FINDINGS 

No uniformity existed among the services in their predeployment 
or demobilization policies and procedures at the time of Operation 
Desert Shield/ Desert Storm. 

There is little evidence that quality control procedures were em- 
ployed to ensure that existing policies were actually carried out 
during deployment or demobilization. 
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DOD’s policies and procedures were not adequate in all cases 
to prevent members with preexisting conditions from deploy- 
ing or to identify health problems extant at the time of demobi- 
lization, and these conditions could have contributed to some 
current health concerns. 

FDA and DOD undertook an urgent and orderly course of ac- 
tion under the circumstances to devise a means to address the 
real threat of chemical and biological warfare in the Gulf War. 

FDA has not been proactive in addressing public comments on 
the interim final rule or in devising better long-term methods 
for governing military use of drugs, vaccines, devices, and an-
tibiotics intended for chemical and biological warfare defense. 

When a waiver of informed consent is granted, the government 
has a strong obligation to conduct long-term followup of mili- 
tary personnel who receive investigational products. 

DOD did not keep adequate records on who received anthrax 
and BT vaccines and PB in the Gulf War theater. There is little 
possibility now of developing reliable data about which or how 
many persons received those products. 

DOD and VA admit to problems with missing or lost medical 
records, but neither system appears to place a priority on cor- 
recting these problems. 

DOD’s rationale for the requirement that records of vaccina- 
tions be kept secret was not well understood. This requirement 
confused and complicated recordkeeping procedures and hin- 
dered systematic followup of health issues. 

The issue of accurate medical and vaccination records is central 
to the concerns of many ill veterans, and the absence of records 
has been suggested by some as evidence that the government is 
engaging in a cover-up of its own predeployment practices. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

� DOD should regularly review and update the policies and pro- 
cedures to govern the pre-, during, and postdeployment medi-
cal assessment of the Ready Reserve to ensure they are current 
and adequate. 

� DOD should establish a quality assurance program to ensure 
compliance with pre-, during, and postdeployment medical as-
sessment policies. 
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Prior to any deployment, DOD should undertake a thorough 
health assessment of a large sample of troops to enable better post- 
deployment medical epidemiology. Medical surveillance should 
be standardized for a core set of tests across all services and in- 
clude timely postdeployment followup. 
Given that FDA’s interim rule is still in effect, DOD should de- 
velop enhanced orientation and training procedures to alert ser- 
vice personnel they may be required to take drugs or vaccines not 
fully approved by FDA if a conflict presents a serious threat of 
chemical and biological warfare. 
If FDA decides to reissue the interim final rule as final, it should 
first issue a Notice of Proposed Rule Making. Among the areas 
that specifically should be revisited are: adequacy of disclosure to 
service personnel; adequacy of recordkeeping; long term followup 
of individuals who receive investigational products; review by an 
IRB outside of DOD; and additional procedures to enhance under- 
standing, oversight, and accountability. The Committee, at this 
time, withholds judgment on the adequacy of the current rule. 
DOD should assign a high priority to dealing with the problem of 
lost or missing medical records. A computerized central database 
is important. Specialized databases must be compatible with the 
central database. Attention should be directed toward developing 
a mechanism for computerizing medical data (including classified 
information, if and when it is needed) in the field. DOD and VA 
should adopt standardized recordkeeping to ensure continuity. 



____. 

Chapter 4 

Research 

The U.S. government has initiated a research program to complement the 
medical treatment provided to Gulf War veterans. By searching for possible 
causes of Gulf War veterans’ illnesses, the government hopes to improve 
diagnosis, treatment, and followup and to prevent similar problems in the 
future. 

The government’s research program includes epidemiologic studies and 
toxicologic evaluations of Gulf War risk factors. Epidemiology measures the 
occurrence of disease in human populations and the factors that influence 
their occurrence, severity, and outcome. Epidemiologic studies are particu- 
larly useful at the early stages of an investigation when the exact nature of 
a public health problem is unclear or poorly understood. They are also es-
sential to determining whether an array of symptoms occurs more fre-
quently in a particular population. 

The Legionnaires’ Disease outbreak in 1976 is a good example of epi- 
demiology’s role in investigating disease. The Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC) investigated patterns of disease outbreak and trans- 
mission to determine that the cause was the previously unknown bac-
terium, Legionella pneumophila, which is found in a variety of water sources. 
This work laid the foundation for effective treatment of the disease using 
appropriate antibiotics. In this example, CDC was able to establish a clear 
link between a specific disease and a specific microorganism. 

In comparison, epidemiologic investigations of chronic diseases that 
might be due to multiple factors often can be less clear cut. Nevertheless, 
epidemiologic studies will be crucial for helping us understand the impacts 
of service in the Gulf War on the health of veterans today. 

Toxicologic studies of the risk factors encountered during service in the 
Gulf War are also essential elements of the government’s research program. 
Susnected risk factors include: 

vaccines against biological weapons, 

pyridostigmine bromide, 

various occupational exposures, such as petroleum products and 
paints, 
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psychological and physical stress, 

insecticides and repellents, 

depleted uranium, 

sand, 

smoke from Kuwait oil well fires, 

chemical and biological warfare agents, and 
. , 

Iendemic infectious diseases. i 

i 

Toxicologic studies use animal and other models to assess indirectly the 
possible health effects of Gulf War risk factors. Toxicologic studies might be” 
the only means available to evaluate some hypotheses about the effects of 
certain risk factors on Gulf War participants. 

This Committee is not the first external review body to assess federally 
funded research on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses, nor is it the only current 
effort. The IOM’s Medical Follow-Up Agency” has an ongoing evaluation of 
the research program, as does the VA Persian Gulf Expert Scientific Com-
mittee. We are making every effort to coordinate our activities with these 
other groups while maintaining the necessary independence. 

Toxicologic studies might 
be the only means Many other groups, including the DSB Task Force3 and the NIH Work- 
available to evaluate the shop Panel’, have made findings and recommendations concerning the im- 
effects of certain risk portance of various risk factors (e.g., oil fire smoke, or infectious diseases)
factors on Gulf War in the government’s research scheme. We will take into consideration theseparticipants. 

findings and recommendations as we proceed with our own analysis over 
the next 10 months, but our Committee will independently assess health 
risk factors in the context of our review of the government’s research efforts 
on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. 

BACKGROUND 
For this interim report, we have focused on two areas: the major epidemio- 
logical studies and the Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations. 

Major Epidemiologic Studies on Gulf War Veterans’ Illnesses 

The Committee initially has focused on epidemiologic studies being 
planned or carried out in fairly large populations of Gulf War veterans 
(Table 1). Our analysis encompassed the following questions: 

Are the study designs adequate to determine whether health prob-
lems occur more frequently in Gulf War veterans than in appropri- 
ate comparison populations, and to determine what risk factors 
may be associated with such health problems? 

Are studies directed at the right questions, or are there other ques- 
tions that should be studied as well? 



� Has external scientific review been incorporated to maximize the 
interpretability and validity of study findings? 

� Are the epidemiologic studies being coordinated to assure that re- 
search gaps are addressed and redundancy is limited? 

Study Design. Epidemiologic studies to examine the health status of Gulf 
War veterans face several different methodological challenges. Some chal- 
lenges are common to any epidemiologic study, but others are specific to 
the circumstances of the Gulf War. 

Lack of a case definition. Typically, epidemiologic studies measure the oc- 
currence of a specific disease in populations. Researchers often have a 
good sense of how that disease manifests itself, how established epidemi-
ologic methods can be applied to measure the frequency and/or severity 
of the disease in a group of people, and how to search for and interpret 
linkages with potential risk factors. With the Gulf War veteran popula-
tion, however, this assessment is more difficult because no specific dis-
ease has been defined as the source of reported health problems. Com-
monly reported symptoms include fatigue, joint or muscle pain, 
headache, rashes, memory loss, abdominal pain, diarrhea, sleep distur-
bances, or difficulty in concentrating. The array of illnesses reported by 
Gulf War veterans has become popularly known as “Gulf War Syn-
drome.” 

External review groups that have examined the existence of a syn- 
drome specifically related to the Gulf War experience conclude that a sin- 
gle, coherent syndrome cannot be defined, even though many illnesses 
reported by veterans might be attributable to Gulf War service. For exam- 
ple, the April 1994 NIH Workshop Panel found that no single disease or 
syndrome is apparent, but rather found evidence for multiple illnesses 
with overlapping symptoms and causes.’ The NIH panel concluded it was 
impossible to establish a single case definition at that time, and that in- 
stead, “an evolving case definition might be more appropriately used in 
developing a research strategy.” At this stage, the Committee concurs: no 
case definition derived in a single population should be applied widely in 
all studies. 

To better understand the illnesses described to date requires more in-
formation about the symptoms and their occurrence in the Gulf War vet- 
eran population. To this end, the NIH panel made the broad recommen-
dation that DOD and VA establish a more accurate estimate of symptom 
prevalence. VA has responded to this recommendation in part by launch- 
ing the “National Health Survey of Persian Gulf Veterans and Their Fam- 
ily Members .” This survey is intended to help measure the occurrence of 
medical problems reported by veterans, and thereby assist both scientific 
and clinical efforts. Preliminary results of the study should be available in 
Fall 1996 and final data available in 1998. 

Likely low response rates. In an ideal epidemiologic study of Gulf War vet- 
erans’ illnesses, each participating veteran or active duty service mem-
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ber would have a thorough physical examination, face-to-face interview, 
and medical record review to determine health status and exposure his-
tory. Carrying out such complete examinations in a large population, how-
ever, is costly and time consuming. Thus, many planned or ongoing stud-
ies use postal or telephone surveys to gather data. 

Postal surveys, while significantly less expensive than face-to-face inter-
views, frequently have low response rates. Standard epidemiologic princi-
ples caution that if completed surveys are received from less than about 70 
percent of the surveyed population, it is difficult to draw conclusions from 
the study because the responses of a substantial proportion of the sample 
remain unknown. Nonrespondents can differ from respondents in many 
important ways, and absence of information from 30 percent or more-of a 
population can introduce biases in the results. For example, veterans with 
health problems might respond at a higher rate than veterans without 
problems. To address this issue, studies include efforts to measure the 
characteristics of a sample of those people who did not respond to deter- 
mine how they differ from survey respondents. These efforts are necessary, 
but might not be sufficient to determine the extent and effect of bias from 
low response rates. Since several of the large epidemiologic stud-
ies - including VA’s National Health Survey - rely on extensive postal sur-
veys, low response rates could jeopardize some of the major epidemiologic 
research underway on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. 

Selection of appropriate study and comparison populations. Early studies to ex- 
plore illnesses in Gulf War veterans focused specifically on volunteer re-
spondents from specific units or groups in which Gulf War-attributed 
symptoms first were reported. Though these studies were useful in charac- 
terizing the illnesses in these groups and ruling out some hypotheses, their 
results cannot be generalized to the Gulf War veteran population as a 
whole. To obtain data about an entire group, data must be collected from 
everyone in that group or from a randomly selected sample of the whole 
population. Collecting comprehensive health data from the approximately 
697,000 troops who participated in Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm 
is impossible. Hence, to obtain an accurate assessment of the health status 
of Gulf War veterans, researchers must collect information from a repre- 
sentative sample of that entire group. 

Current epidemiologic studies are designed to gather information from 
more broadly representative samples of the entire Gulf War veterans popu-
lation. For example, VA’s National Health Survey targets 15,000 military 
personnel who participated in Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm. 
The sampling is being carried out so that the military branch and unit sta- 
tus of those surveyed represents the Gulf War veteran population, with 
extra sampling of women and reserve/guard veterans so that the sample 
of these relatively smaller groups will be large enough to draw useful con-
clusions. A second VA study of Gulf War veterans intends to capture infor-
mation on mortality in virtually all Gulf War veterans and a comparison 
veteran population to provide as complete information as possible on com- 
parative rates and causes of deaths. 



The ability to draw conclusions about whether Gulf War veterans are 
experiencing more or different health problems than expected clearly 
depends on the ability to identify a suitable comparison population. 
Worker populations are characteristically healthier than the general 
population, because people with serious health problems are less likely 
to be in the work force; workers thus would typically be compared to 
another similar worker population. Moreover, active duty military per-
sonnel are likely to be healthier than typical U.S. workers because of the 
physical demands of the military. Hence, it would be inappropriate to 
compare the health of Gulf War veterans to the general civilian or spe- 
cific civilian working populations. The ideal comparison population 
would be identical to the Gulf War veteran population in every way 
except for deployment to the Gulf region. 

To address this important issue, the Defense Manpower Data Center 
(DMDC) constructed a roster of all people assigned to military units that 
served in the Gulf area and also compiled a list of about 1.5 million 
troops who served in the military at the same period as the Gulf War but 
who did not serve in the Gulf War theater. This group of ‘era veterans’ 
still might not be the ideal control group if it differs from troops de-
ployed to Southwest Asia in ways for which researchers cannot ad-
just - e.g., service members deployed to the Gulf War could have been 
the most physically fit. Nonetheless, era veterans are considered the best 
group for comparison to Gulf War veterans, and this roster will be used 
as the comparison population in VA’s National Health Survey and other 
studies. 

Self-reporting health outcomes and exposure. As noted by DOD’s Armed 
Forces Epidemiology Board, self-reporting of health outcomes and ex-
posures is a major and significant limitation of all current epidemiologic 
studies of Gulf War veterans. In most ongoing studies researchers ask 
veterans to recollect or self-report any health problems - depending on 
the case, this recollection can amount to a self-diagnosis of one’s own 
conditions. To some extent, self-reported health problems can be vali- 
dated by cross-checking with other sources of information, such as hos- 
pital records, state disease and birth defects registries, or clinical exami-
nations of veterans. The government’s current epidemiologic studies 
stand to gain tremendously by their planned physical examinations and 
medical record searches to validate self reports on health problems for a 
subset of study participants. 

In contrast, self-reported exposure estimates are much more difficult 
to validate by other external sources. Epidemiologists recognize that re- 
lying on self reporting to determine exposure information carries prob-
lems of possible biases in recollection. 

Expectations of current studies. Current major epidemiologic studies will 
compare health problems experienced by large subsets of Gulf War veter- 
ans. These studies are not likely to detect a small veteran subpopulation that 
has health problems because of unique exposure situations. Such questions 
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cannot be effectively addressed until testable hypotheses are developed 
about the specific smaller groups that might be expected to have those 
greater risks. The Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations database could 
help identify potentially higher-exposure subgroups. Other ongoing stud-
ies might clarify the absence or presence of susceptibility factors relevant 
to particular exposures. 

External Review. The methodological issues just mentioned are only a few 
of the many important limitations and challenges faced in the design and 
execution of epidemiologic studies of Gulf War veterans. Other critical is-
sues include the adequacy of population sample size, effectiveness of sur- 
vey/questionnaire design, and limitations in the use of medical records or 
registries for gathering or validating health information. Because of re- 
source constraints, difficult choices frequently must be made in designing 
such studies. For example, more questions on a survey questionnaire allow 
for more specific information to be gathered, but the increased length often 
results in fewer people completing the questionnaire. 

External scientific review is invaluable as these issues are faced and 
tradeoff decisions are made. No matter how large and qualified an individ- 
ual study team, any study benefits from external and independent perspec-
tive and input throughout research design, data collection, and analysis. 
External scientific review of the current major epidemiologic studies has 
ranged from nonexistent, to one-time review of protocols, to standing sci-
entific advisory panels with an ongoing role in the design and execution of 
the studies. The responsiveness of principal investigators to external re-
view varied as well. 

A public advisory committee also has proved useful to at least one 
study now underway. Iowa researchers funded by CDC have a science ad-
visory committee and a 20-member public advisory committee composed 
of Gulf War veterans, spouses of veterans, and representatives of veterans 
service organizations. The Iowa researchers report that the public advisory 
committee has played an important role in simplifying the wording of the 
study questionnaire, in stressing the need to safeguard the confidentiality 
of questionnaire responses, and in disseminating information about the 
study to veterans groups. 

Study Coordination and Oversight. External scientific review of individual studies 
can greatly improve quality, but it cannot ensure that the overall research 
agenda encompassing all of the individual studies is adequately served. In fact 
some studies deemed not useful and potentially misleading by external re-
viewers have been continued. Coordinating the government’s epidemiologic 
studies and other studies being funded within the larger context of research 
into Gulf War veterans’ illnesses can ensure priorities are set, appropriate re-
search questions are addressed, and unnecessary duplication is avoided. Since 
resources are limited, judgmenti must be made about which research endeav- 
ors can provide the most useful information. 



The Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board, comprising the Sec- 
retaries of Defense, Health and Human Services, and Veterans Affairs, 
was established in January 1994. It is charged with providing direction 
and coordination on health issues related to the Gulf War. The Coordi- 
nating Board’s Research Working Group, which has primary responsi- 
bility for Gulf War-related research, describes its responsibilities as: 

coordinating studies to avoid unnecessary duplication, 
ensuring a focus on high priority research relative to Gulf War 
veterans’ health issues, 
assessing the status and direction of federally funded research, 
identifying possible gaps in our understanding of Gulf War vet- 
erans’ health issues, 
recommending future research directions, 

serving as a forum for research data exchange among the three 
departments, and 
generating periodic reports to federal oversight authorities. 

The major contribution of the Research Working Group has been the 
publication of A Working Plan for Research on Persian Gulf Veterans’ Ill- 
nesses in August 1995 and a series of meetings at which principal inves- 
tigators have discussed details of their research. In testimony before the 
Committee, there has been no clear indication that this group has had a 
significant impact on the existing major epidemiologic studies, even in 
cases where external reviews have suggested that certain studies would 
not make a positive contribution to the overall research effort. 

Several previous external reports that reviewed various portions of 
federally funded research on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses recommended 
overall, centralized coordination. In 1995, the IOM Committee on 
Health Consequences of Service During the Persian Gulf War6 wrote 
that studies completed before 1994 on Gulf War veterans’ health issues 
had been piecemeal, and recommended that VA and DOD determine 
the specific research questions that need to be answered and design epi- 
demiologic studies accordingly. IOM specifically recommended that 
VA and DOD “collaborate to obtain population-based and controlled 
data on symptom prevalence, health status, and diagnosed disease.” 
Our own findings and recommendations concerning the major epidemi- 
ologic studies reinforce this view. 

A good example of the need for coordination and oversight is the 
debate about standardizing study questionnaires. Most experts agree 
that it is not desirable to make all questionnaires from all studies identi- 
cal. Nevertheless, when specific questions from different studies are 
aimed at obtaining the same information, then consistency offers the ad- 
vantage of allowing future inter-study comparisons. The Office of Man- 
agement and Budget (OMB) initiated this type of coordination for epi- 
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demiologic studies of Gulf War veterans. Under the authority of the Paper- 
work Reduction Act, OMB has required that the principal investigators of 
several studies revise their individual questionnaires to reflect a common, 
core set of questions on symptoms and conditions. 

OMB’s role in enforcing some questionnaire standardization is contro- 
versial. Some researchers believe it is too early in the understanding of the 
Gulf War veterans’ illnesses to stifle independent experimentation and in- 
novation in the research process by dictating some portion of the question- 
naires. The Research Working Group has not played an active role in the 
debate. 

The Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations 

The Gulf War theater posed significant barriers for collecting exposure 
data on the various risk factors that might effect the health of service mem-
bers months or years later. Plainly put, the military’s goal is to successfully 
carry out the mission of the war, not to collect research data. Nevertheless, 
the lack of good exposure data for Gulf War veterans has certain conse-
quences today for evaluating the long-term health impacts of service in 
Southwest Asia. 

For example, DOD has precise information about the pesticides shipped 
to the Gulf, but information about who used them and when is fragmented 
at best. Such information might have allowed an estimation of individual 
exposures. The only available information to estimate individual expo-
sures for most Gulf War risk factors is recollections by veterans, and these 
will be difficult or impossible to validate. 

There is no way to compensate fully for the lack of good exposure data 
related to Gulf War service. As a consequence, it will be difficult to link 
health problems discovered in epidemiologic studies with specific expo-
sures. In this, the country has not avoided repeating the mistakes of the 
past. For example, the 1994 IOM report Veterans and Agent Orange found 
the numerous health studies on Vietnam veterans were hampered by the 
lack of good individual data about exposure to dioxin or herbicides, 
though even without such data epidemiologic studies were useful for eval- 
uating veterans’ health status. Nevertheless, to evaluate the potential im-
pact of a specific Gulf War related risk factor, quantitative information 
about the size and timing of the exposure is crucial, and few data are gen- 
erally available for many risk factors. New draft guidance under develop-
ment by DOD indicates the issue of better exposure records and medical 
surveillance of troops has become a higher priority for future conflicts. The 
Committee will evaluate these efforts in the coming months. 

Some investigators anticipate DOD’s Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Lo- 
cations database will provide exposure information that will be unavail- 
able from any other source. In December 1991, Congress required that 
DOD produce a database on those who served in the Gulf War (Public Law 
102-190). Although Congress mandated the database in response to con- 



terns about smoke from Kuwait oil fires, the database is likely to be rele- 
vant to other possible exposure assessments. 

The Environmental Support Group (ESG) of DOD intends for the 
database to provide personnel and unit data for research purposes; the 
database also establishes the location of units, which may be useful in 
evaluating future health claims. ESG hopes to produce a database with 
at least one location coordinate for each unit (company level) from Jan- 
uary 15,1991, to the time that unit left the Gulf region. Both the IOM 
Committee6 and this Committee have commented that the Persian Gulf 
Registry of Unit Locations database needs to be completed as quickly 
and accurately as possible. However, DOD projects the database will be 
available to researchers by April 1996 at the earliest- over a year after 
IOM’s initial call and the original goal set by DOD. 

Though location data will be at the resolution of an individual unit 
and will not be specific to an individual, it could prove an important 
resource for exposure information on Gulf War troops. For example, a 
time series of geographic location of troop units might be useful to dis- 
tinguish between units that were in the vicinity of Kuwait oil fires from 
troops that were not in the vicinity. Such data would be useful in epi- 
demiologic studies evaluating the possible health effects of exposure to 
Kuwait oil fire smoke. 

Some investigators hope to use the Registry of Unit Locations 
database to assess other exposures. For example, it might be possible to 
determine which troop units were in the vicinity of depleted uranium 
(DU) weapons (e.g., tank battles). Such a population might be expected 
to have a greater potential exposure to DU than other troop units. Inves- 
tigating possible disease clusters is another potential for this database. 
Some investigators are intrigued with the possibility of looking for clus- 
ters of certain diseases or symptoms among specific units -e.g., clusters 
in units closest to damaged Iraqi chemical weapon depots. 

The Registry of Unit Locations is unlikely to be informative for most 
missing exposure data. It will reveal little about exposure to pesticides, 
pyridostigmine bromide, vaccines, or other health risk factors because 
little information exists about how, when, or by whom such agents were 
used during the Gulf War. The limited resolution at the unit level means 
exposure information for a specific service person might be prone to er- 
ror; individuals did not always physically remain with their units. 

FINDINGS 

� Despite the unique features of the Gulf War, it should be possi- 
ble using epidemiologic approaches to determine whether Gulf 
War veterans have more or less mortality, symptoms, or diseases 
than an appropriately chosen comparison population. 
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Most of the studies examined by the Committee appear to be 
well-designed and appropriate to answer questions about 
mortality, symptoms, or diseases. 

Some studies currently underway or planned at best will add 
little information to other better designed studies and could 
provide misleading information, leading to false conclusions. 

External scientific review of the major epidemiologic studies 
has ranged from nonexistent, to one-time review of protocols, 
to standing scientific advisory panels which have an ongoing 
role in the design and execution of the studies. Ongoing exter-
nal review has proved beneficial to several of the studies. 

Public advisory committees might improve communications with 
the veterans asked to participate in epidemiologic studies. 

A single coordinating body with an overarching perspective is 
needed to monitor whether priorities are being established, 
whether outstanding research questions are being adequately 
Bddressed, whether individual studies will contribute to the 
overall effort, and the extent to which the studies are respon-
sive to recommendations from external reviewers. 

Sharing a subset of basic questions on demographics, symp-
toms, and exposures across large surveys of Gulf War veterans 
and controls could provide information useful for compar-
isons across the studies and better understanding of differ- 
ences in the study populations. 

There is little exposure data available for Gulf War veterans 
about many key risk factors. As a consequence, it will be more 
difficult to link adverse health outcomes detected by epidemi- ’ 
ologic studies to some specific exposures or risk factors. 

The Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations data from DOD 
will be important for investigating questions about Gulf War 
veterans’ health issues, but it will not be a substitute for miss- 
ing exposure data for many risk factors. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
� All epidemiologic studies aimed at Gulf War veterans’ health 

issues should incorporate external scientific review and ongo- 
ing interaction with appropriate outside experts throughout 
the study process, from study design through analysis of re-
sults. 

� The Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board should play an 
active role in allocating the limited resources available for re-
search on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. The Research Working 
Group of the Coordinating Board should monitor the findings 



and recommendations of scientific peer review committees. If 
scientific reviews draw into question the usefulness of partic- 
ular studies to the overall research strategy, the Research 
Working Group should, via the Coordinating Board, recom-
mend appropriate actions to the Secretaries of the three de- 
partments involved. 
DOD, DHHS, and VA should recommend their principal investi- 
gators use public advisory committees in designing and execut- 
ing epidemiologic studies of Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. 
For those questions that are common to different surveys, coor- 
dination between principal investigators and survey design ex- 
perts should take place to arrive at a common wording. The Per- 
sian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board’s Research Working 
Group should take responsibility for this coordination. 
The Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations should be made 
available to qualified government and private researchers as 
quickly as possible, within the constraints of confidentiality. 

DOD should make reasonable and practical efforts to collect and 
record better troop exposure data during future conflicts and to 
make those data available as quickly as possible to health care 
researchers. 
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Table l-Epidemiology Studies Reviewed by the Advisory Committee, December 1995 

Study 

National Health Survey of Persian Gulf Veterans and Their Family 
Members (Environmental Epidemiology Service, VA) 

4 Mortality Follow-up Study of Persian Gulf Veterans (Environmental 
Epidemiology Service, VA) 

Study of Unexplained Illness Among Persian Gulf War Veterans in an 
Air National Guard Unit (National Center for Infectious Disease, CDC) 

-

Health Assessment of Persian Gulf War Veterans from Iowa (Iowa 
Department of Health and National Center for Environmental Health, 
CDC) 

A Study of Symptoms in Seabees (Naval Health Research Center, 
DOD) 

Seabee Health Study (Naval Health Research Center, DOD) 

A Comparative Study of Hospitalizations Among Active Duty Military 
Personnel Who Participated in the Gulf War and Similar Military 
Personnel Who Did Not Participate (Naval Health Research Center, 
DOD) 

A Comparison of Federal and Non-Federal Hospitalization Rates 
Among Veterans Who Have Separated From Active Service: Gulf War 
veteransversusNonGuffvet~(NavdHedtfiResearchCenter,DOD) 

A Comparative Study of Pregnancy Outcomes Among Gulf War 
Veterans (Male and Female) and Other Active Duty Personnel (Naval 
Health Research Center, DOD) 

Reproductive Outcomes Study (Naval Health Research Center, DOD) 

Description 

Postal survey to estimate the prevalence of symptoms and 
medical conditions in 15,000 Gulf veterans and 15,000 era 
veterans and their families (surveys mailed Fall 1995, 
preliminary report anticipated Fall 1996) 

Comparison of mortality rates and causes in Gulf War 
veterans and era veterans (ongoing; preliminary results 
presented Fall 1995) 

Three-phase study to verify and characterize symptoms, 
assess their prevalence, and investigate risk factors in an Air 
National Guard unit (two phases complete, final phase 
ongoing) 

Telephone survey to estimate the prevalence of symptoms 
and medical conditions in 1,500 Gulf veterans and 1,500 era 
veterans from Iowa and their families (telephone interviews 
begun Fall 1995, initial report anticipated August 1996) 

Survey of symptoms in 1,500 Seabee volunteers (preliminary 
results presented Fall 1995) 

Postal survey of 17,000 Seabees to assess symptoms and 
exposures (planning stages) 

Comparison of hospitalizations between active duty Gulf War 
veterans and era veterans who attended military hospitals 
(preliminary results presented Fall 1995) 

Comparison of hospitalizations between Gulf War veterans 
and era veterans who have separated from the military and 
attended nonmilitary hospitals (planning stages) 

Comparison of birth defect rates between active duty Gulf 
War veterans and era veterans who attended military 
hospitals, using hospital records to ascertain birth defects 
(preliminary results presented Fall 1995) 

Postal survey to comparereproductive outcomes in Gulf War 
and era veteran couples (ongoing) 

Prevalence of Congenital Anomalies Among Children Born to Gulf Comparison of birth defect rates between Gulf War veterans 
War Veterans (Naval Health Research Center, DOD) and era veterans, using state registries to ascertain birth 

defects (pilot test ongoing) 

SOURCE: Presidential Advisory Committee, 1996. 
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Chapter 5 

Chemical and Biological Weapons 

The issues of whether U.S. troops were exposed to Iraqi chemical and bio- 
logical warfare (CBW) agents during the Gulf War, and if so, whether such 
exposures can be causally linked to veterans’ illnesses, remain a source of 
considerable controversy. The charter requires the Committee to take a 
fresh look at these issues. For the interim report, we have focused on Iraqi 
CBW capabilities and doctrine during the Gulf War (with an emphasis on 
new information uncovered by the United Nations Special Commission on 
Iraq) and CBW detection systems deployed in the Gulf. 

BACKGROUND 
A 1994 congressional report concluded, based on eyewitness accounts and 
declassified operational logs, that CBW agent exposures did occ&’ Two 
other studies reached the opposite conclusion. The DSB Task Force stated it 
found “no evidence that either chemical or biological warfare was deployed 
at any level against us, or that there were any exposures of U.S. service 
members to chemical or biological warfare agents in Kuwait or Saudi Ara- 
bia.“3 Similarly, an IOM panel found “absolutely no reliable intelligence, 
and no medical or biological justification for any of [the] reported claims” 
of CBW exposures.6 The NIH Technology Assessment Workshop Panel was 
less categorical, stating that “until it can be unequivocally established that 
chemical and/or biological weapons were not used and that troops were 
not exposed to plumes of destroyed stockpiles, the possibility remains that 
some symptoms are chronic manifestations of such exposure.“’ In light of 
these findings, the Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board determined 
that “although further DOD investigations of individual exposure reports 
may be necessary, further research is unwarranted unless creditable data 
establish that exposure to CBW agents actually occurred.“‘* 

Iraqi CBW Capabilities and Doctrine 

The primary source of information on Iraq’s CBW programs released since 
this Committee was established is the United Nations Special Commission 
on Iraq (UNSCOM), an international body charged with uncovering and 
eliminating Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction and associated production 
facilities. Although the Iraqi government deceived UNSCOM for four years 
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about the full extent of its CBW programs, the defection to Jordan on Au- 
gust 7,1995, of Lt. Gen. Hussein Kamel al-Majid, a son-in-law of Iraqi Presi- 
dent Saddam Hussein and former director of Iraq’s weapons programs, 
proved to be a major breakthrough in the investigation. After the defection, 
the Iraqi government handed over to UNSCOM nearly 680,000 pages of 
documents on Iraq’s pre-war weapons programs, including CBW activities. 
UNSCOM cautions that much of the information contained in Iraq’s most 
recent declarations remains to be fully verified, but recent revelations shed 
new light on Iraq’s CBW capabilities and doctrine? 

UNSCOM Findings Regarding Chemical Weapons. In its October 1995 report, 
UNSCOM expressed greatest concern over new revelations about the tim- 
ing, extent, and success of Iraq’s VX nerve agent production program. New 
evidence suggests the VX program began as early as May 1985 and contin- 
ued without interruption until December 1990. UNSCOM concluded that as 
much as 400 tons of VX could have been produced on an industrial scale 
and that Iraq had solved precursor and agent storage and stabilization 
problems. UNSCOM revealed that a 1989 Iraqi document on VX proposed 
“the creation of strategic storage of the substance so it can be used at any 
time if needed.” 

UNSCOM also noted Iraq’s admission of the development of prototypes 
of binary sarin (nerve agent)-filled artillery shells, 122 mm rockets, and 
aerial bombs and observed that the newest documentation shows produc- 
tion in quantities well beyond prototype levels. Iraq also has admitted three 
flight tests of long-range missiles with chemical warheads, including one 
with the sarin in April 1990. 

UNSCOM Findings Regarding Biological Weapons. Iraq’s biological warfare 
(BW) program, as reported to UNSCOM, embraced a comprehensive range 
of agents and munitions. During the late-1980s, Iraq carried out scale-up 
studies on the production of anthrax and botulinum toxin, and these agents 
were weaponized in advance of the Gulf War. In addition, Iraq conducted 
research on a variety of other agents, including: 

Clostridium perfingens, a bacterium that causes gas gangrene in 
wounds; 
aflatoxin, which can cause liver cancer as well as acute toxicity; 

two lethal fungal toxins known as tichothecene mycotoxins; 
a plant fungus known as “wheat cover smut,” a potential economic 
weapon against enemy crops; 
three nonlethal viral agents: hemorrhagic conjunctivitis (which 
causes an acute eye disease associated with intense pain and tem- 
porary blindness); rotavirus (which causes acute diarrhea that can 
lead to dehydration and death), and camel pox (which causes fever 
and skin rash in camels; infection in humans is rare); and 
two lethal viruses, yellow fever and Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic 
fever virus. 



After the invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990, the Iraqi BW program 
intensified dramatically. Emphasis shifted from development work to large- 
scale production and weaponization of BW agents. Iraq now claims it had 
BW bombs and missiles deployed at four air bases around the country ready 
for launch; these claims have not been verified. 

UNSCOM Findings Regarding Iraqi CBW Doctrine. UNSCOM noted Iraqi au- 
thorities have made conflicting representations about their plans with regard 
to the operational use of CBW agents. Documentation now available sup- 
ports the contention that Iraq was actively plannin g to deploy its chemical 
weapons in a pattern corresponding to strategic and offensive use through 
surprise attack. Although UNSCOM found that the known pattern of de- 
ployment of long-range missiles supports this contention, it continues to in- 
vestigate whether Iraq intended first-use or only second-use of CBW. 

Nothing in recent UNSCOM reports has caused DOD to reverse its posi- 
tion that there was no widespread use of CBW agents in the Gulf War. In the 
past few months, however, DOD has shown a new willingness to reexamine 
the issue. In Spring 1995, DOD created the Persian Gulf Investigation Team 
(PGIT), under the direction and control of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Health Affairs), to conduct additional analytical work in this area. Part of 
PGIT’s mandate is to investigate possible exposures to CBW agents during 
the Gulf War by drawing on all sources of information, including eyewitness 
incidents reported to a toll-free number and the full range of operational and 
intelligence records. During the Committee’s October 1995 meeting, a PGIT 
official testified that the team was planning to investigate CBW issues fully. 

In parallel with PGIT’s investigation, the Central Intelligence Agency’s 
(CIA) Office of Weapons Technology and Proliferation in the Directorate of 
Intelligence is conducting an independent review of intelligence documents 
to determine whether the agency’s previous conclusions that U.S. troops 
were not exposed to CBW agents during the Gulf War still stand in the light 
of new information. The CIA has concentrated its review on intelligence 
records and limited its assessment of operational records and eyewitness ac-
counts. CIA coordinates its activity with PGIT. 

CBW Detection Systems Deployed in the Gulf 

The United States deployed several types of chemical agent detectors in the 
Gulf War as part of an integrated system for dealing with possible chemical 
warfare (CW). Each service member had access to treated papers (M8 and 
M9) that are sensitive to droplets of liquid chemical agents. Units responsible 
for fresh water handling used the M272 Kit to detect the presence of chemical 
agents in water. Germany provided 60 FOX Reconnaissance Systems, sophis- 
ticated armored vehicles equipped with mass spectrometers for identifica- 
tion of chemical contamination. Approximately 45,000 M256Al Chemical 
Agent Detector Kits were provided for use by trained personnel after a unit 
entered full protective posture to determine if a hazard actually existed. 
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The M8Al automatic chemical agent alarm was the primary U.S. system 
designed to provide early warning of chemical attack during the Gulf War. 
It suffered from a number of serious deficiencies. For example, it could not 
detect mustard agents, which Iraq was known to possess in large quanti- 
ties. In addition, the M8Al detector had an extremely high false-alarm rate. 
During the Gulf War, the alarms sounded in response to vehicle exhaust, 
smoke, dust, rocket propellant, and other common battlefield interferents, 
and also sounded in response to low battery levels and routine daily main- 
tenance. 

All CW agent detection and warning systems deployed in Southwest 
Asia were designed to detect nerve agent concentrations that would have 
an immediate impact on troop functioning - i.e., levels that would cause 
death or acute symptoms. No attempt was made to monitor CW agent ex- 
posures at levels below those known to cause acute toxicity. Battlefield de- 
tectors could not measure the types of low-level exposure that DOD regu- 
lations guard against in nonbattlefield situations. 

No real-time biological warfare (BW) agent detection systems were de- 
ployed during the Gulf War. Britain, Canada, France, and the United States 
all deployed air samplers that collected and concentrated aerosol particles 
into a liquid sample suitable for testing with a small antibody based enzy- 
matic test kit. This rudimentary detection system took several hours to pro- 
duce a result and could only determine retrospectively if a biological attack 
had taken place. 

DOD is taking action to address deficiencies in detectors that were 
highlighted by the Gulf conflict. If it works according to specifications, the 
detector/alarm currently under development, known as the Advanced 
Chemical Agent Detector/Alarm (ACADA), will be capable of detecting 
mustard agents, will identify the category or type of agent detected, and 
will not false alarm or malfunction during or after exposure to commonly 
occurring battlefield interferer& The response time of the ACADA at the 
detection threshold also will be shorter than the M8A1, reducing the risk 
of acute exposure. 

DOD has not addressed the issue of monitoring low-level exposures to 
CW agents. The joint-service requirements document for the ACADA sys- 
tem notes that “the current automatic chemical agent alarm (MSAl) is not 
sufficiently sensitive to adequately monitor collective protection shelters 
for detecting sustained low levels of chemical agent and monitoring per- 
sonnel for contamination.” Yet the ACADA system will have the same 
nerve agent detection threshold as the M8Al it will replace. 

To improve its capability to detect BW exposure, DOD currently is de- 
veloping BW agent detection systems. However, systems that will pro- 
vide real-time warnings that would enable troops to take protective mea- 
sures prior to exposure are a long way off. 
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FINDINGS 

Although much was known at the time of the Gulf War, UNSCOM’s 
work provides a more definitive picture of Iraq’s CBW capability and 
doctrine, revealing advanced capabilities and underscoring the consid- 
erable uncertainty regarding Iraq’s intentions to use CBW agents 
against American and coalition troops. 
The U.S. government’s decision to reexamine the records of the Gulf 
War for evidence of exposure to CBW agents is prudent in light of the 
health concerns of veterans and the findings from UNSCOM’s inves- 
tigations. The Committee intends to monitor the investigations of 
I’GIT and CIA. 
DOD is taking reasonable steps to improve battlefield CW agent 
detection capability by developing equipment that will detect 
mustard agent and that will not sound false alarms in response to 
common battlefield interferents. 
The inability to provide real-time detection of BW agents consti- 
tutes a serious deficiency in the U.S. chemical and biological de- 
fense posture. 
The ability to monitor low-levels of CW agents would improve the 
health care surveillance of U.S. troops. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

CIA and DOD should coordinate their analyses to ensure a com- 
prehensive review of the complete record of the Gulf War. Each 
agency should make full and prompt disclosure of all findings. 
DOD should devote more attention to monitoring low-level 
(subacute) exposures to CW agents. One possible basis for such a 
system is the automated air-sampling system developed by the 
U.S. Army Edgewood Research, Development and Engineering 
Center for UNSCOM, which is using it to monitor emissions from 
Iraqi chemical plants. Another approach might be to modify the 
detection system that the U.S. Army uses to monitor for leaks at 
chemical weapons storage depots. 
DOD should continue to invest in the development of a biological 
point detector/alarm system that can detect and identify BW 
agent aerosols rapidly enough to enable troops to take protective 
measures before being exposed. 
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1 Chapter 6 

The Next Ten Months 

Over the next 10 months, the Committee will continue to address each of 
the elements of its charge. Throughout the remainder of our work, we will 
monitor the government’s responsiveness to the recommendations of this 
and previous advisory bodies (Appendix E). We also will scrutinize how 
effectively government programs are coordinated among the departments 
and agencies with an interest in the health and well being of veterans. 

OUTREACH 
The Committee’s final report will include additional evaluation of the gov- 
ernment’s outreach efforts to Gulf War veterans, their families, and commu- 
nities, including DOD’s AFIS and AFRTS, the department’s survey of active 
duty troops, and education and counseling provided by DOD during clini- 
cal evaluations. The ‘Committee will examine VA’s Persian Gulf Health 
Days, active duty preseparation briefings on Gulf War veterans illness is- 
sues provided through VA’s Transition Assistance Program, special pro- 
grams for women veterans, and outreach to Spanish speaking people. We 
will review suggestions received from veteran service organizations for im- 
proving outreach to Gulf War veterans. 

The Committee will continue to review carefully the content of the de- 
partments’ outreach message and whether its level of complexity makes it 
accessible for their audiences. We will investigate how the departments 
evaluate their own outreach components and programs. Without evidence 
to indicate how welI outreach efforts reach the target population and how 
much this population actually learns about the relevant issues, claims of 
outreach program effectiveness are unsubstantiated. 

The outreach programs of both departments have improved over the last 
two years. It remains important to highlight the lessons learned in imple- 
menting them in order to create a useful model of communication and out- 
reach that would be responsive to veterans of future conflicts. The final re- 
port will explore this issue. 
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MEDICAL AND CLINICAL ISSUES 
For the final report, the Committee intends to evaluate the quality of care 
provided to Gulf War veterans who enlist in VA’s Persian Gulf Registry or 
DOD’s CCEI? We will assess access to the treatment programs, the treat- 
ment protocols, the implementation of those protocols, and the attitudes of 
the health-care providers employed by the systems. In undertaking this 
evaluation, we will continue to receive public testimony, make site visits to 
VA and DOD medical facilities where the clinical evaluations are con-
ducted, and interview veterans to assess their impressions of their access to 
care and their expectations from the registry protocols. 

The Committee will conduct a review of clinical syndromes that might 
be similar to some of the undiagnosed illnesses among Gulf War veterans. 
We will assess the reproductive problems experienced by veterans and their 
families, including birth defects and decreased fertility. We also plan to ex- 
amine the psychological sequelae of stress, which many previous advisory 
groups have identified as a high priority for the government’s research pro-
gram. 

The activities of FDA and DOD related to the use of drugs and biologics 
intended to protect against CBW remain an area of considerable interest to 
the Committee. In particular, we plan to explore with FDA possible altema-
tives to the interim final rule to help ensure troops are protected against 
CBW. Some observers have suggested an approval standard that recognizes 
surrogate endpoints and other data indicative of efficacy for vaccines, 
drugs, devices, and antibiotics intended for CBW defense might be a more 
appropriate policy than a waiver of informed consent. 

Previous advisory groups have made recommendations concerning 
health care for Gulf War veterans. For instance, the NIH panel’ recom-
mended that a coordinated VA and DOD hospital-based case assessment 
protocol be developed to provide uniformly thorough assessment, diagno-
sis, and treatment; we believe a coordinated clinical protocol is now in 
place. The NIH panel also stated that clinical treatment, absent a proven 
etiology, must be managed on a case-by-case basis according to the symp- 
toms presented. The Committee will continue to monitor the adequacy of 
the government’s response to that recommendation (i.e., the quality of med- 
ical care provided to ill Gulf War veterans) during the remainder of our 
work. The IOM has been evaluating the CCEP since its inception, and we 
will follow DOD’s response to IOM’s continuing findings and recommen-
dations with interest, but we will not try to duplicate its effort. 
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RESEARCH 
The Committee will continue its review of research related to Gulf War vet- 
erans’ illnesses. In particular, we will focus on the smaller epidemiologic 
studies and toxicologic research protocols designed to assess specific risk 
factors. In reviewing research directed at Gulf War veterans’ health issues, 
the Committee will attempt to evaluate the overall research effort, identify- 
ing areas where key research may be missing or where additional efforts to 
investigate or coordinate could improve the understanding of Gulf War vet- 
erans’ illnesses. The Committee intends to monitor research awards result-
ing from recently issued requests for proposals in order to evaluate the per- 
formance of the Coordinating Board. 

Another source of information about the exposures and risk factors of the 
Gulf War is DOD’s approach to occupational safety and health evaluations. 
The Committee believes reviewing the process by which DOD assessed po-
tential exposures and risk factors before the Gulf War and the data DOD 
accumulated to support its decisions will be important for both evaluating 
Gulf War exposure and risk factors and anticipating future health issues. 
Data from pesticide applicators, uranium miners and fabricators, and fire- 
fighters, for example, exist and can be brought to bear in considering hazards 
that U.S. troops faced in Southwest Asia. For this avenue of inquiry, the 
Committee intends to focus on the question: How did DOD evaluate known 
risk factors when it approved materials for use in the Gulf? 

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE 

In the coming months, the Committee will shift its focus from questions in-
volving Iraqi CBW capabilities and the detection systems deployed by U.S. 
forces in the Gulf, to those involving alleged incidents of exposure to CBW 
agents. In particular, the Committee plans to examine instances where there 
are allegations that U.S. personnel were directly exposed to CBW agents, and 
to review evidence relating to possible collateral exposures to such agents. In 
addition, we plan to examine questions surrounding possible low-level ex-
posures to CBW agents, including their potential medical effects. As part of 
this effort, the Committee plans to monitor closely the progress of DOD and 
CIA in their renewed investigations of possible CBW exposures during the 
Gulf War. Finally, the Committee will continue its review of developments 
relating to Iraqi CBW capabilities and the detection systems deployed by 
U.S. forces in the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations. 
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List of Acronyms 


ACADA 
AFIS 
AFRTS 
BT 
BW 
CBW 
CCEP 
CDC 
CentCom 
CIA 

DHHS 
DMDC 
DOD 
DSB 
DU 
ESG 
FDA 
GAO 
IIRs 
IND 

IOM 
IRB 
NIH 
OMB 
PB 
PGIT 
PHS 
PSAs 
UNSCOM 
VA 

VBA 

VHA 


-Advanced Chemical Agent Detector/ Alarm 
-American Forces Information Service 
-Armed Forces Radio and Television Service 
-botulinum toxoid 
-biological warfare 
-chemical and biological warfare 
-Comprehensive Clinical Evaluation Program 
-Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
-Central Command 
-Central Intelligence Agency 
-chemical warfare 
-Department of Health and Human Services 
-Defense Manpower Data Center 
-Department of Defense 
-Defense Science Board 
-depleted uranium 
-Environmental Support Group 
-Food and Drug Administration 
-General Accounting Office 
-Intelligence Information Reports 
-investigational new drug 
-Institute of Medicine 
-institutional review board 
-National Institutes of Health 
-Office of Management and Budget 
-pyridostigmine bromide 
-Persian Gulf Investigation Team 
-Public Health Service 
-public service announcements 
-United Nations Special Commission (on Iraq) 
-Department of Veterans Affairs 
-Veterans Benefits Administration 
-Veterans Health Administration 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

Office of the Press Secretary 

For Immediate Release 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
WAR VETERANS’ ILLNESSES 

May 26‘1995 

ON GULF 

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the 
laws of the United States of America, it is hereby ordered as follows: 

Section 1. Establishment (a) There is hereby established the Presidential 
Advisory Committee on Gulf War Veterans’ Illnesses (the “Committee”). The Committee 
shall be composed of not more than 12 members to be appointed by the President The 
members of the Committee shall have expertise relevant to the functions of the 
Committee and shall not be full-time officials or employees of the executive branch of 
the Federal Government The Committee shall be subject to the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act, as amended, 5 U. S. C. App. 2. 

(b) The President shall designate a Chairperson from among the members of the 
Committee. 

Sec. 2. Functions. (a)Th e C ommittee shall report to the President through 
the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Veterans Affairs, and the Secretary of Health 
and Human Services. 

(b) The Committee shall provide advice and recommendations based on its 
review of the following matters: 

(1) Research: epidemiological, clinical, and other research concerning Gulf 
War veterans’ illnesses. 

(2) Coordinating Efforts: the activities of the Persian Gulf Veterans 
Coordinating Board, including the Research Coordinating Council, the Clinical Working 
Group, and the Disability and Compensation Working Group. 

(3) Medical Treatment: medical examinations and treatment in connection 
with Gulf War veterans’ illnesses, including the Comprehensive Clinical Evaluation 
Program and the Persian Gulf Registry Medical Examination Program. 

(4) Outreach: governmentsponsored outreach efforts such as hotlines and 
newsletters related to Gulf War veterans‘ illnesses. 

(5) External Reviews: the steps taken to implement recommendations in 
external reviews by the Institute of Medicine’s Committee to Review the Health 
Consequences of Service During the Persian Gulf War, the Defense Science Board Task 
Force on Persian Gulf War Health Effects, the National Institutes of Health Technology 
Assessment Workshop on the Persian Gulf Experience and Health, the Persian Gulf 
Expert Scientific Committee, and other bodies, 
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(6) Fisk Factors: the possible risks associated with service in the Persian Gulf 
Conflict in general and, specifically, with prophylactic drugs and vaccines, infectious 
diseases, environmental chemicals, radiation and toxic substances, smoke from oil well 
fires, depleted uranium, physical and psychological stress, and other factors applicable 
to the Persian Gulf Conflict 

(7) Chemical and Biological Weapons: information related to reports of the 
possible detection of chemical or biological weapons during the Persian Gulf Confhct 

.(c) It shall not be a function of the Committee to conduct scientific research. 
The Committee shall review information and provide advice and recommendations on 
the activities undertaken related to the matters described in (b) above. 

(d) It shall not b e a function of the Committee to provide advice or 
recommendations on any legal liability of the Federal Government for any claims or 
potential claims against the Federal Government 

(e) As used herein, “Gulf War Veterans’ Illnesses” means the symptoms and 
illnesses reported by United States uniformed services personnel who served in the 
Persian Gulf Conflict 

(f) The Committee shall submit an interim report within 6 months of the first 
meeting of the Committee and a final report by December 31,1996, unless otherwise 
provided by the President 

Sec. 3. Administration. (a) The heads of executive departments and agencies 
shall, to the extent permitted by law, provide the Committee with such information as it 
may require for purposes of carrying out its functions. 

(b) Members of the Committee shall be compensated in accordance with 
Federal law. Committee members may be allowed travel expenses, including per diem 
in lieu of subsistence, to the extent permitted by law for persons serving intermittently 
in the Government service (5 U.S.C. 5701-5707). 

(c) To the extent permitted by law, and subject to the availability of 
appropriations, the Department of Defense shall provide the Committee with such 
funds as may be necessary for the performance of its functions. 

Sec. 4. General Provisions. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of any other 
Executive order, the functions of the President under the Federal Advisory Committee 
Act that are applicable to the Committee, except that of reporting annually to the 
Congress, shall be performed by the Secretary of Defense, in accordance with the 
guidelines and procedures established by the Administrator of General Services. 

(b) The Committee shall terminate 30 day after submitting its final report 

(c) This order is intended only to improve the internal management of the 
executive branch and it is not intended to create any right, benefit or trust responsibility, 
substantive or procedural, enforceable at law or equity by a party against the United 
States, its agencies, its officers, or any person. 

WILLIAM J. CLINTON 
THE WHITE HOUSE 

May 261995. 
### 
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Appendix B -Advisory Committee Charter 


A. m8 Presidential Advisor
Committee on Gulf War Veteranr’ Illnr?.cmw PCmmitcee~l e 

8. bUTBORl[TYo Executive Order No. 12961, 

~TRE Tha duties of the 
Commitret arc oolcly adviwy. The Committee rhall provide to 
*:he Fre&&nt, through the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary nt 
i(calth and ffuman Ecrvicco, and the Secretary of Veterana Affairs, 
advice and recommendation3 based on its review of the followiw 

Irmtter3 : 

1. w: cpidemiologic~l, clinical and ocher research 
conceg-ning oulf War vetcrano’ i lncccec. 

2. Coordw w: the xtivitiee of thr Persian Gulf 
!kLtrana twrdinacing Doark including the Rttcaarch Coordinating 
&UJIC~~, the clinical working Croup, 3rd the Disability and 
C~~t~p~trsacion Working Group. 

3. w m; medical cxaminstionc and treatment in 
co~r~cl_iotr wic)r Gulf War veterans’ illnessc8, including the 
COmpr~~l~rJYiv~Clinical Evaluation kogram end the kroian Gutt 
Rcqir;try M&;~dl Examination Propam. 



-- 

� 

----__-_.____ 

6. ~&lc m: the possible risks associated with service 
tn the Persian Gulf Confllcr in qeneral and, sptcifically, with 
prophylactic drugs and vaccines, lnfeccious disease& 
environmental chemkals, radiaclon and co%iC substances, smoke 
tram oil well f lres, depleted uranium, phWcal. and psychological 
SkY’e.RS,and other factors applicable co the Persian Gulf 
Conflkt.. 

.
3. Ihe.mieal RI_ . 1nfOmatiOn related CO 

reports of the pn~sih~t+ &wwr.l~n ot &mica1 0~ biological 
weapons &wing r.hePersian Cult ContliCt. 

It shall not he a f\,nction at' the. C.nmmit.t.e.e t.0 c.onrlruX 
independent scicnt if ic rwwrrch Tb fhmm~ t.t.p.e.shall re.vJew 
information and provide advice Ann ~ecornrne.nd~t~fus en FhR 
activities undertaken related to the mfte.r.Q de.sc.rihe.d ahnvr. Lt. 
shall not be a function of the Committee h prnviri@ aciviw nr 
recommendations on any legal Ilability of the F~dwal Cavc!mme.nr. 
for any claims or pcltonciol claims arfni:rsC ~:he Federal 
Covornmt3riL. As used hsrein, "Gulf War Vctcrzrnc' Il,lr7CSSesa means 

tha symptcmt and il~r,csser rc_ported ky tfnited States uniformed 
cervicee personnel who served in the SxsiainGulf Conflict. 

0. OFF-L KWHOX THE COXMIITEI: RSPORur The Committoo chail 
report to tho Precident through the Sacretaq of Defenw, 
CCC~CC~~~ cf Health and %unan Service, and Secretary of Veterans 
Affairs. ~hc Committee chall cYbmi,t, .anintwim raport within eix 
montha of t.hc, first meeting oi the Ccmmittee and a final report 
by December 31. 1336, unlcoa othcrwisc provided by the President. 

P. &CENCY B Pm PROVrD’]tNCy SQISQRRa Financial 
and adminictrrtbe c;upport shall be grovidod by the Department of 
Defento. 

0. Bt The Preoident 6ha.\]. qpint up to a maximum nf 
twelve (13) memberr . Ccxmittoa memberr shall have cxpert~m 
relevant co tba functions of the Capittee and Aall NC tm tub 
tima officials or ctnployee~ of the executive .branch CL khrr 
Faderrl Ceverrunent. Coramittct enembers *Ml b comp~rcat.mI in 
occord.anc~ wlrh fadrral JAW. Cmdrrcc arembmrr may tm nllowed 

http:comp~rcat.mI
http:Cavc!mme.nr
http:SkY�e.RS
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travel apcn3e3, including per diem in lieu of CUbciccencc, to 
the errumt permitted by law for persons acrving intcrmittcntly in 
the quverluntnt service (5 U.S.C. 5701-5707). 

F CIL m AlQ&?Ac 6PEmQ CO= WP Jp 9 It 
is estimated {h&b Ure Lull ~1wu~1 coats of operations will not 
exceed $3 3 million, Full Liw UQJiWlcnt 8t8ff support years 
are expected to be approximately 30 ytidt’a of effort. 

I. KYl@ER BP: The CommiLku ~1~11 meet M it deems 
necessary co complete its functions. 

J. SQBUWEUW(S) t TO facilltace fUrKLlvrilf~y VL c11t Clsnrmitcce, 

subcommittee (~1 may be formed. The objeaivw of LIE 

sr)hcommitteets) are co provide advice and recmrr~trr&~iiu~rs CO ~11~ 

(lcrmmittee with respect LO macwts related to the duties OC ~11~ 
CnmmWXee. Subcommlctees shall meet as the Committw dwmy 
appr0lxiate. 

tt. m: The Lwsident shali designate a Chain=erson f~oltl 
among t hcz mc.mbetre o& t.‘le Commit tee. 
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Appendix E - Recommendations Made by Previous External Review Bodies 


N/H Technology Assessment Workshop (April 1994)’ 

Recommendations Comments* 

An evolving case definition might be more appropriately used in developing a research strategy. p. 27 
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Other cohorts of veterans should be evaluated. pp. 20-29 

uniformly thorough assessment, diagnosis, and treatment. P.44 

Symptom rates should be compared among population groups (e.g., deployed vs. nondeployed, case-

controls). pp. 20-29 
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DOD should develop plans for prompt collection of high-quality relevant data (including baseline data) 

at any time U.S. forces are deployed in the future. pp. 24,35 


Defense Science Board TaskForceon PersianGulf War Health Effects (June 1994)” 

1 Recommendations I Comments* I 

DOD needs substantial improvements in pre- and postdeployment medical assessments and data 
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Clinical treatment, absent a proven etiology, must be managed on a case-by-case basis, directed at 

the symptoms presented. Carefully controlled treatment protocols might assist in carving out specific 

syndromes from the broad range of symptoms noted. P.44 
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Institute of Medicine Committee on the DOD Persian Gulf Syndrome Comprehensive Clinical 
Evaluation Program/ii 

Recommendations in First Report (December 2,1994) Comments* 
The current design of the CCEP represents a serious attempt on the part of DOD to evaluate and treat 
the health problems of military personnel who served in the Persian Gulf region. However, the 
research aims of CCEP are not stated explicitly, nor does there appear to be a concrete epidemiologic 

Need for balance and clear delineation of the clinical care and research functions of the CCEP, 
especially in light of the apparent use of the CCEP by patients to obtain timely high quality medical 

Incorporate consideration of the prominence of stress and psychiatric disorders as diagnoses and/or 

Recognition of the division of labor and other resources between local medical treatment facilities and 
regional medical centers, and between phase I and phase 111111 of the CCEP, in light of the large 
numbers of CCEP Patients. D. 44 

Recommendations in Second Report (August 7,1995) Comments* 
The fact that many CCEP patients receive several diagnoses should be emphasized more in the 
conclusions of the DOD report. It should be clarified that there are many different combinations of 
diagnoses among the 10,020 patients. DOD should provide greater detail on additional specific 
diagnoses, including the categories of infectious diseases, and respiratory, digestive, and nervous 

The DOD report includes comparisons between symptoms and diagnoses in the CCEP population 
and in several other populations but provides no explicit reason for making these comparisons. The 
draft report implies that a research hypothesis is being tested, but does not state what the hypothesis 

The DOD report does not explicitly state that it is likely that at least a few CCEP patients have 

The DOD report concludes that based on the CCEP experience to date, there exists no clinical 
evidence for a new or unique illness or syndrome among Persian Gulf veterans.” The reasoning for 

DOD should continue to release its analysis of the CCEP results on a periodic basis. 



Institute of Medicine Commiffee on Health Consequences of Service During the Persian Gulf War 

(1995)‘v 


Recommendations: Data and Databases Comments* 

The VA Persian Gulf Health Registry is not a population database and is not administered uniformly, 

therefore it cannot serve the purposes of research into the etiology or treatment of possible health 

problems. It should be limited and specific to gathering information to determine the types of 

conditions reported; there should be quality control and standardization; and the registry should not be 

promoted as a means to determine prevalence estimates. In addition, VA should improve publicity 

about the registry, standardize protocol in the referral centers, and improve the timeliness of data 
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The Army Geographical Information System model is the proper approach to understand the 

characteristics of the population at risk. However, the DOD registry needs to be completed as quickly 

and accurately as possible. The Secretaries of DOD and VA should develop a single setvice-

connected health record for each present active duty and former service member. pp. 33, 35
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DOD should maintain its lists of those receiving anthrax and botulinum toxoid vaccines for the purpose 

Recommendation: CoordinationlProcess 
Presently, the total number of undiagnosed conditions is unknown because the data either are 
insufficiently understood or available. The Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board should actively 
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Recommendation: Considerations of Study Design Needs 
To date, most studies of Gulf War veterans have been piecemeal. They are necessarily incomplete, 
they usually lack proper controls, they are hard to generalize, and they are subject to grave statistical 
problems, including low statistical power. VA and DOD should determine the specific research 
questions that need to be answered and should design epidemiologic studies accordingly. They 
should collaborate to obtain population-based and controlled data on symptom prevalence, health 
status, and diagnosed disease. 	 pp. 31,34-35 

* 	Page numbers refer to preceding text in this document. Recommendations concerning research on specific risk factors will be 
considered as we review additional research protocols in the next two months. Unless otherwise noted, this Committee will 
continue to monitor the government’s response to each of these recommendations. 

’National Institutes of Health Technology Assessment Workshop Statement, April 1994. 

’Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on Persian Gulf War Health Eflects, June 1994. 

... 
111Institute of Medicine, Committee on the DOD Persian Gulf Syndrome Comprehensive Clinical Evaluation Program, 1994, 1995. 

iv Institute of Medicine, Committee to Review the Health Consequences of Service During the Persian Gulf War, 1995. 
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	Executive Summary .
	Executive Summary .
	President Clinton established the Presidential Advisory Committee on Gulf War Veterans’ Illnesses to ensure an independent, open, and comprehen-sive examination of health concerns related to Gulf War service. This 12-member panel, made up of veterans, scientists, health care professionals, and policy experts, will review the fulI range of relevant activities, includ-ing: research, coordinating efforts, medical treatment, outreach, reviews conducted by other governmental and nongovernmental bodies, risk fac-
	As mandated by Executive Order 12961, we are delivering our interim report to the President, through the Secretaries of Defense, Health and Hu- man Services, and Veterans Affairs, six months after our initial meeting (held on August 14-15,1995). Our final report wilI be delivered no later than December 31,1996. 
	This interim report includes four chapters addressing specific elements of the Committee’s charter: outreach, medical and clinical issues, research, and chemical and biological weapons. The final chapter describes the Com- mittee’s work plan for the next 10 months. Within each chapter, the Com- mittee presents its analytical approach; describes background material un-covered through testimony, document review, and interviews; and makes findings based on investigations to date. Recommendations we believe can
	OUTREACH 
	OUTREACH 
	The Committee found the Department of Defense (DOD) and the Depart- ment of Veterans Affairs (VA) have used a number of progressive tech-niques -from establishing telephone hotlines for the health care programs that serve veterans to posting declassified documents on the Internet-to educate veterans and other citizens concerned about Gulf War veterans’ ill-nesses. Neither department, however, has adopted performance measures sophisticated enough to evaluate the success of these programs. Our inves- tigation
	Presidential Advisory Committee 
	Ł Operators at the DOD Medical Registry Hotline, DOD Incident Report- ing Line, and VA Helpline should be instructed to ask “How did you find out about this number?” as a method of qualitatively measuring the suc- cess of the diprent methods for publicizing the numbers. 
	Ł In the next Comprehensive Clinical Evaluation Program end-of-evaluation questionnaire, which participants answer when the initial evaluation is completed, DOD should include a question about satisfaction with the re- ferral provided by the Persian GulfMedical Registry Hotline. 
	DOD and VA should utilize more refined performance measures to deter- mine how well outreach services are reaching concerned part&. Caller uol- ume data are not adequate. 
	To assist the general public in interpreting the declassified intelligence d&u- ments on GulJlJNK [a DOD site on the World Wide Web], DOD should prepare a user’s guide. This guide should explain in general terms the various sources of intelligence in@mation, how they may difir in quality and reltiil- ity, and how intelligence analysts compile and evaluate reports from a variety of sources in the field to obtain corroboration befire preparing a final assess- ment. This guide should befeatured prominently on 
	In its outreach campaign, VA should forego use of the term “priority care.” VA should state clearly that Gulf War veterans are entitled to receive the Persian Gulf Health Registry examination free of charge, including any diagnostic testing found to be medically necessary and counseling regard- ing findings. 
	VA should make its broadcast public service announcements (PSAs) about the toll-free Helpline more explicit. The PSAs should include brief explana- tions of the purpose of the Helpline and the referral process for the Persian GulfHealth Registry. 
	Future conflicts are likely to generate controversial and unexplained health concerns, and DOD and VA should anticipate the need and plan for out-reach services and implement them expeditiously. 

	MEDICAL AND CLINICAL ISSUES 
	MEDICAL AND CLINICAL ISSUES 
	For this interim report, the Committee focused on medical treatment issues that surfaced during the deployment and demobilization of troops. We found DOD’s policies and procedures were not adequate in all cases to pre- vent service members with preexisting conditions from being deployed or to identify health problems extant at the time of demobilization; these con- ditions could have contributed to some current health concerns. 
	The Committee believes DOD and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) deliberated carefully before enabling, through rulemaking, DOD to require troops to take pyrrdostigimine bromide (PB) and botulinum toxoid (BT) vaccine as antidotes to possible chemical and biological warfare (CBW) agents without FDA approval of the products for that purpose. Yet we find FDA has failed, in the five years since the Gulf War, to devise better long- 
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	term methods governing military use of drugs and vaccines for CBW de-fense. We also find DOD’s inability to produce the records of who re-ceived PB or BT indicative of much need for wholesale improvement in the government’s performance on medical recordkeeping during military engagements. 
	ŁDOD should regularly review and update the policies and procedures that govern the pre-, during, and postdeployment medical assessment of the Ready Reserve to ensure they are current and adequate. 
	 

	ŁDOD should establish a quality assurance program to ensure compli-ance with pre-, during, and postdeployment medical assessment poli-cies. 
	 

	ŁPrior to any deployment, DOD should undertake a thorough health as-sessment of a large sample of troops to enable better postdeployment medical epidemiology. Medical surveillance should be standardized for a core set of tests across all services, including timely postdeployment followup. 
	 

	ŁGiven that FDA’s interim rule [permitting waiver of informed con-sent for use of unapproved products in a military exigency] is still in efict, DOD should develop enhanced orkn tation and training proce-dures to alert service personnel they may be required to take drugs or vaccines not filly approved by FDA if a con.ict presents a serious threat of chemical and biological warfare. 
	 

	ŁIf FDA decides to reissue the interim final rule as final, it should first issue a Notice of Proposed Rule Making. Among the areas that specifi-cally should be revisited are: adequacy of disclosure to service personnel; adequacy of recordkeeping; long term followup of individuals who re-ceive investigational products; review by an institutional review board (IRB) outside of DOD; and additional procedures to enhance under-standing, oversight, and accountability. The Committee, at this time, withholds judgme
	 

	ŁDOD should assign a high t;n’ority to dealing with the problem of lost or missing medical records. A computerized central database is impor-tant. Specialized databases must be compatible with the central database. Attention should be directed toward developing a mechanism fbr computerizing medical data (including classified information, if and when it is needed) in thej2ld. DOD and VA should adopt standardized recordkeeping to ensure continuity. 
	 

	The Committee found most of the studies sponsored by DOD, VA, and the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) are well designed and appropriate to determine if Gulf War veterans have mortality, symp-
	Presidential Advisory Committee 
	toms, or diseases that might be attributable to service in the Gulf War. 
	However, we believe inadequate response to scientific peer review, disre-
	gard for the importance of allocating scarce research dollars to the best de- 
	signed studies, and inattention to the need to communicate effectively with 
	veteran participants are undermining the effectiveness of the govern-
	ment’s research efforts. The lack of data about exposure to various risk fac- 
	tors (e.g., oil fire smoke or infectious diseases) also hampers research. 
	Though DOD is attempting to recreate certain exposure scenarios with the 
	Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations, we recommend heightened efforts 
	to collect exposure data in future conflicts. 
	All epidemiologic studies aimed at Gulf War veterans’ health issues should incorporate external scientific review and ongoing interaction with appropriate outside experts throughout the study process, from study design through analysis of results. 
	All epidemiologic studies aimed at Gulf War veterans’ health issues should incorporate external scientific review and ongoing interaction with appropriate outside experts throughout the study process, from study design through analysis of results. 
	The Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board should play an active role in allocating the limited resources available for research on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. The Research Working Group of the Coordinating Board should monitor the findings and recommendations of scientific peer review committees. If scientific reviews draw into question the use- fulness of particular studies to the overall research strategy, the Research Working Group should, via the Coordinating Board, recommend appro- priate actions 
	DOD, DHHS, and VA should recommend their principal investigators use public advisory committees in &signing and executing epidemiologic studies of Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. 
	For those questions that are common to difirent [epidemiologic] sur-veys, coordination between principal investigators and survey design ex- perts should take place to arrive at common wording. The Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board’s Research Working Group should take re- sponsibility for this coordination. 
	The Persian GulfRegistry of Unit Locations should be made available to qualified government and private researchers as quickly as possible, within the constraints of conji&ntiality. 
	DOD should make reasonable and practical efirts to collect and record better troop exposure data during future conflicts and to make those data available as quickly as possible to health care researchers. 


	CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS 
	CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS 
	The work of the United Nations Special Commission on Iraq (UNSCOM) provides a more definitive picture of Iraq’s advanced CBW capabilities than was available at the time of the Gulf War and underscores the consid- erable uncertainty regarding Iraq’s intentions to use CBW agents against American and coalition troops. The Committee believes the decisions of 
	--““’ -
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	DOD and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to reopen their investi- gations of CBW in the Gulf War are positive steps and urges DOD and CIA to draw fully on their resources to answer some of the war’s most controversial questions; we will monitor their progress carefully. In ad- dition, we find improved technology to detect the presence of CBW agents would improve the health care surveillance of troops involved in future conflicts. 
	ŁCIA and DOD should coordinate their analyses to ensure a compre- .hensive review of the complete record of the Gulf War. Each agency .should make full and prompt disclosure of all findings. .
	 

	ŁDOD should devote more attention to monitoring low-level .(subacute) exposures to chemical warfare (CW) agents. One possible .basis for such a system is the automated air-sampling system devel- .oped by the U.S. Army Edgewood Research, Development and Engi- .neering Center for UNSCOM, which is using it to monitor emissions .from Iraqi chemical plants. Another approach might be to modify the .detection system the U.S. Army uses to monitor for leaks at chemical .weapons storage depots. .
	 

	ŁDOD should continue to invest in the development of a biological .point detector/alarm system that can detect and identify biological .warfare (SW) agent aerosols rapidly enough to enable troops to take .protective measures before being exposed. .
	 


	CONCLUSION 
	CONCLUSION 
	The Committee adopted the strategy of investigating and analyzing for the interim report those key questions raised by the charter we believed could be answered in the near-term. Toward this end, the Committee received testimony from the public and government officials and re- viewed scores of reports related to Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. This document reports the Committee’s evaluations to date and makes find- ings and recommendations in each of the major areas of our mandate, but our work is by no mean
	Securing a healthy future for Gulf War veterans is of paramount impor- tance to President Clinton. We promise our full dedication to his charge. 
	Chapter 1 
	Introduction 
	Introduction 
	This independent Advisory Committee will help ensure that we are doing eve ything possible to determine the causes of the illnesses being reported by Gulf War veterans and to provide efictive medical care to those who are ill. 
	This independent Advisory Committee will help ensure that we are doing eve ything possible to determine the causes of the illnesses being reported by Gulf War veterans and to provide efictive medical care to those who are ill. 
	-.President Clinton May 26,199s 

	On August 2,1990, Iraqi forces invaded Kuwait. Five days later, U.S. troops began deployment to the Persian Gulf region as part of Operation Desert Shield, which became Operation Desert Storm when Coalition air forces be- gan the attack on Iraqi targets on January 17,1991. On February 24,1991, the ground war began when the U.S. military and other coalition partners at- tacked Iraqi troops in southern Iraq and Kuwait. One hundred hours 
	1 later - on February 28,1991- the fighting ceased. 
	In all, approximately 697,000 men and women of the U.S. military (including members of the National Guard and Reserves) served in South- west Asia during Operations Desert Storm/Desert Shield. Casualties were unexpectedly low. During the conflict, 145 service members died in combat; nonhostile actions claimed 225 lives. 
	By June 13,1991, the last U.S. service members who participated in the ground war returned to the United States. Victory brought no peace for some Gulf War veterans, however, as they began to report debilitating, chronic illnesses with a variety of symptoms, including fatigue, joint pain, headache, rash/dermatitis, and memory loss. In some cases, physicians have been unable to pinpoint a clear diagnosis. 
	Realizing the debt owed to individuals who served in the Gulf War and determined to learn from our country’s experience with veterans’ health is- sues, the Administration and Congress undertook several initiatives to ad- dress the health of U.S. troops that had served in the Gulf War. President Clinton took the additional step on May 26,1995, of issuing Executive Order 12961 to establish the Presidential Advisory Committee on Gulf War Veter- 
	2 Presidential Advisory Committee 
	The Committee has a long-term mission to analyze and review, in an interdisciplinary, cross-agency fashion, the broad array of topics associated with 
	Gulf War veterans’ 
	illnesses. 
	ans’ Illnesses (Appendix A) to ensure an independent, open, and compre- hensive examination of health concerns related to Gulf War service. 


	THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
	THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
	The Committee has a long-term mission to analyze and review, in an inter- disciplinary, cross-agency fashion, the broad array of topics associated with Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. The Committee is concerned that some veter-am suffer from real, debilitating illnesses linked to service in the Gulf War. A U-member panel made up of veterans, scientists, health care profession- als, and policy experts, we have been charged (Appendix B) to review the full range of government activities relating to Gulf War vete
	research, 
	research, 
	coordinating efforts, 
	medical treatment, 
	outreach, 
	reviews by other governmental and nongovernmental bodies, 
	risk factors, and 
	chemical and biological weapons. 

	The Committee has been directed to issue its findings and recommenda- tions to the President through the Secretaries of Defense, Health and Hu- man Services, and Veterans Affairs in a final report to be delivered no later than December 31,1996. As mandated by the Executive Order, this docu- ment, the Committee’s interim report, is being delivered six months follow- ing the first meeting, which was held in Washington, DC on August 14-15, 1995. 
	Relationship to Other Efforts to Address Gulf War Veterans’ Illnesses 
	All of us share President Clinton’s pledge to “leave no stone unturned” in the effort to ensure the government’s response to Gulf War veterans is com- passionate and fair. While this Committee is the first group broadly charged to analyze Gulf War veterans’ illnesses, ours is not the first, or only, effort by the Administration to address health concerns stemming from service in the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations (Figure 1). As required by the charter, the Committee has reviewed the work of groups that have 
	With respect to other reviews that are ongoing (e.g., those of the IOM and the Persian Gulf Expert Scientific Committee of the Department of Vet- 
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	‘For example, the Office of Technology Assessment, le2 the Defense Science bard (DSB) Task Force on Persian Gulf War Effects,’ the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Technology Assessment Workshop on the Persian Gulf Experience and Health,’ the Institute of Medicine (IOM) Committee on the Department of Defense Persian Gulf Syndrome Compre$ensive Clinical Evaluation Program,5 IOM’s Committee to Review the Health Consequences of Service During the Persian Gulf War, and the General Accounting Office.“* 
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	erans Affairs (VA)), the Committee has availed itself of the expertise and 
	erans Affairs (VA)), the Committee has availed itself of the expertise and 

	experiences of these bodies to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort. We 
	experiences of these bodies to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort. We 

	intend to continue this consultation as we develop the final report. 
	intend to continue this consultation as we develop the final report. 

	The Committee’s 
	The Committee’s 
	Process 

	The President has made clear his belief that only an open government is a 
	The President has made clear his belief that only an open government is a 

	responsive government. The Committee operates under the Federal Advi- 
	responsive government. The Committee operates under the Federal Advi- 

	sory Committee Act, conducting its business in open public meetings and 
	sory Committee Act, conducting its business in open public meetings and 

	providing the opportunity for comment from any interested member of the 
	providing the opportunity for comment from any interested member of the 

	public at each meeting. Individuals who wish to submit written material for 
	public at each meeting. Individuals who wish to submit written material for 

	the Committee’s consideration may do so at any time. 
	the Committee’s consideration may do so at any time. 

	The Committee’s 
	The Committee’s 
	deliberations are supported by the work of a full-time 

	staff and several consultants (Appendix C). To date, the Committee has held 
	staff and several consultants (Appendix C). To date, the Committee has held 

	four full Committee 
	four full Committee 
	meetings and three focused panel meetings -clinical 

	care, epidemiologic research, and ethical considerations of the use of unap- 
	care, epidemiologic research, and ethical considerations of the use of unap- 

	proved drugs and vaccines- 
	proved drugs and vaccines- 
	around the country (Appendix D). Currently, 

	we 
	we 
	plan to convene 
	full Committee 
	meetings approximately 
	bimonthly 

	through fall 1996, as well as to hold additional panel meetings. All meetings 
	through fall 1996, as well as to hold additional panel meetings. All meetings 

	are announced in the Federal Register, and each meeting will provide an op- 
	are announced in the Federal Register, and each meeting will provide an op- 

	portunity for public comment. 
	portunity for public comment. 
	The Committee has 

	TR
	received testimony 

	FOCUS OF THIS INTERIM 
	FOCUS OF THIS INTERIM 
	REPORT 
	from the public and government official8 

	The Committee adopted the strategy of investigating and analyzing for the interim report those key questions raised by the charter we believed could be 
	The Committee adopted the strategy of investigating and analyzing for the interim report those key questions raised by the charter we believed could be 
	and reviewed scores of reports related to Gulf War veterans’ 

	answered in the near-term. 
	answered in the near-term. 
	Toward this end, the Committee has received 
	illnesses. 

	testimony from the public and government officials and reviewed scores of 
	testimony from the public and government officials and reviewed scores of 

	reports related to Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. This document reports the 
	reports related to Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. This document reports the 

	Committee’s evaluations to date, We make findings and recommendations 
	Committee’s evaluations to date, We make findings and recommendations 
	in 

	each of the major areas of our mandate, but our work is by no means com- 
	each of the major areas of our mandate, but our work is by no means com- 

	plete. 
	plete. 

	For the interim report, the Committee organized the seven elements of the 
	For the interim report, the Committee organized the seven elements of the 

	charter into four broad chapters: outreach, medical and clinical issues, re- 
	charter into four broad chapters: outreach, medical and clinical issues, re- 

	search, and chemical and biological weapons. 
	search, and chemical and biological weapons. 
	The mandate to review the 

	government’s coordinating efforts and to assess the implementation 
	government’s coordinating efforts and to assess the implementation 
	of rec- 

	ommendations from past reports is addressed within the context of the sub- 
	ommendations from past reports is addressed within the context of the sub- 

	ject matter of the chapters, as applicable. We discuss health risks in the con- 
	ject matter of the chapters, as applicable. We discuss health risks in the con- 

	text of either research or clinical issues, as appropriate. Within each chapter, 
	text of either research or clinical issues, as appropriate. Within each chapter, 

	the Committee presents its analytical approach; describes background mate- 
	the Committee presents its analytical approach; describes background mate- 

	rial it has uncovered through testimony, document review, and interviews; 
	rial it has uncovered through testimony, document review, and interviews; 

	makes findings based on its investigations; and offers recommendations 
	makes findings based on its investigations; and offers recommendations 
	we 

	believe can improve the government’s 
	believe can improve the government’s 
	response to the broad array of issues 

	encompassing Gulf War veterans‘ illnesses. 
	encompassing Gulf War veterans‘ illnesses. 

	In parallel with obtaining information related to the interim report, the 
	In parallel with obtaining information related to the interim report, the 

	Committee 
	Committee 
	and staff have been gathering 
	data to address issues not ad- 

	dressed in this document. The Committee’s work plan for the next 10 months 
	dressed in this document. The Committee’s work plan for the next 10 months 
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	appears in Chapter 6. Many important questions remain for us to address and, hopefully, help to resolve. 
	Securing a healthy future for Gulf War veterans is of paramount impor- tance to President Clinton. We promise our full dedication to his charge. 
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	Figure l--Key Committees on Gulf War Veterans’ Health Issues 
	Figure l--Key Committees on Gulf War Veterans’ Health Issues 
	February 1991 End of Persian Gulf hostilities 
	February 1991 End of Persian Gulf hostilities 
	1992 

	August 1992 .Expert Panel on Petroleum Toxicity .Sponsor. DOD .
	1993 
	1993 
	. 

	July 1993 October 1993’ OfkeofTechnologyAssessment Institute of Medkine Workshop on Persian Gulf Health Commii to Review ’
	the Health Consequences of .Service During the Persian Guff War .Sponsor. VIVDOD .
	December 1993-June 1994 .Defense Science Board .Sponsor: DOD .
	December 1993-June 1994 .Defense Science Board .Sponsor: DOD .
	Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board 

	Fetmq 1994 .Persian Gutf Expert Scientific Panel .Sponsor: VA .
	April 1994 .National Institutes of Health .Technokgy-WorkshopPanel .
	May1994
	May1994

	Sponsor: DODIHHSMVEPA 
	Dr. Harrison Spencer .Dean, Tulane University ScJ~ool of Public HeaM .Independent Counsel .Sponsor: DOD .
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	Chapter 2 

	Outreach 
	Outreach 
	The U.S. government responded to Gulf War veterans’ illnesses with exten- sive clinical care and research programs. For those programs to be success- ful, however, veterans, their families, and their communities must know about and use them. DOD and VA have incorporated several communica- tions media in their outreach programs, including telephone, on-line, print, and broadcast services. 
	The Committee initiated its review of the government’s outreach pro- grams-all efforts to educate veterans and the public about Gulf War veter- ans’ illnesses and the health care and disability benefits available to veter- ans - with four kev auestions: 
	A 
	A 
	, 

	Do the outreach programs use sensible methods to educate the inter- 
	ested public and Gulf War veterans? 
	Is there sufficient coordination within each department and between 
	DOD and VA in the implementation of the outreach program com- 
	ponents? 
	Do the departments use any performance measures and self assessment 
	techniques to determine which outreach program components work 
	best? 
	Ł Are lessons learned in the development and implementation of Gulf 
	War veterans outreach programs applicable to future situations? 

	For this interim report, wehvaluated how DOD and VA use several com- munications tools and the clarity of their message. The IOM also has re- viewed outreach to Gulf War veterans6 In 1995, IOM recommended “VA improve publicity regarding the existence of the Persian Gulf Health Reg- istry, and encourage all concerned PGW veterans to be registered.” Subse-quently, VA expanded its outreach campaign to include a toll-free number, which was established in February 1995. We make additional findings and recommenda
	BACKGROUND 
	BACKGROUND 
	For active duty forces- including sailors deployed at sea and soldiers sta- tioned in foreign countries- even common news and information can be difficult to access. For veterans, like all Americans, the communication diffi- 
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	culties lie in cutting through the information filters of a diverse and dis- persed populace. The challenge to DOD and VA is to formulate methods of communication that will effectively reach their unique audiences. The Com- mittee has assessed their adherence to basic public health outreach princi- ples, i.e., educating and referring the target population through efficient methods of communication. 
	DOD and VA also face bureaucratic challenges. With large organiza- tions, effective communication with clients requires careful coordination among bureaus or divisions with disparate responsibilities. Intra- and inter- departmental coordination is critical to clarity of message and to mar- shalling resources and expertise. The Committee has assessed the effective- ness of existing coordination efforts and considered possibilities for en- hancement. 
	Telephone Services 
	To date, the federal government has used three toll-free numbers to reach Gulf War veterans, one operated by VA and two by DOD. 
	DOD Persian Gulf Medical Registry Hotline (Hotline) (l-800-796-9699). The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) established DOD’s The DOD Hotline operators toll-free Hotline on June 23,1994. The Hotline’s primary function is refer- 
	use a rpedaltydedgned 
	use a rpedaltydedgned 
	use a rpedaltydedgned 
	ring eligible persons to medical treatment facilities to participate in DOD’s

	dafabaseblocstetie 

	Comprehensive Clinical Evaluation Program (CCEP). Operators do not an- neaM a caller. swer clinical questions; they inform callers (approximately 30,000 to date) that questions will be answered during the CCEP evaluation process. 
	medkaltNtmentfadliiy 

	Operators work with a script to register eligible callers and family mem- bers. Once registered, callers may receive a referral to a medical treatment facility if desired. The operators use a specially designed database to locate the medical treatment facility nearest a caller, who is notified to expect con- tact from the facility within two weeks. The computer system transmits caller data to the treatment facility along with verification of eligibility for evaluation.* Callers eligible for medical coverage
	Callers can request placement in DOD’s database without seeking medi- cal evaluation. These requests can occur when an individual who is not sick nevertheless wants his or her name in the registry in the event of future illness. Some callers are not eligible or have family members who are not eligible for access to DOD medical facilities, but ask to register in the event that access rules change. 
	eligible for medical evaluation from a DOD facility are: active duty and active National Guard personnel; members of the selected, individual ready, and standby Reserves; regular or reserve retirees eligible to receive military retired pay; reserve retirees not yet eligible to receive military retired pay; nonmilitary members who served in the Gulf as civilian government employees; and eligible family members. 
	lhose 

	-=== 
	-=== 

	DOD has collected data on the number of callers requesting referral who have not been contacted in the two-week period and have called the hotline for referral. Overall, 17 percent of CCEP participants had to be referred a second time, but in the past few months the rate has declined to less than 10 percent. This improvement reflects some decentralization in the referral process and could indicate personnel in the medical treatment facilities are becoming more familiar with the Hotline referral process. 
	DOD intramural coordination among Health Affairs, Public Affairs, and the American Forces Information Service (AFIS) played an important role in the promotion of the Medical Registry Hotline. The Hotline was conceived by Health Affairs, publicized to the press and media through Public Affairs, and communicated to the service members through AFIS. 
	VA Persian Gulf Helpline (Helpline) (l-800-PGW-VETS). VA established its toll-free Helpline on February 2,1995. VA’s Helpline serves as a point of information dissemination, not as a point of entry into the Persian Gulf Health Registry.%perators are supposed to refer callers requesting an ex- amination to a point of contact at the VA medical treatment facility nearest them As of November 1995, the Helpline had received over 115,000 calls. Call volume data suggest the Helpline number has been effectively com
	The initial contact on the Helpline is the automated voice mail service. The auto-attendant offers a range of information about benefits and ser- vices, medical benefits, and disability compensation. Recorded instruc- tions prompt callers to access different parts of the voice mail script. Live operators can be accessed at various points, most notably when the caller requests forms or other information not in the recorded script. Direct ac- cess to an operator also is available if the caller does not have a
	Intramural coordination between VA’s Veterans Health Administra- tion (VHA) and Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA) played an inte- gral part in establishing the Helpline. The Veterans Assistance Service, a component of VBA with expertise in operating phone systems and hot- lines, worked with VI-IA clinicians to create the auto-attendant script for the Helpline and to train the operators, who are contractors. The Helpline operates on a joint VBA-VI-IA budget. Ongoing consultation between the administrati
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	As of November 1995, the VA Helpline had received over 115,000 calls. 

	nVeterans of the Gulf War, but not their spouses or dependents, are eligible for the Persian Gulf Health Registry. 
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	DOD Incident Reporting Line (I-800-472-6719). DOD’s Incident Reporting Line, a toll-free line, began operating May 30,1995. Operators record de- tails of incidents in the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations that callers believe could have led to illnesses suffered by any Gulf War veteran. DOD also encourages physicians to call when they believe they have medical infor- mation about the causes of health problems suffered by Gulf War veterans. The line is staffed by the same operators who staff the Persian Gulf Med
	The Incident Reporting Line has been publicized through the same me- dia as the Hotline. DOD also placed the telephone number of the Incident Reporting Line on the leave and earnings statements received by active duty, National Guard, and Reserve members for a three-month period be- ginning in September 1995. 
	On-line Services 
	Increasingly, the government, corporations, and individuals take advan- tage of the Internet and World Wide Web (Web) as a method of informa- tion outreach. DOD and VA utilize on-line services to disseminate infor- mation to Gulf War veterans. Several privately-developed Web sites de- voted to Gulf War veterans can be found by browsing the Web. Though many service members and veterans do not have access to a computer to retrieve this type of information, Internet resources do serve the public at large and u
	DOD has a broad-based Web site, DefenseLINK, and in August 1995 opened the Web site GulfLINK, which is devoted to Gulf War issues. GulfLINK provides users access to a variety of topics, including reports on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses, re-cently declassified Gulf War documents, fact sheets, press releases, bibli- ographies, speeches, and other special features. There is also a home page for the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs), which includes a section devoted to Gulf War veterans’ illnesses
	DOD GulfLINK (http:/Iwww.dtic.dla.mil/gulflinW). 

	GulfLINK provides education and information services in a user friendly medium and has been publicized through press releases and news conferences. As of January 1996, there have been more than 98,000 accesses to GulfLINK. 
	Also as of January 1996, GulfLINK contained more than 10,000 pages of recently declassified intelligence documents. DOD provides no criteria for assessing the reliability of many declassified documents posted on GulfLINK, 
	--” 
	--” 
	-_ 
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	particularly Intelligence Information Reports (IIRs) containing raw human-intelligence information from the field. The GulfLINK home page merely notes that “IIRs are not finally evaluated intelligence. Re- ports are from all types of sources which have not been assessed for reliability or veracity.” In briefings for Committee staff, the Defense In- telligence Agency (DIA) questioned the accuracy of many of its own field intelligence reports posted on GulfLINK, particularly more than a dozen IIRs reporting t
	VA On-line (I-8004JSl-VETS) and VA Web Page (http$www.va.govlhealWenvironlpersguIf.htm). VA On-line, a computer bulletin board for personal computer users, provides the same information offered by the voice mail of the Helpline in a text format. Users can download infor- mation from the bulletin board. The service appears to be utilized heavily, with close to 123,000 accesses and nearly 66,000 downloads of information since its inception in February 1995. 
	Like DOD, VA also has a Web home page. Usage has increased steadily during the last year, to nearly 30,000 accesses per week. In December 1995, VA added a “Persian Gulf Veterans’ Illnesses” page to its main home page. This site offers information on the Persian Gulf Veteran’s Health Registry, National Health Survey, research initiatives, and telephone numbers to VA’s Helpline and DOD’s Hotline. 
	Print Media 
	Print media-via targeted efforts or mass mailings - also offer DOD and VA opportunities for outreach to Gulf War veterans. 
	Leave and Earnings Statements, DOD publicizes programs for service members through biweekly or monthly leave and earnings statements. As mentioned earlier for example, DOD placed the Incident Reporting Line toll-free number on the leave and earnings statements issued in September 1995. A spike in call volume in the third week of Septem- ber - a 138 percent increase over the previous week-suggests this is an effective outreach tool. The CCEP Management Team is in the process of placing the Hotline number on 
	Newsletters and Memos. VA policy calls for sending all members of its Health Registry a quarterly newsletter entitled Persian Gulf Review. This 
	. 
	publication contains information about current research efforts, treat- ment protocol updates, report releases, and any other items about which VA feels Gulf War veterans should know. VA also highlights its toll-free number on pamphlets at VA medical centers. 
	In the past, Secretary of Defense Perry and Secretary of Veterans Affairs Brown have sent out signed memoranda detailing changes and updates in 
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	The Defense lntelllgence Agency questloned the accuracy of many of lts own field intelligence reports posted on GulfLINK. 
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	semtaryofDefensePefly and Secretary of Veterans AffainBrovmhave8entout signedmemoranda detailing changes and updates in pokies concerning Gulf War 
	VeteranS. 
	Advisory Committee 
	policies concerning Gulf War veterans. Confusion exists, however, about who received the May 1994 memorandum from Secretary Perry (and Chairman Shalikashvili) informing Gulf War veterans of the availability of DOD and VA medical evaluations for Gulf War veterans experiencing health prob- lems. Some Gulf War veterans (including those on Committee staff) have informed the Committee that they never received the memorandum DOD states it was sent to approximately 110,000 separated veterans who would not receive 
	Public Service Announcements (PSAs). During 1995, VA distributed a PSA publicizing the Helpline, VA medical and compensation benefits, and symptoms experience by some Gulf War veterans. The cumulative circula- tion of the newspapers carrying the article was over 3 million, but there is no method of determinin g how many Gulf War veterans saw this PSA. VA has no means of tracking every newspaper publication of the PSA, thus no correlation can be made to Helpline usage or entry into its Health Registry. 
	On August 27,1995, Parade magazine prepared and published a ISA ex-plaining the predo minant symptoms experienced by Gulf War veterans and printing DOD’s Hotline and Incident Reporting Line and VA’s Helpline tele- phone numbers. The call volume data from the following week show no sig- nificant increase in calls to either number. 
	Broadcast Media 
	Both DOD and VA have used radio and television in their outreach to Gulf War veterans. 
	DOD-AFISIAFRTS. AFIS, DOD’s internal information service, offers news, sports, and entertainment programming to service members world- wide. The Armed Forces Radio and Television Service (AFRTS), the broad- cast service of AFIS, delivers radio and television programs-including many of the same programs seen on commercial television in the United States-to one million service members overseas and aboard ships at sea. AFRTS distributes progra mming to these sites by satellite and mail- delivered video and aud
	VA Public Service Announcements (PSAs). VA broadcasts PSAs over public and private stations to publicize the Helpline, which is the department’s 
	c-
	c-

	___ ----
	primary outreach effort to Gulf War veterans. VA’s target audience is quite broad, and PSAs can reach millions of people. Data on how many Gulf War veterans actually see or hear them are unavailable. Viewer- ship estimates exist, but radio and TV stations do not always report when and if they have aired or published the spots. 
	The Committee reviewed several VA PSAs. None mentions illness or any specific reason to call the Helpline. The PSAs fail to use any of the terms most familiar to the public or to veterans to convey their message. 
	Clarity of Message 
	Clarity of Message 

	Communication through outreach programs plays an essential role in health promotion. It is challenging to convey health information about illnesses for which causes are uncertain, controversial, and subject to change with new findings. Certainly some of the health problems affect- ing some Gulf War veterans fall into this category. With so many clinical and administrative issues involved in treating these veterans, outreach to them and their families must be clear and accurate. 
	As the Committee received public comment from Gulf War veterans and other interested parties over the past months, we heard several times that the term “priority care” associated with the VA health care system is misleading to some Gulf War veterans. Many believe they have “head of the line” privileges over others when receiving medical care. VA, which uses the term because it was included in statutory lan- guage, states “priority care” in this context actually means VA is re- quired to treat the veteran’s 

	FINDINGS 
	FINDINGS 
	FINDINGS 

	DOD’s Persian Gulf Medical Registry Hotline and VA’s Persian Gulf Helpline effectively educate callers about the availability of the CCEP and the Persian Gulf Health Registry, respectively. Both telephone systems adequately refer callers to points of contact at medical treatment facilities. 
	DOD’s GulfLINK offers a user friendly, accessible resource that deposits information pertinent to Gulf War veterans’ illness in a central location. 
	Since GdfLINK contains contradictory intelligence reports, the net effect of posting these declassified documents on GuULINK could be to confuse rather than enlighten the interested public. Without a better system for organizing and presenting informa- tion, persons using the resource could gain false impressions or misunderstand documents. 
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	With so many clinical and administrative issues involved in treating these veterans, outreach to them and their families must be clear and accurate. 
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	Although mailings such as the memorandum from Secretary Perry 
	Although mailings such as the memorandum from Secretary Perry 
	and Chairman Shalikashvili can be expensive, they are a reason- 
	able method of getting information to the concerned population. 
	VA’s On-line service and World Wide Web home page provide 
	computer users with a widely accessible Gulf War veterans’ illness 
	education and referral resource. 
	VA’s print PSA gives readers useful information on Gulf War vet- erans’ illnesses. VA’s broadcast PSAs, which publicize the Helpline number but do not mention illness or potential illness as a reason to call, need improvement. 
	VA’s use of the term “priority care” in reference Gulf War veter-ans’ eligibility for health care creates false expectations among a significant portion of its clientele. 
	Public and congressional concern for the health of Gulf War veter- 
	ans has been evident since the world witnessed the 1991 oil well 
	fires on television. DOD did not set up hotlines or sites at medical 
	treatment facilities to provide information and medical referral 
	services to Gulf War veterans until 1994, a significant delay in re- 
	sponse time. 
	VA’s Helpline started late in comparison with its other efforts to address the issue of Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. It was estab-lished two years after the initiation of the Persian Gulf Health Reg-istry and one year following the passing of Public Law 103-210, which initiated “priority care” services. VA had conducted some outreach in tandem with the establishment of the Health Registry, but its Persian Gulf Review newsletter was sent only to those al-ready participating in the Health Registry. 




	RECOMMENDATIONS 
	RECOMMENDATIONS 
	RECOMMENDATIONS 
	Operators at the DOD Medical Registry Hotline, DOD Incident Re-porting Line, and VA Helpline should be instructed to ask “How did you find out about this number?” as a method of qualitatively measuring the success of the different methods for pubblicizing the numbers. 
	In the next CCEP end-of-evaluation questionnaire, which partici-pants answer when the initial evaluation is completed, DOD should include a question about satisfaction with the referral pro-vided by the Persian Gulf Medical Registry Hotline. 
	DOD and VA should utilize more refined performance measures 
	to determine how well the services are reaching concerned parties. 
	Caller volume data are not adequate. 
	To assist the general public in interpreting the declassified intelligence documents on GulfLINK, DOD should prepare a user’s guide. This 
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	guide should explain in general terms the various sources of in- .telligence information, how they may differ in quality and relia- .bility, and how intelligence analysts compile and evaluate reports .from a variety of sources in the field to obtain corroboration be- .fore preparing a final assessment. This guide should be featured .prominently on the GulfLINK home page. .
	ŁVA should make its broadcast PSAs regarding the Helpline more explicit. The PSAs should include brief explanations of the purpose of the Helpline and the referral process for the Per- sian Gulf Health Registry. 
	 

	ŁFuture conflicts are likely to generate controversial and unex- plained health concerns, and DOD and VA should anticipate the need and plan for outreach services and implement them expeditiously. 
	 

	ŁIn its outreach campaign, VA should forego use of the term “priority care.” It should state clearly that Gulf War veterans are entitled to receive the Persian Gulf Health Registry examination free of charge, including any diagnostic testing found to be medi- cally necessary and counseling regarding findings. 
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	Medical and Clinical Issues 
	Medical and Clinical Issues 
	The United States prides itself on maintaining a strong, volunteer fighting force and on providing excellent benefits for its veterans. Increasingly, the military depends on a healthy, well-trained, and deployable reserve force. Of the 697,000 participants in Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm, 17 percent came from the Ready Reserves (members of National Guard and Reserve units). 
	BACKGROUND 
	BACKGROUND 
	For this interim report, the Committee focused on three medical treatment issues that surfaced during the deployment and demobilization of troops: the adequacy of medical screening and evaluation; the use of unapproved drugs and vaccines; and the quality of medical recordkeeping in theater. In 1994, the DSB Task Force concluded that DOD needs substantial improve- ments in pre- and postdeployment medical assessments and data handling.’ We agree, and make specific findings and recommendations in these areas i
	The Senate Veterans‘ Affairs Committee examined the decision to use investigational products (i.e., drugs or vaccines not yet approved for the purpose used) as protective measures against chemical and biological war- fare in the Gulf War in a 1994 hearing that explored broad issues related to military research.’ The findings and recommendations for future govem- ment actions that we discuss in this chapter are more limited in scope. 
	Predeployment and Postdeployment Medical Assessment 
	Predeployment and Postdeployment Medical Assessment 
	DOD has established medical and fitness standards to ensure all forces can perform their military duties. Identical standards apply to active and re- serve personnel. 
	Establishing Fitness for Deployment. Active duty forces undergo continual medical and fitness surveillance and have access to military health care. The Ready Reserve relies on other mechanisms, including periodic physical ex- aminations and regular self-reports on health status, to ensure readiness for activation. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) sets DOD medical fitness policy, and the services are responsible for implementation. 
	-
	-
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	Despite readiness requirements, DOD found significant numbers of reservists were nondeployable at the time of Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm. 
	The policy identifies the diseases and medical conditions that may render active service members unfit for military duty and also applies to reserve personnel while in an active status. According to testimony before the Com- mittee, personnel were considered medically unfit for deployment due to one of the specified medical conditions, e.g., asthma, diabetes, pregnancy. 
	At the time of Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm, DOD-wide poli- cies called for medical examinations at four-year intervals and annual cer- tificates of physical condition for Ready Reserve members of all services. Each military service could require more frequent examinations if consid- ered necessary for mission-specific reasons. These policies, however, were not uniformly enforced across the services, particularly with regard to an- nual certifications. For example, the Navy and Marine Corps Ready R
	Each service implemented its own predeployment screening program for reservists, but three components were common to all: 
	a medical records review, including a review of immunizations, 
	a medical records review, including a review of immunizations, 
	HN status, and validation of medical and dental status; 
	self-certification.of health status; and 
	self-certification.of health status; and 

	appropriate referral to health care providers as necessary. 

	Only Air Force regulations required a physical examination in addition to the record screening and health questionnaires of the other services. This requirement was waived for members whose periodic physical examina- tions had occurred within the past year. 
	Despite readiness requirements, DOD found significant numbers of re- servists were nondeployable at the time of Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm. DOD was unable to provide the Committee with comprehensive data about reservists found to be nondeployable, asserting that its emphasis was on expediting deployment rather than maintaining databases on the nonde- ployed. Some service-specific information, however, is available: 
	A 1991 Army Inspector General Report concluded that perhaps as many as 8,000 Army reservists were nondeployable for medical reasons upon arrival at the mobilization sites. After further evalua- tion and/or treatment, all but 1,100 of these were eventually de- ployed, but dealing with the nondeployables disrupted the mobi- lization process. Unit commanders told the Inspector General that medical problems .kept approximately another 8,000 personnel from ever leaving their home units. 
	A 1991 Army Inspector General Report concluded that perhaps as many as 8,000 Army reservists were nondeployable for medical reasons upon arrival at the mobilization sites. After further evalua- tion and/or treatment, all but 1,100 of these were eventually de- ployed, but dealing with the nondeployables disrupted the mobi- lization process. Unit commanders told the Inspector General that medical problems .kept approximately another 8,000 personnel from ever leaving their home units. 
	_.... -----
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	The Inspector General, U.S. Sixth Army, also addressed the prob- lem of medically nondeployable personnel. While not specifying numbers, the report stated that many soldiers deployed to South- west Asia had to be sent back to the United States because of medical conditions not previously diagnosed. 
	The Navy reported that approximately 400 reservists were mobi-lized but not deployed after medical problems were identified. 
	The Air Force documented almost no personnel unable to deploy. 
	The Marines could provide no information on reservists found to be nondeployable. 
	Health Screening of Demobilized Gulf War Veterans. At the time of demobi- lization, DOD policy required each member of the Ready Reserve released from active duty to receive a separation physical examination established in accordance with individual service directives. The Army extended this requirement to both regular duty and reserve members and published specific guidance detailing the components of the postdeployment physi-cal examination. The Air Force authorized a separation physical examina-tion at a
	Policy Changes Post=Gulf War. The General Accounting Office (GAO) identified a number of problems in DOD’s policies and procedures and made recommendations to correct them.’ DOD concurred with most of GAO’s findings and agreed to take the necessary actions to correct the problems. 
	The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) has mandated the use of a standard Report of Medical Assessment Form for all service mem-bers separating or retiring. The memorandum, dated May 10,1995, also directs that any separating or retiring service member who desires a com- plete physical examination is entitled to receive such an examination. 
	A draft DOD Instruction, called Joint Preventive Medicine Support of Mil- ifary Operations (now in review), states it is DOD policy: 
	. . . that the military departments shall conduct joint preventive medicine support of military operations to include comprehensive medical surveillance. Surveillance shall be in effect continuously for each individual service member throughout their entire period of military service in a manner consistent across the military ser-
	The Committee has received testimony that demobilization medical screenings did not uniformly occur in the rush to return reservists to their civilian lives. 
	The Committee has received testimony that demobilization medical screenings did not uniformly occur in the rush to return reservists to their civilian lives. 
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	DOD used two investigational products in the Gulf War as prophylactic measures against chemical and biological warfare agents: pyridostigmine bromide (PB) and botulinum toxoid (BT) vaccine. 
	vices. The surveillance process shall be specifically configured to as- 
	vices. The surveillance process shall be specifically configured to as- 
	sess the effects of deployment on the health of the service member. 

	Finally, DOD has informed the Committee that it is completing a revi- sion of its accession and retention physical standards. New policies and separation review procedures for members who do not meet physical stan- dards are under review. Moreover, the frequency of routine physical exam- inations is now five (rather than four) years, with increased emphasis on the annual certificate of physical fitness. 
	Use Of Investigational Products 
	During Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm, DOD anticipated the threat of exposure of U.S. military personnel to chemical and biological warfare. DOD used two investigational products in the Gulf War as pro- phylactic measures against chemical and biological warfare agents: pyri- dostigmine bromide (PB), a drug that is classified as an anticholinesterase that binds reversibly with acetylcholinesterase, and botulinurn toxoid (BT) vaccine. Anthrax vaccine, an approved (licensed) product, also was used as a 
	Since PB and the BT vaccine were investigational product as used in the Gulf War, DOD could not have administered them under normal circum- stances without the informed consent of the military personnel who re- ceived them. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), however, issued a new regulation in December 1990 that permitted use of these products without informed consent under specific military circumstances. Contro- versy exists about whether creation of a waiver of informed consent mech- anism for these
	Issuance of the New Rule. An October 30,1990, letter from the DOD Assis- tant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) to the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Assistant Secretary for Health, requested an amendment to FDA’s informed consent regulations to include a combat exigency as a circumstance in which medical professionals could deem it “not feasible” to obtain the informed consent of a person receiving an in- vestigational drug or vaccine. In response FDA formed a task force of gov- ernment
	Under the interim rule, DOD initiates the process of obtaining the waiver of informed consent for a combat exigency by filing a written request with FDA along with an investigational new drug application (IND), a treatment proto- col, and evidence that an institutional review board (IRB) has reviewed and 
	approved the use of the investigational drug or vaccine without in-formed consent in the specific circumstances. Subsequently, the Com- missioner of Food and Drugs may find that informed consent is not fea- sible (and thus may be waived) only when withholding treatment would be contrary to the best interests of military personnel and there is no available satisfactory alternative therapy. The rule stipulates four ad- ditional, nonexclusive criteria the Commissioner must consider: 1) the strength of the evid
	Implementation of the New Rule. One week after the interim final rule was issued, DOD requested waivers of informed consent for PB (30 mg tablets) and BT vaccine. The request followed months of delibera-tions -encompassing political, diplomatic, resource, logistical, and ethi- cal considerations-within DOD. Ultimately, the decisionmaking in-volved the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Central Command (CentCorn) in what has been characterized as an intense timeframe extending from August t
	Decisions about who would actually receive BT vaccine or take PB were made by CentCom based on perceived threat and unit locations. Although FDA issued a waiver of informed consent for PB and BT vac- cine, CentCom determined that service personnel designated to receive the BT vaccine should be given a choice as to whether they received the vaccine. CentCorn’s decision was based on concerns about the ethics of giving investigational vaccines to service personnel and on the insuffi- ciency of vaccine supplies
	DOD estimates 150,000 service members received at least one dose of anthrax vaccine (an approved biologic) between January 23 and Febru- ary 28,1991. About 8,000 troops received BT vaccine in the same period. Approximately 250,000 military personnel took at least one dose of PB, according to DOD estimates. 
	DOD currently is pursuing approval of BT vaccine and PB. DOD also has asked FDA to make the interim regulation permanent. 
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	About 8,000 troops received BT vaccine. Approximately 250,000 military personnel took at least one dose of PB, according to DOD estimates. 
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	The secrecy of the vaccination program complicated recordkeeping and created some confusion and fear among service members. 
	__I” 
	__I” 
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	Medical Recordkeeping in Theater 
	During the deployment period for the Gulf War, both active and reserve personnel who developed medical problems were evaluated, treated and returned to duty, hospitalized and returned to duty, or evacuated from the theater of operations. Interactions between deployed forces and medical care providers were recorded in a paper-based system, and much of this information was not incorporated in service members’ permanent health records. This breakdown was particularly common for the recording of im- munizations
	DOD guidelines required field units to maintain rosters of personnel receiving vaccines that included name, Social Security number, rank, and unit. In addition, vaccinations could be recorded on PHS-731 (Yellow shot record) or on SF-601 (Immunization Record). 
	The secrecy of the vaccination program complicated recordkeeping and created some confusion and fear among service members. Medical person- nel in the field received instructions that receiving the shots was classified “Secret” and that the shots were not to be discussed with anyone. DOD asserts the secrecy protected troops since it limited Iraq’s knowledge of 
	U.S. defensive capabilities. 
	When the vaccinations were recorded in medical records retained by individual service members, they were encoded to eliminate document classification problems. Some medical officers have suggested, however, that field personnel were unprepared to deal with what appeared to be classified entries in centrally-maintained medical records, presenting a se- rious obstacle to proper records management. 
	According to testimony presented to the Committee, in the flurry of person- nel anxious to come home at the end of the Gulf War, much of the documenta- tion about vaccinations was lost or destroyed. DOD maintains rosters of a frac- tion of the service members who received anthrax and BT vaccines; most are missing. DOD also has reported to the Committee that it is not possible to de- termine with certainty who actualIy ingested PB, or in what doses, because service members were supplied PB for self-administr
	According to testimony presented to the Committee, in the flurry of person- nel anxious to come home at the end of the Gulf War, much of the documenta- tion about vaccinations was lost or destroyed. DOD maintains rosters of a frac- tion of the service members who received anthrax and BT vaccines; most are missing. DOD also has reported to the Committee that it is not possible to de- termine with certainty who actualIy ingested PB, or in what doses, because service members were supplied PB for self-administr
	FINDINGS 
	No uniformity existed among the services in their predeployment 
	or demobilization policies and procedures at the time of Operation 
	Desert Shield/ Desert Storm. 
	There is little evidence that quality control procedures were em- 
	ployed to ensure that existing policies were actually carried out 
	during deployment or demobilization. 
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	DOD’s policies and procedures were not adequate in all cases to prevent members with preexisting conditions from deploy- ing or to identify health problems extant at the time of demobi- lization, and these conditions could have contributed to some current health concerns. 
	FDA and DOD undertook an urgent and orderly course of ac- tion under the circumstances to devise a means to address the real threat of chemical and biological warfare in the Gulf War. 
	FDA has not been proactive in addressing public comments on the interim final rule or in devising better long-term methods for governing military use of drugs, vaccines, devices, and an-tibiotics intended for chemical and biological warfare defense. 
	When a waiver of informed consent is granted, the government has a strong obligation to conduct long-term followup of mili- tary personnel who receive investigational products. 
	DOD did not keep adequate records on who received anthrax and BT vaccines and PB in the Gulf War theater. There is little possibility now of developing reliable data about which or how many persons received those products. 
	DOD and VA admit to problems with missing or lost medical records, but neither system appears to place a priority on cor- recting these problems. 
	DOD’s rationale for the requirement that records of vaccina- tions be kept secret was not well understood. This requirement confused and complicated recordkeeping procedures and hin- dered systematic followup of health issues. 
	The issue of accurate medical and vaccination records is central to the concerns of many ill veterans, and the absence of records has been suggested by some as evidence that the government is engaging in a cover-up of its own predeployment practices. 
	RECOMMENDATIONS 
	ŁDOD should regularly review and update the policies and pro- cedures to govern the pre-, during, and postdeployment medi-cal assessment of the Ready Reserve to ensure they are current and adequate. 
	 

	ŁDOD should establish a quality assurance program to ensure compliance with pre-, during, and postdeployment medical as-sessment policies. 
	 

	-. 
	-. 
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	Prior to any deployment, DOD should undertake a thorough health assessment of a large sample of troops to enable better post- deployment medical epidemiology. Medical surveillance should be standardized for a core set of tests across all services and in- clude timely postdeployment followup. 
	Prior to any deployment, DOD should undertake a thorough health assessment of a large sample of troops to enable better post- deployment medical epidemiology. Medical surveillance should be standardized for a core set of tests across all services and in- clude timely postdeployment followup. 
	Given that FDA’s interim rule is still in effect, DOD should de- velop enhanced orientation and training procedures to alert ser- vice personnel they may be required to take drugs or vaccines not fully approved by FDA if a conflict presents a serious threat of chemical and biological warfare. 
	If FDA decides to reissue the interim final rule as final, it should first issue a Notice of Proposed Rule Making. Among the areas that specifically should be revisited are: adequacy of disclosure to service personnel; adequacy of recordkeeping; long term followup of individuals who receive investigational products; review by an IRB outside of DOD; and additional procedures to enhance under- standing, oversight, and accountability. The Committee, at this time, withholds judgment on the adequacy of the curre
	DOD should assign a high priority to dealing with the problem of lost or missing medical records. A computerized central database is important. Specialized databases must be compatible with the central database. Attention should be directed toward developing a mechanism for computerizing medical data (including classified information, if and when it is needed) in the field. DOD and VA should adopt standardized recordkeeping to ensure continuity. 
	____. 
	Chapter 4 


	Research 
	Research 
	Research 
	The U.S. government has initiated a research program to complement the medical treatment provided to Gulf War veterans. By searching for possible causes of Gulf War veterans’ illnesses, the government hopes to improve diagnosis, treatment, and followup and to prevent similar problems in the future. 
	The government’s research program includes epidemiologic studies and toxicologic evaluations of Gulf War risk factors. Epidemiology measures the occurrence of disease in human populations and the factors that influence their occurrence, severity, and outcome. Epidemiologic studies are particu- larly useful at the early stages of an investigation when the exact nature of a public health problem is unclear or poorly understood. They are also es-sential to determining whether an array of symptoms occurs more f
	The Legionnaires’ Disease outbreak in 1976 is a good example of epi- demiology’s role in investigating disease. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) investigated patterns of disease outbreak and trans- mission to determine that the cause was the previously unknown bac-terium, Legionella pneumophila, which is found in a variety of water sources. This work laid the foundation for effective treatment of the disease using appropriate antibiotics. In this example, CDC was able to establish a clea
	In comparison, epidemiologic investigations of chronic diseases that might be due to multiple factors often can be less clear cut. Nevertheless, epidemiologic studies will be crucial for helping us understand the impacts of service in the Gulf War on the health of veterans today. 
	Toxicologic studies of the risk factors encountered during service in the Gulf War are also essential elements of the government’s research program. Susnected risk factors include: 
	vaccines against biological weapons, 
	pyridostigmine bromide, 
	various occupational exposures, such as petroleum products and 
	paints, 
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	psychological and physical stress, 
	insecticides and repellents, 
	depleted uranium, 
	sand, 
	smoke from Kuwait oil well fires, 
	chemical and biological warfare agents, and 
	. , 
	I
	endemic infectious diseases. 
	i 
	i 

	Toxicologic studies use animal and other models to assess indirectly the possible health effects of Gulf War risk factors. Toxicologic studies might be” the only means available to evaluate some hypotheses about the effects of certain risk factors on Gulf War participants. 
	This Committee is not the first external review body to assess federally funded research on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses, nor is it the only current effort. The IOM’s Medical Follow-Up Agency” has an ongoing evaluation of the research program, as does the VA Persian Gulf Expert Scientific Com-mittee. We are making every effort to coordinate our activities with these other groups while maintaining the necessary independence. 
	Toxicologic studies might 
	Many other groups, including the DSB Task Force3 and the NIH Work- 
	be the only means 

	available to evaluate the shop Panel’, have made findings and recommendations concerning the im- 
	portance of various risk factors (e.g., oil fire smoke, or infectious diseases)
	effects of certain risk 

	factors on Gulf War 
	in the government’s research scheme. We will take into consideration these
	participants. 
	findings and recommendations as we proceed with our own analysis over the next 10 months, but our Committee will independently assess health risk factors in the context of our review of the government’s research efforts on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. 
	BACKGROUND 
	For this interim report, we have focused on two areas: the major epidemio- logical studies and the Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations. 
	Major Epidemiologic Studies on Gulf War Veterans’ Illnesses 
	The Committee initially has focused on epidemiologic studies being 
	planned or carried out in fairly large populations of Gulf War veterans 
	(Table 1). Our analysis encompassed the following questions: 
	Are the study designs adequate to determine whether health prob-lems occur more frequently in Gulf War veterans than in appropri- ate comparison populations, and to determine what risk factors may be associated with such health problems? 
	Are the study designs adequate to determine whether health prob-lems occur more frequently in Gulf War veterans than in appropri- ate comparison populations, and to determine what risk factors may be associated with such health problems? 
	Are studies directed at the right questions, or are there other ques- 
	tions that should be studied as well? 

	Ł
	Ł
	Ł
	 

	Has external 
	scientific 
	review 
	been 
	incorporated 
	to maximize 
	the 

	TR
	interpretability 
	and validity 
	of study findings? 

	Ł
	Ł
	 

	Are the epidemiologic 
	studies 
	being coordinated 
	to assure 
	that re- 


	search gaps are addressed and redundancy is limited? 
	Study Design. Epidemiologic studies to examine the health status of Gulf War veterans face several different methodological challenges. Some chal- lenges are common to any epidemiologic study, but others are specific to the circumstances of the Gulf War. 
	Lack of a case definition. Typically, epidemiologic studies measure the oc- currence of a specific disease in populations. Researchers often have a good sense of how that disease manifests itself, how established epidemi-ologic methods can be applied to measure the frequency and/or severity of the disease in a group of people, and how to search for and interpret linkages with potential risk factors. With the Gulf War veteran popula-tion, however, this assessment is more difficult because no specific dis-eas
	External review groups that have examined the existence of a syn- drome specifically related to the Gulf War experience conclude that a sin- gle, coherent syndrome cannot be defined, even though many illnesses reported by veterans might be attributable to Gulf War service. For exam- ple, the April 1994 NIH Workshop Panel found that no single disease or syndrome is apparent, but rather found evidence for multiple illnesses with overlapping symptoms and causes.’ The NIH panel concluded it was impossible to es
	To better understand the illnesses described to date requires more in-formation about the symptoms and their occurrence in the Gulf War vet- eran population. To this end, the NIH panel made the broad recommen-dation that DOD and VA establish a more accurate estimate of symptom prevalence. VA has responded to this recommendation in part by launch- ing the “National Health Survey of Persian Gulf Veterans and Their Fam- ily Members .” This survey is intended to help measure the occurrence of medical problems r
	Likely low response rates. In an ideal epidemiologic study of Gulf War vet- erans’ illnesses, each participating veteran or active duty service mem-
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	With the Gulf War veteran population, epidemiologic assessment is difficult because no specific disease has been defined as the source of reported health problems. 
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	Since several of the large epidemiologic studies-including VA’s National Health Suwey-rely on extensive postal su weys, low response rates could jeopardize some of the major epidemiologic research underway on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. 
	Advisory Committee 
	ber would have a thorough physical examination, face-to-face interview, and medical record review to determine health status and exposure his-tory. Carrying out such complete examinations in a large population, how-ever, is costly and time consuming. Thus, many planned or ongoing stud-ies use postal or telephone surveys to gather data. 
	Postal surveys, while significantly less expensive than face-to-face inter-views, frequently have low response rates. Standard epidemiologic princi-ples caution that if completed surveys are received from less than about 70 percent of the surveyed population, it is difficult to draw conclusions from the study because the responses of a substantial proportion of the sample remain unknown. Nonrespondents can differ from respondents in many important ways, and absence of information from 30 percent or more-of 
	Selection of appropriate study and comparison populations. Early studies to ex- plore illnesses in Gulf War veterans focused specifically on volunteer re-spondents from specific units or groups in which Gulf War-attributed symptoms first were reported. Though these studies were useful in charac- terizing the illnesses in these groups and ruling out some hypotheses, their results cannot be generalized to the Gulf War veteran population as a whole. To obtain data about an entire group, data must be collected 
	Current epidemiologic studies are designed to gather information from more broadly representative samples of the entire Gulf War veterans popu-lation. For example, VA’s National Health Survey targets 15,000 military personnel who participated in Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm. The sampling is being carried out so that the military branch and unit sta- tus of those surveyed represents the Gulf War veteran population, with extra sampling of women and reserve/guard veterans so that the sample of these r
	parative rates and causes of deaths. 
	The ability to draw conclusions about whether Gulf War veterans are experiencing more or different health problems than expected clearly depends on the ability to identify a suitable comparison population. Worker populations are characteristically healthier than the general population, because people with serious health problems are less likely to be in the work force; workers thus would typically be compared to another similar worker population. Moreover, active duty military per-sonnel are likely to be he
	To address this important issue, the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) constructed a roster of all people assigned to military units that served in the Gulf area and also compiled a list of about 1.5 million troops who served in the military at the same period as the Gulf War but who did not serve in the Gulf War theater. This group of ‘era veterans’ still might not be the ideal control group if it differs from troops de-ployed to Southwest Asia in ways for which researchers cannot ad-just -e.g., service 
	Self-reporting health outcomes and exposure. As noted by DOD’s Armed Forces Epidemiology Board, self-reporting of health outcomes and ex-posures is a major and significant limitation of all current epidemiologic studies of Gulf War veterans. In most ongoing studies researchers ask veterans to recollect or self-report any health problems -depending on the case, this recollection can amount to a self-diagnosis of one’s own conditions. To some extent, self-reported health problems can be vali- dated by cross-c
	In contrast, self-reported exposure estimates are much more difficult to validate by other external sources. Epidemiologists recognize that re- lying on self reporting to determine exposure information carries prob-lems of possible biases in recollection. 
	Expectations of current studies. Current major epidemiologic studies will compare health problems experienced by large subsets of Gulf War veter- ans. These studies are not likely to detect a small veteran subpopulation that has health problems because of unique exposure situations. Such questions 
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	Self-reporting of health outcomes and exposures is a major and significant limitation of all current epidemiologic studies of Gulf War veterans. 
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	The Iowa researchers report that the public advisory committee has played an important role in simplifying the wording of their study questionnaire, in stressing the need to safeguard the confidentiality of questionnaire responses, and in disseminating information about the study to veterans groups. 
	Advisory Committee 
	cannot be effectively addressed until testable hypotheses are developed about the specific smaller groups that might be expected to have those greater risks. The Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations database could help identify potentially higher-exposure subgroups. Other ongoing stud-ies might clarify the absence or presence of susceptibility factors relevant to particular exposures. 
	External Review. The methodological issues just mentioned are only a few of the many important limitations and challenges faced in the design and execution of epidemiologic studies of Gulf War veterans. Other critical is-sues include the adequacy of population sample size, effectiveness of sur- vey/questionnaire design, and limitations in the use of medical records or registries for gathering or validating health information. Because of re- source constraints, difficult choices frequently must be made in de
	External scientific review is invaluable as these issues are faced and tradeoff decisions are made. No matter how large and qualified an individ- ual study team, any study benefits from external and independent perspec-tive and input throughout research design, data collection, and analysis. External scientific review of the current major epidemiologic studies has ranged from nonexistent, to one-time review of protocols, to standing sci-entific advisory panels with an ongoing role in the design and executio
	A public advisory committee also has proved useful to at least one study now underway. Iowa researchers funded by CDC have a science ad-visory committee and a 20-member public advisory committee composed of Gulf War veterans, spouses of veterans, and representatives of veterans service organizations. The Iowa researchers report that the public advisory committee has played an important role in simplifying the wording of the study questionnaire, in stressing the need to safeguard the confidentiality of quest
	Study Coordination and Oversight. External scientific review of individual studies can greatly improve quality, but it cannot ensure that the overall research agenda encompassing all of the individual studies is adequately served. In fact some studies deemed not useful and potentially misleading by external re-viewers have been continued. Coordinating the government’s epidemiologic studies and other studies being funded within the larger context of research into Gulf War veterans’ illnesses can ensure prior
	The Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board, comprising the Sec- retaries of Defense, Health and Human Services, and Veterans Affairs, was established in January 1994. It is charged with providing direction and coordination on health issues related to the Gulf War. The Coordi- nating Board’s Research Working Group, which has primary responsi- bility for Gulf War-related research, describes its responsibilities as: 
	coordinating studies to avoid unnecessary duplication, 
	ensuring a focus on high priority research relative to Gulf War 
	veterans’ health issues, 
	assessing the status and direction of federally funded research, 
	identifying possible gaps in our understanding of Gulf War vet- 
	erans’ health issues, 
	recommending future research directions, 
	serving as a forum for research data exchange among the three 
	departments, and 
	generating periodic reports to federal oversight authorities. 
	The major contribution of the Research Working Group has been the publication of A Working Plan for Research on Persian Gulf Veterans’ Ill- nesses in August 1995 and a series of meetings at which principal inves- tigators have discussed details of their research. In testimony before the Committee, there has been no clear indication that this group has had a significant impact on the existing major epidemiologic studies, even in cases where external reviews have suggested that certain studies would not make 
	Several previous external reports that reviewed various portions of federally funded research on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses recommended overall, centralized coordination. In 1995, the IOM Committee on Health Consequences of Service During the Persian Gulf War6 wrote that studies completed before 1994 on Gulf War veterans’ health issues had been piecemeal, and recommended that VA and DOD determine the specific research questions that need to be answered and design epi- demiologic studies accordingly. IOM s
	A good example of the need for coordination and oversight is the debate about standardizing study questionnaires. Most experts agree that it is not desirable to make all questionnaires from all studies identi- cal. Nevertheless, when specific questions from different studies are aimed at obtaining the same information, then consistency offers the ad- vantage of allowing future inter-study comparisons. The Office of Man- agement and Budget (OMB) initiated this type of coordination for epi- 
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	The Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board is charged with providing direction and coordination on health issues related to the Gulf War. 
	-
	_ 
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	Plainly put, the military’s goal is to successfully carry out the mission of the war, not to collect research data. Nevertheless, the lack of good exposure data for Gulf War veterans has certain consequences today for evaluating the long-term health Impacts 
	of senrice In Southwest Asia. 
	Advisory Committee 
	demiologic studies of Gulf War veterans. Under the authority of the Paper- work Reduction Act, OMB has required that the principal investigators of several studies revise their individual questionnaires to reflect a common, core set of questions on symptoms and conditions. 
	OMB’s role in enforcing some questionnaire standardization is contro- versial. Some researchers believe it is too early in the understanding of the Gulf War veterans’ illnesses to stifle independent experimentation and in- novation in the research process by dictating some portion of the question- naires. The Research Working Group has not played an active role in the debate. 
	The Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations 
	The Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations 
	The Gulf War theater posed significant barriers for collecting exposure data on the various risk factors that might effect the health of service mem-bers months or years later. Plainly put, the military’s goal is to successfully carry out the mission of the war, not to collect research data. Nevertheless, the lack of good exposure data for Gulf War veterans has certain conse-quences today for evaluating the long-term health impacts of service in Southwest Asia. 
	For example, DOD has precise information about the pesticides shipped to the Gulf, but information about who used them and when is fragmented at best. Such information might have allowed an estimation of individual exposures. The only available information to estimate individual expo-sures for most Gulf War risk factors is recollections by veterans, and these will be difficult or impossible to validate. 
	There is no way to compensate fully for the lack of good exposure data related to Gulf War service. As a consequence, it will be difficult to link health problems discovered in epidemiologic studies with specific expo-sures. In this, the country has not avoided repeating the mistakes of the past. For example, the 1994 IOM report Veterans and Agent Orange found the numerous health studies on Vietnam veterans were hampered by the lack of good individual data about exposure to dioxin or herbicides, though even
	Some investigators anticipate DOD’s Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Lo- cations database will provide exposure information that will be unavail- able from any other source. In December 1991, Congress required that DOD produce a database on those who served in the Gulf War (Public Law 102-190). Although Congress mandated the database in response to con- 
	Some investigators anticipate DOD’s Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Lo- cations database will provide exposure information that will be unavail- able from any other source. In December 1991, Congress required that DOD produce a database on those who served in the Gulf War (Public Law 102-190). Although Congress mandated the database in response to con- 
	terns about smoke from Kuwait oil fires, the database is likely to be rele- vant to other possible exposure assessments. 


	The Environmental Support Group (ESG) of DOD intends for the database to provide personnel and unit data for research purposes; the database also establishes the location of units, which may be useful in evaluating future health claims. ESG hopes to produce a database with at least one location coordinate for each unit (company level) from Jan- uary 15,1991, to the time that unit left the Gulf region. Both the IOM Committee6 and this Committee have commented that the Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations 
	Though location data will be at the resolution of an individual unit and will not be specific to an individual, it could prove an important resource for exposure information on Gulf War troops. For example, a time series of geographic location of troop units might be useful to dis- tinguish between units that were in the vicinity of Kuwait oil fires from troops that were not in the vicinity. Such data would be useful in epi- demiologic studies evaluating the possible health effects of exposure to Kuwait oil
	Some investigators hope to use the Registry of Unit Locations database to assess other exposures. For example, it might be possible to determine which troop units were in the vicinity of depleted uranium (DU) weapons (e.g., tank battles). Such a population might be expected to have a greater potential exposure to DU than other troop units. Inves- tigating possible disease clusters is another potential for this database. Some investigators are intrigued with the possibility of looking for clus- ters of certa
	The Registry of Unit Locations is unlikely to be informative for most missing exposure data. It will reveal little about exposure to pesticides, pyridostigmine bromide, vaccines, or other health risk factors because little information exists about how, when, or by whom such agents were used during the Gulf War. The limited resolution at the unit level means exposure information for a specific service person might be prone to er- ror; individuals did not always physically remain with their units. 
	FINDINGS 
	ŁDespite the unique features of the Gulf War, it should be possi- ble using epidemiologic approaches to determine whether Gulf War veterans have more or less mortality, symptoms, or diseases than an appropriately chosen comparison population. 
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	DOD’s Registry of Unit Locations will reveal little about exposure to pesticides, pyridostigmine bromide, vaccines, or other health risk factors because little Information exists about how, when, or by whom such agents were used during the Gulf War. 
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	Most of the studies examined by the Committee appear to be well-designed and appropriate to answer questions about mortality, symptoms, or diseases. 
	Most of the studies examined by the Committee appear to be well-designed and appropriate to answer questions about mortality, symptoms, or diseases. 
	Some studies currently underway or planned at best will add little information to other better designed studies and could provide misleading information, leading to false conclusions. 
	External scientific review of the major epidemiologic studies has ranged from nonexistent, to one-time review of protocols, to standing scientific advisory panels which have an ongoing role in the design and execution of the studies. Ongoing exter-nal review has proved beneficial to several of the studies. 
	Public advisory committees might improve communications with 
	the veterans asked to participate in epidemiologic studies. 
	A single coordinating body with an overarching perspective is needed to monitor whether priorities are being established, whether outstanding research questions are being adequately Bddressed, whether individual studies will contribute to the overall effort, and the extent to which the studies are respon-sive to recommendations from external reviewers. 
	Sharing a subset of basic questions on demographics, symp-toms, and exposures across large surveys of Gulf War veterans and controls could provide information useful for compar-isons across the studies and better understanding of differ- ences in the study populations. 
	There is little exposure data available for Gulf War veterans about many key risk factors. As a consequence, it will be more difficult to link adverse health outcomes detected by epidemi- ’ ologic studies to some specific exposures or risk factors. 
	The Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations data from DOD will be important for investigating questions about Gulf War veterans’ health issues, but it will not be a substitute for miss- ing exposure data for many risk factors. 
	RECOMMENDATIONS 
	ŁAll epidemiologic studies aimed at Gulf War veterans’ health issues should incorporate external scientific review and ongo- ing interaction with appropriate outside experts throughout the study process, from study design through analysis of re-sults. 
	 

	ŁThe Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board should play an active role in allocating the limited resources available for re-search on Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. The Research Working Group of the Coordinating Board should monitor the findings 
	 


	and recommendations of scientific peer review committees. If scientific reviews draw into question the usefulness of partic- ular studies to the overall research strategy, the Research Working Group should, via the Coordinating Board, recom-mend appropriate actions to the Secretaries of the three de- partments involved. 
	DOD, DHHS, and VA should recommend their principal investi- gators use public advisory committees in designing and execut- ing epidemiologic studies of Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. 
	For those questions that are common to different surveys, coor- dination between principal investigators and survey design ex- perts should take place to arrive at a common wording. The Per- sian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board’s Research Working Group should take responsibility for this coordination. 
	The Persian Gulf Registry of Unit Locations should be made available to qualified government and private researchers as quickly as possible, within the constraints of confidentiality. 
	DOD should make reasonable and practical efforts to collect and record better troop exposure data during future conflicts and to make those data available as quickly as possible to health care researchers. 
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	Table l-Epidemiology Studies Reviewed by the Advisory Committee, December 1995 
	Study 
	Study 

	National Health Survey of Persian Gulf Veterans and Their Family Members (Environmental Epidemiology Service, VA) 
	4 Mortality Follow-up Study of Persian Gulf Veterans (Environmental Epidemiology Service, VA) 
	Study of Unexplained Illness Among Persian Gulf War Veterans in an Air National Guard Unit (National Center for Infectious Disease, CDC) 
	-
	-

	Health Assessment of Persian Gulf War Veterans from Iowa (Iowa Department of Health and National Center for Environmental Health, CDC) 
	A Study of Symptoms in Seabees (Naval Health Research Center, DOD) 
	Seabee Health Study (Naval Health Research Center, DOD) 
	A Comparative Study of Hospitalizations Among Active Duty Military Personnel Who Participated in the Gulf War and Similar Military Personnel Who Did Not Participate (Naval Health Research Center, DOD) 
	A Comparison of Federal and Non-Federal Hospitalization Rates Among Veterans Who Have Separated From Active Service: Gulf War veteransversusNonGuffvet~(NavdHedtfiResearchCenter,DOD) 
	A Comparative Study of Pregnancy Outcomes Among Gulf War Veterans (Male and Female) and Other Active Duty Personnel (Naval Health Research Center, DOD) 
	Reproductive Outcomes Study (Naval Health Research Center, DOD) 
	Description 
	Description 
	Postal survey to estimate the prevalence of symptoms and medical conditions in 15,000 Gulf veterans and 15,000 era veterans and their families (surveys mailed Fall 1995, preliminary report anticipated Fall 1996) 
	Comparison of mortality rates and causes in Gulf War veterans and era veterans (ongoing; preliminary results presented Fall 1995) 
	Three-phase study to verify and characterize symptoms, assess their prevalence, and investigate risk factors in an Air National Guard unit (two phases complete, final phase ongoing) 
	Telephone survey to estimate the prevalence of symptoms and medical conditions in 1,500 Gulf veterans and 1,500 era veterans from Iowa and their families (telephone interviews begun Fall 1995, initial report anticipated August 1996) 
	Survey of symptoms in 1,500 Seabee volunteers (preliminary results presented Fall 1995) 
	Postal survey of 17,000 Seabees to assess symptoms and exposures (planning stages) 
	Comparison of hospitalizations between active duty Gulf War veterans and era veterans who attended military hospitals (preliminary results presented Fall 1995) 
	Comparison of hospitalizations between Gulf War veterans 
	and era veterans who have separated from the military and 
	attended nonmilitary hospitals (planning stages) 
	Comparison of birth defect rates between active duty Gulf 
	War veterans and era veterans who attended military 
	hospitals, using hospital records to ascertain birth defects 
	(preliminary results presented Fall 1995) 
	Postal survey to comparereproductive outcomes in Gulf War and era veteran couples (ongoing) 

	Prevalence of Congenital 
	Prevalence of Congenital 
	Prevalence of Congenital 
	Anomalies 
	Among Children Born to Gulf 
	Comparison 
	of birth defect rates between Gulf War veterans 

	War Veterans (Naval Health Research Center, DOD) 
	War Veterans (Naval Health Research Center, DOD) 
	and era veterans, using state registries to ascertain birth 

	TR
	defects (pilot test ongoing) 


	SOURCE: Presidential Advisory Committee, 1996. 
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	Chemical and Biological Weapons 
	Chemical and Biological Weapons 
	The issues of whether U.S. troops were exposed to Iraqi chemical and bio- logical warfare (CBW) agents during the Gulf War, and if so, whether such exposures can be causally linked to veterans’ illnesses, remain a source of considerable controversy. The charter requires the Committee to take a fresh look at these issues. For the interim report, we have focused on Iraqi CBW capabilities and doctrine during the Gulf War (with an emphasis on new information uncovered by the United Nations Special Commission on


	BACKGROUND 
	BACKGROUND 
	BACKGROUND 
	A 1994 congressional report concluded, based on eyewitness accounts and declassified operational logs, that CBW agent exposures did occ&’ Two other studies reached the opposite conclusion. The DSB Task Force stated it found “no evidence that either chemical or biological warfare was deployed at any level against us, or that there were any exposures of U.S. service members to chemical or biological warfare agents in Kuwait or Saudi Ara- bia.“3 Similarly, an IOM panel found “absolutely no reliable intelligenc
	Iraqi CBW Capabilities and Doctrine 
	The primary source of information on Iraq’s CBW programs released since this Committee was established is the United Nations Special Commission on Iraq (UNSCOM), an international body charged with uncovering and eliminating Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction and associated production facilities. Although the Iraqi government deceived UNSCOM for four years 
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	In its October 1995 mpo& UNSCOM 
	exp-g-concern over new feveIaths about the timing, extant, and wcaswfbrq’rvx nerveagentpfoduction 
	ProgM* 
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	about the full extent of its CBW programs, the defection to Jordan on Au- gust 7,1995, of Lt. Gen. Hussein Kamel al-Majid, a son-in-law of Iraqi Presi- dent Saddam Hussein and former director of Iraq’s weapons programs, proved to be a major breakthrough in the investigation. After the defection, the Iraqi government handed over to UNSCOM nearly 680,000 pages of documents on Iraq’s pre-war weapons programs, including CBW activities. UNSCOM cautions that much of the information contained in Iraq’s most recent
	UNSCOM Findings Regarding Chemical Weapons. In its October 1995 report, UNSCOM expressed greatest concern over new revelations about the tim- ing, extent, and success of Iraq’s VX nerve agent production program. New evidence suggests the VX program began as early as May 1985 and contin- ued without interruption until December 1990. UNSCOM concluded that as much as 400 tons of VX could have been produced on an industrial scale and that Iraq had solved precursor and agent storage and stabilization problems. U
	UNSCOM also noted Iraq’s admission of the development of prototypes of binary sarin (nerve agent)-filled artillery shells, 122 mm rockets, and aerial bombs and observed that the newest documentation shows produc- tion in quantities well beyond prototype levels. Iraq also has admitted three flight tests of long-range missiles with chemical warheads, including one with the sarin in April 1990. 
	UNSCOM Findings Regarding Biological Weapons. Iraq’s biological warfare (BW) program, as reported to UNSCOM, embraced a comprehensive range of agents and munitions. During the late-1980s, Iraq carried out scale-up studies on the production of anthrax and botulinum toxin, and these agents were weaponized in advance of the Gulf War. In addition, Iraq conducted research on a variety of other agents, including: 
	UNSCOM Findings Regarding Biological Weapons. Iraq’s biological warfare (BW) program, as reported to UNSCOM, embraced a comprehensive range of agents and munitions. During the late-1980s, Iraq carried out scale-up studies on the production of anthrax and botulinum toxin, and these agents were weaponized in advance of the Gulf War. In addition, Iraq conducted research on a variety of other agents, including: 
	Clostridium perfingens, a bacterium that causes gas gangrene in 
	wounds; 
	aflatoxin, which can cause liver cancer as well as acute toxicity; 
	two lethal fungal toxins known as tichothecene mycotoxins; 
	a plant fungus known as “wheat cover smut,” a potential economic 
	weapon against enemy crops; 
	three nonlethal viral agents: hemorrhagic conjunctivitis (which causes an acute eye disease associated with intense pain and tem- porary blindness); rotavirus (which causes acute diarrhea that can lead to dehydration and death), and camel pox (which causes fever and skin rash in camels; infection in humans is rare); and 
	two lethal viruses, yellow fever and Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever virus. 

	After the invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990, the Iraqi BW program intensified dramatically. Emphasis shifted from development work to large- scale production and weaponization of BW agents. Iraq now claims it had BW bombs and missiles deployed at four air bases around the country ready for launch; these claims have not been verified. 
	UNSCOM Findings Regarding Iraqi CBW Doctrine. UNSCOM noted Iraqi au- thorities have made conflicting representations about their plans with regard to the operational use of CBW agents. Documentation now available sup- ports the contention that Iraq was actively plannin g to deploy its chemical weapons in a pattern corresponding to strategic and offensive use through surprise attack. Although UNSCOM found that the known pattern of de- ployment of long-range missiles supports this contention, it continues to 
	Nothing in recent UNSCOM reports has caused DOD to reverse its posi- tion that there was no widespread use of CBW agents in the Gulf War. In the past few months, however, DOD has shown a new willingness to reexamine the issue. In Spring 1995, DOD created the Persian Gulf Investigation Team (PGIT), under the direction and control of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs), to conduct additional analytical work in this area. Part of PGIT’s mandate is to investigate possible exposures to CBW agents
	In parallel with PGIT’s investigation, the Central Intelligence Agency’s (CIA) Office of Weapons Technology and Proliferation in the Directorate of Intelligence is conducting an independent review of intelligence documents to determine whether the agency’s previous conclusions that U.S. troops were not exposed to CBW agents during the Gulf War still stand in the light of new information. The CIA has concentrated its review on intelligence records and limited its assessment of operational records and eyewitn
	CBW Detection Systems Deployed in the Gulf 
	The United States deployed several types of chemical agent detectors in the Gulf War as part of an integrated system for dealing with possible chemical warfare (CW). Each service member had access to treated papers (M8 and M9) that are sensitive to droplets of liquid chemical agents. Units responsible for fresh water handling used the M272 Kit to detect the presence of chemical agents in water. Germany provided 60 FOX Reconnaissance Systems, sophis- ticated armored vehicles equipped with mass spectrometers 
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	Nothing in recent 
	UNSCOM reports has caused DOD to reverse its position that there was no widespread use of chemical and biological warfare agents in the Gutf War. 
	40 Presidential 
	No real-time biological warfare agent detection systems were deployed during tie Gulf War. Systems that will provide real-time warnings that would enable troops to take protectlve measures prior to exposurearea long way off. 

	Advisory Committee 
	The M8Al automatic chemical agent alarm was the primary U.S. system designed to provide early warning of chemical attack during the Gulf War. It suffered from a number of serious deficiencies. For example, it could not detect mustard agents, which Iraq was known to possess in large quanti- ties. In addition, the M8Al detector had an extremely high false-alarm rate. During the Gulf War, the alarms sounded in response to vehicle exhaust, smoke, dust, rocket propellant, and other common battlefield interferent
	The M8Al automatic chemical agent alarm was the primary U.S. system designed to provide early warning of chemical attack during the Gulf War. It suffered from a number of serious deficiencies. For example, it could not detect mustard agents, which Iraq was known to possess in large quanti- ties. In addition, the M8Al detector had an extremely high false-alarm rate. During the Gulf War, the alarms sounded in response to vehicle exhaust, smoke, dust, rocket propellant, and other common battlefield interferent
	All CW agent detection and warning systems deployed in Southwest Asia were designed to detect nerve agent concentrations that would have an immediate impact on troop functioning - i.e., levels that would cause death or acute symptoms. No attempt was made to monitor CW agent ex- posures at levels below those known to cause acute toxicity. Battlefield de- tectors could not measure the types of low-level exposure that DOD regu- lations guard against in nonbattlefield situations. 
	No real-time biological warfare (BW) agent detection systems were de- ployed during the Gulf War. Britain, Canada, France, and the United States all deployed air samplers that collected and concentrated aerosol particles into a liquid sample suitable for testing with a small antibody based enzy- matic test kit. This rudimentary detection system took several hours to pro- duce a result and could only determine retrospectively if a biological attack had taken place. 
	DOD is taking action to address deficiencies in detectors that were highlighted by the Gulf conflict. If it works according to specifications, the detector/alarm currently under development, known as the Advanced Chemical Agent Detector/Alarm (ACADA), will be capable of detecting mustard agents, will identify the category or type of agent detected, and will not false alarm or malfunction during or after exposure to commonly occurring battlefield interferer& The response time of the ACADA at the detection th
	DOD has not addressed the issue of monitoring low-level exposures to CW agents. The joint-service requirements document for the ACADA sys- tem notes that “the current automatic chemical agent alarm (MSAl) is not sufficiently sensitive to adequately monitor collective protection shelters for detecting sustained low levels of chemical agent and monitoring per- sonnel for contamination.” Yet the ACADA system will have the same nerve agent detection threshold as the M8Al it will replace. 
	To improve its capability to detect BW exposure, DOD currently is de- veloping BW agent detection systems. However, systems that will pro- vide real-time warnings that would enable troops to take protective mea- sures prior to exposure are a long way off. 
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	FINDINGS 

	Although much was known at the time of the Gulf War, UNSCOM’s work provides a more definitive picture of Iraq’s CBW capability and doctrine, revealing advanced capabilities and underscoring the consid- erable uncertainty regarding Iraq’s intentions to use CBW agents against American and coalition troops. 
	The U.S. government’s decision to reexamine the records of the Gulf War for evidence of exposure to CBW agents is prudent in light of the health concerns of veterans and the findings from UNSCOM’s inves- tigations. The Committee intends to monitor the investigations of I’GIT and CIA. 
	DOD is taking reasonable steps to improve battlefield CW agent detection capability by developing equipment that will detect mustard agent and that will not sound false alarms in response to common battlefield interferents. 
	The inability to provide real-time detection of BW agents consti- tutes a serious deficiency in the U.S. chemical and biological de- fense posture. 
	The ability to monitor low-levels of CW agents would improve the health care surveillance of U.S. troops. 
	RECOMMENDATIONS 
	CIA and DOD should coordinate their analyses to ensure a com- prehensive review of the complete record of the Gulf War. Each agency should make full and prompt disclosure of all findings. 
	DOD should devote more attention to monitoring low-level 
	(subacute) exposures to CW agents. One possible basis for such a 
	system is the automated air-sampling system developed by the 
	U.S. Army Edgewood Research, Development and Engineering Center for UNSCOM, which is using it to monitor emissions from Iraqi chemical plants. Another approach might be to modify the detection system that the U.S. Army uses to monitor for leaks at chemical weapons storage depots. 
	DOD should continue to invest in the development of a biological point detector/alarm system that can detect and identify BW agent aerosols rapidly enough to enable troops to take protective measures before being exposed. 
	” 
	” 
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	1 Chapter 6 
	The Next Ten Months 
	Over the next 10 months, the Committee will continue to address each of the elements of its charge. Throughout the remainder of our work, we will monitor the government’s responsiveness to the recommendations of this and previous advisory bodies (Appendix E). We also will scrutinize how effectively government programs are coordinated among the departments and agencies with an interest in the health and well being of veterans. 
	OUTREACH 
	The Committee’s final report will include additional evaluation of the gov- ernment’s outreach efforts to Gulf War veterans, their families, and commu- nities, including DOD’s AFIS and AFRTS, the department’s survey of active duty troops, and education and counseling provided by DOD during clini- cal evaluations. The ‘Committee will examine VA’s Persian Gulf Health Days, active duty preseparation briefings on Gulf War veterans illness is- sues provided through VA’s Transition Assistance Program, special pro
	The Committee will continue to review carefully the content of the de- partments’ outreach message and whether its level of complexity makes it accessible for their audiences. We will investigate how the departments evaluate their own outreach components and programs. Without evidence to indicate how welI outreach efforts reach the target population and how much this population actually learns about the relevant issues, claims of outreach program effectiveness are unsubstantiated. 
	The outreach programs of both departments have improved over the last two years. It remains important to highlight the lessons learned in imple- menting them in order to create a useful model of communication and out- reach that would be responsive to veterans of future conflicts. The final re- port will explore this issue. 
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	MEDICAL AND CLINICAL ISSUES 
	For the final report, the Committee intends to evaluate the quality of care 
	provided to Gulf War veterans who enlist in VA’s Persian Gulf Registry or 
	DOD’s CCEI? We will assess access to the treatment programs, the treat- 
	ment protocols, the implementation of those protocols, and the attitudes of 
	the health-care providers employed by the systems. In undertaking this 
	evaluation, we will continue to receive public testimony, make site visits to 
	VA and DOD medical facilities where the clinical evaluations are con-
	ducted, and interview veterans to assess their impressions of their access to 
	care and their expectations from the registry protocols. 
	The Committee will conduct a review of clinical syndromes that might be similar to some of the undiagnosed illnesses among Gulf War veterans. We will assess the reproductive problems experienced by veterans and their families, including birth defects and decreased fertility. We also plan to ex- amine the psychological sequelae of stress, which many previous advisory groups have identified as a high priority for the government’s research pro-gram. 
	The activities of FDA and DOD related to the use of drugs and biologics intended to protect against CBW remain an area of considerable interest to the Committee. In particular, we plan to explore with FDA possible altema-tives to the interim final rule to help ensure troops are protected against CBW. Some observers have suggested an approval standard that recognizes surrogate endpoints and other data indicative of efficacy for vaccines, drugs, devices, and antibiotics intended for CBW defense might be a mor
	Previous advisory groups have made recommendations concerning health care for Gulf War veterans. For instance, the NIH panel’ recom-mended that a coordinated VA and DOD hospital-based case assessment protocol be developed to provide uniformly thorough assessment, diagno-sis, and treatment; we believe a coordinated clinical protocol is now in place. The NIH panel also stated that clinical treatment, absent a proven etiology, must be managed on a case-by-case basis according to the symp- toms presented. The C
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	RESEARCH 
	The Committee will continue its review of research related to Gulf War vet- erans’ illnesses. In particular, we will focus on the smaller epidemiologic studies and toxicologic research protocols designed to assess specific risk factors. In reviewing research directed at Gulf War veterans’ health issues, the Committee will attempt to evaluate the overall research effort, identify- ing areas where key research may be missing or where additional efforts to investigate or coordinate could improve the understand
	Another source of information about the exposures and risk factors of the Gulf War is DOD’s approach to occupational safety and health evaluations. The Committee believes reviewing the process by which DOD assessed po-tential exposures and risk factors before the Gulf War and the data DOD accumulated to support its decisions will be important for both evaluating Gulf War exposure and risk factors and anticipating future health issues. Data from pesticide applicators, uranium miners and fabricators, and fire
	CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE 
	In the coming months, the Committee will shift its focus from questions in-volving Iraqi CBW capabilities and the detection systems deployed by U.S. forces in the Gulf, to those involving alleged incidents of exposure to CBW agents. In particular, the Committee plans to examine instances where there are allegations that U.S. personnel were directly exposed to CBW agents, and to review evidence relating to possible collateral exposures to such agents. In addition, we plan to examine questions surrounding pos
	U.S. forces in the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations. 
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	-Veterans Health Administration 
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	THE WHITE 
	THE WHITE 
	THE WHITE 
	HOUSE 

	Office 
	Office 
	of the Press Secretary 

	For Immediate 
	For Immediate 
	Release EXECUTIVE ORDER -~--~_~_-_-_L PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE WAR VETERANS’ ILLNESSES 
	May 26‘1995 ON GULF 


	By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, it is hereby ordered as follows: 
	Section 1. Establishment (a) There is hereby established the Presidential Advisory Committee on Gulf War Veterans’ Illnesses (the “Committee”). The Committee shall be composed of not more than 12 members to be appointed by the President The members of the Committee shall have expertise relevant to the functions of the Committee and shall not be full-time officials or employees of the executive branch of the Federal Government The Committee shall be subject to the Federal Advisory Committee Act, as amended, 
	(b) The President shall designate a Chairperson from among the members of the Committee. 
	Sec. 2. Functions. (a)Th e C ommittee shall report to the President through the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Veterans Affairs, and the Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	The Committee shall provide advice and recommendations based on its review of the following matters: 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	Research: epidemiological, clinical, and other research concerning Gulf War veterans’ illnesses. 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Coordinating Efforts: the activities of the Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board, including the Research Coordinating Council, the Clinical Working Group, and the Disability and Compensation Working Group. 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Medical Treatment: medical examinations and treatment in connection with Gulf War veterans’ illnesses, including the Comprehensive Clinical Evaluation Program and the Persian Gulf Registry Medical Examination Program. 

	(4) 
	(4) 
	Outreach: governmentsponsored outreach efforts such as hotlines and newsletters related to Gulf War veterans‘ illnesses. 

	(5) 
	(5) 
	External Reviews: the steps taken to implement recommendations in external reviews by the Institute of Medicine’s Committee to Review the Health Consequences of Service During the Persian Gulf War, the Defense Science Board Task Force on Persian Gulf War Health Effects, the National Institutes of Health Technology Assessment Workshop on the Persian Gulf Experience and Health, the Persian Gulf Expert Scientific Committee, and other bodies, 
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	(6) 
	(6) 
	(6) 
	Fisk Factors: the possible risks associated with service in the Persian Gulf Conflict in general and, specifically, with prophylactic drugs and vaccines, infectious diseases, environmental chemicals, radiation and toxic substances, smoke from oil well fires, depleted uranium, physical and psychological stress, and other factors applicable to the Persian Gulf Conflict 

	(7) 
	(7) 
	Chemical and Biological Weapons: information related to reports of the possible detection of chemical or biological weapons during the Persian Gulf Confhct 


	.
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	(c) 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	It shall not be a function of the Committee to conduct scientific research. The Committee shall review information and provide advice and recommendations on the activities undertaken related to the matters described in (b) above. 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	It shall not b e a function of the Committee to provide advice or recommendations on any legal liability of the Federal Government for any claims or potential claims against the Federal Government 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	As used herein, “Gulf War Veterans’ Illnesses” means the symptoms and illnesses reported by United States uniformed services personnel who served in the Persian Gulf Conflict 

	(f) 
	(f) 
	The Committee shall submit an interim report within 6 months of the first meeting of the Committee and a final report by December 31,1996, unless otherwise provided by the President 


	Sec. 3. Administration. (a) The heads of executive departments and agencies shall, to the extent permitted by law, provide the Committee with such information as it may require for purposes of carrying out its functions. 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	Members of the Committee shall be compensated in accordance with Federal law. Committee members may be allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of subsistence, to the extent permitted by law for persons serving intermittently in the Government service (5 U.S.C. 5701-5707). 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	To the extent permitted by law, and subject to the availability of appropriations, the Department of Defense shall provide the Committee with such funds as may be necessary for the performance of its functions. 


	Sec. 4. General Provisions. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of any other Executive order, the functions of the President under the Federal Advisory Committee Act that are applicable to the Committee, except that of reporting annually to the Congress, shall be performed by the Secretary of Defense, in accordance with the guidelines and procedures established by the Administrator of General Services. 
	(b) The Committee shall terminate 30 day after submitting its final report 
	(c) This order is intended only to improve the internal management of the executive branch and it is not intended to create any right, benefit or trust responsibility, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law or equity by a party against the United States, its agencies, its officers, or any person. 
	WILLIAM J. CLINTON THE WHITE HOUSE May 261995. ### 
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	Other cohorts of veterans should be evaluated. pp. 20-29 
	uniformly thorough assessment, diagnosis, and treatment. P.44 
	Symptom rates should be compared among population groups (e.g., deployed vs. nondeployed, case-.controls). pp. 20-29 .
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	Clinical treatment, absent a proven etiology, must be managed on a case-by-case basis, directed at .the symptoms presented. Carefully controlled treatment protocols might assist in carving out specific .syndromes from the broad range of symptoms noted. P.44 .
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	Recommendations 
	in First Report (December 
	2,1994) 
	Comments* 


	The current design of the CCEP represents a serious attempt on the part of DOD to evaluate and treat 
	the health problems of military personnel who served in the Persian Gulf region. However, the 
	research aims of CCEP are not stated explicitly, nor does there appear to be a concrete epidemiologic 
	Need for balance and clear delineation of the clinical care and research functions of the CCEP, 
	especially in light of the apparent use of the CCEP by patients to obtain timely high quality medical 
	Incorporate consideration of the prominence of stress and psychiatric disorders as diagnoses and/or 
	Recognition of the division of labor and other resources between local medical treatment facilities and 
	regional medical centers, and between phase I and phase 111111 
	of the CCEP, in light of the large numbers of CCEP Patients. D. 44 
	Recommendations in Second Report (August 7,1995) Comments* The fact that many CCEP patients receive several diagnoses should be emphasized more in the conclusions of the DOD report. It should be clarified that there are many different combinations of diagnoses among the 10,020 patients. DOD should provide greater detail on additional specific diagnoses, including the categories of infectious diseases, and respiratory, digestive, and nervous 
	The DOD report includes comparisons between symptoms and diagnoses in the CCEP population and in several other populations but provides no explicit reason for making these comparisons. The draft report implies that a research hypothesis is being tested, but does not state what the hypothesis 
	The DOD report does not explicitly state that it is likely that at least a few CCEP patients have 
	The DOD report concludes that based on the CCEP experience to date, there exists no clinical evidence for a new or unique illness or syndrome among Persian Gulf veterans.” The reasoning for 
	DOD should continue to release its analysis of the CCEP results on a periodic basis. 
	Institute of Medicine Commiffee on Health Consequences of Service During the Persian Gulf War .(1995)‘v .
	Recommendations: Data and Databases Comments* .The VA Persian Gulf Health Registry is not a population database and is not administered uniformly, .therefore it cannot serve the purposes of research into the etiology or treatment of possible health .problems. It should be limited and specific to gathering information to determine the types of .conditions reported; there should be quality control and standardization; and the registry should not be .promoted as a means to determine prevalence estimates. In ad
	p. 7
	p. 7
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	The Army Geographical Information System model is the proper approach to understand the .characteristics of the population at risk. However, the DOD registry needs to be completed as quickly .and accurately as possible. The Secretaries of DOD and VA should develop a single setvice-.connected health record for each present active duty and former service member. pp. 33, 35.
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	DOD should maintain its lists of those receiving anthrax and botulinum toxoid vaccines for the purpose 
	Recommendation: CoordinationlProcess 
	Presently, the total number of undiagnosed conditions is unknown because the data either are insufficiently understood or available. The Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board should actively coordinate all studies developed from new initiatives that receive federal funding. p. 31,34-35 
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	Recommendation: Considerations of Study Design Needs To date, most studies of Gulf War veterans have been piecemeal. They are necessarily incomplete, they usually lack proper controls, they are hard to generalize, and they are subject to grave statistical problems, including low statistical power. VA and DOD should determine the specific research questions that need to be answered and should design epidemiologic studies accordingly. They should collaborate to obtain population-based and controlled data on s
	status, and diagnosed disease. .pp. 31,34-35 
	* .Page numbers refer to preceding text in this document. Recommendations concerning research on specific risk factors will be considered as we review additional research protocols in the next two months. Unless otherwise noted, this Committee will continue to monitor the government’s response to each of these recommendations. 
	’National Institutes of Health Technology Assessment Workshop Statement, April 1994. 
	’Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on Persian Gulf War Health Eflects, June 1994. 
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